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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is concerned with the characterization of both the magneto-optic 

(MO) media and optical system used in MO recording. 

Amorphous rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) thin films give rise to magnetic 

domain walls that are not smooth, but possess varying degrees of jaggedness. A figure-of

merit for domain wall jaggedness could be used to rank films with respect to their suitability 

for use in MO recording, since domain wall jaggedness has been shown to increase readout 

noise. Using a specially-constructed static tester, the measured fractal dimension of MO 

domain walls provides this figure of merit. The basic theory of fractal structures, two 

measurement techniques, and data from MO samples is presented. 

At the system level, accurate focusing and tracking is required to reliably and 

repeatedly write and read data on the media, while track position and focus are maintained. 

Three focusing and tracking methods are analyzed using scalar diffraction theory, including 

the effects of residual aberrations and misalignments on their performance. Feedthrough, the 

false focus error signal due to track crossing in pre-grooved media is also examined and its 

origin in the astigmatic method is compared with the cause of feedthrough in the obscuration 

method. The performance of the double astigmatic method, a novel differential method that 

eliminates feed through caused by astigmatism is analyzed. Birefringence of the polycarbonate 

disk substrate affects tracking and data readout. The focus offset between the position for 

the best tracking error signal, and that for maximum data readout is shown to be caused by 

birefringence-induced astigmatism. The effects reducing the track pitch, proper choice of 

groove depth and pre-format mark depth and their effect on the track crossing signal are 

investigated. An experimental static focusing/tracking testbed is described along with 

example data showing the dependence of the tracking error signal on track pitch, objective 
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numerical aperture, groove depth, and polarization orientation, as well as feedthrough 

performance for the astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The study of magneto-optical (MO) recording involves diverse subject areas. 

However, two major subdivisions of the field can be made: 1) the MO media, and 2) the 

associated read/write system. The read/write system can be further broken down into optical, 

mechanical, and electronic subsystems. This dissertation describes the author's efforts at 

developing a novel characterization method for MO media, and also presents a detailed study 

of current problems in the optical sub-system. Many issues within the optical sub-system are 

not unique to MO recording, but are endemic to optical recording in general, such as servo 

crosstalk (feed through), data crosstalk, and media birefringence and its effect on the servo 

and data readout channels. The solution to these problems, therefore, finds a receptive 

audience outside of the MO community. 

The media characterization is independent of the system efforts. To guide the reader, 

the following paragraphs briefly describe the major subjects of the chapters along with the 

motivation for their study. 

1.2 MEDIA CHARACTERIZATION 

A simple model depicts the recorded bits of information on MO media as well-defined 

circular areas of reversed magnetic dipoles. Unfortunately, this is an idealization not 

grounded in practice. Microscopic inspection of the recorded bits reveals a jagged magnetic 
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domain boundary. Although the rare earth-transition metal (RE-TM) films presently used 

in MO recording are amorphous. variations in sputtering conditions, substrate preparation and 

sputtering chamber partial pressure give rise to slight inhomogeneities over the surface of the 

film. These inhomogeneities may perturb the local magnetic properties of the film. and as 

the domain wall attempts to reach equilibrium during the thermo-magnetic writing process, 

the wall "sticks" at final locations other than those predicted by a simple model. This wall 

irregularity, or jaggedness, is one important source of noise in the readout process (Lin, 1989) 

and must be minimized. The problem is: How to quantify such domain wall jaggedness? One 

approach is to employ the measured fractal dimension of the wall structure as a jaggedness 

metric. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the background and results of these media characterization 

studies. 

To write and observe domain structures on MO films, researchers construct a modified 

polarization microscope, called a static tester, or optical magnetic domain analyzer (OMDA). 

Chapter 2 details the design considerations needed to obtain maximum image quality from 

such a device, and explains the theory behind its operation. Here, many references are 

assembled from diverse journals that address the conflicting requirements of high resolution 

and high image contrast in polarization images. 

How should one quantify domain wall jaggedness? The study of polarization 

micrographs of magnetic domains reveals that for each sample, the degree of wall structure 

(jaggedness) seems consistent. Additionally, study with the static tester shows that the growth 

of domain walls in some films is reminiscent of examples of dendritic growth (Caprite et ai, 

1986), aggregation (Allain and Coture, 1986), and percolation clusters (Stanley, 1986), all 

fractal structures. A hypothesis was formed that MO domain walls were fractal. Therefore, 

the body of knowledge concerned with measuring fractals in nature could be exploited to 
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quantify domain wall jaggedness. The measured fractal dimension could provide a figure of 

merit for domain wall jaggedness that could be used to rank MO films during their 

development process, perhaps to assess their potential noise performance. Chapter 3 describes 

these efforts, which borrow heavily from research in geophysics, surface science, image 

processing and applied mathematics. Unfortunately, the eventual linking of the measured 

fractal dimension with the component of media noise that one could attribute to domain wall 

structure has not yet been made, but the MO researcher has another metric that can be used 

to classify films. This area of research is still in its formative stage. 

1.3 SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION 

Once the media designer has produced an optimized disk, the goal of the system 

designer is to extract the maximum signal-to-noise performance from the media. Also, 

accurate focusing and tracking servos are necessary to accurately position the optical stylus 

and attain the highest density optical recording. Two aspects of disk systems conspire to 

degrade the readout signal, as well as the focusing and tracking signals. In the first place, the 

present standard adopted by the MO industry dictates the use of continuous tracking servo 

signals (analog) that are produced by diffraction from continuous grooves (phase gratings) in 

the disk surface. Diffraction due to tracking corrupts the error signal that provides focus 

information, reducing drive performance. Secondly, efficient and economical mass 

production of disk substrates is based upon injection molding of polycarbonate plastic. 

Unfortunately, injection-molded substrates are birefringent, which affects disk performance 

since linearly polarized light is required to exploit the polar Kerr effect in data readout. 

Additionally, residual aberrations in the optical components, and birefringence-induced 

astigmatism contribute to the corruption of the focus error signals by diffraction from the 
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tracking grooves. 

Chapter 4 provides the groundwork necessary to understand the basic performance 

limitations of three focusing and tracking systems. The diffraction modeling program 

DIFFRACT is used to calculate system performance in this study. Here, the astigmatic 

method is compared with a novel technique, the ring toric method. In this way, a technique 

that operates in the regime of geometrical optics (astigmatic method) may be contrasted with 

a diffraction-limited approach (obscuration method). A more familiar method of focus error 

detection, the obscuration method, is also studied. 

While comparing the performance of the several different focusing and tracking error 

detection methods in Chapter 4, it was found that focus error methods operating in the 

geometrical optics regime are more susceptible to servo crosstalk, or feedthrough, especially 

when residual aberrations such as astigmatism are present. Chapter 5 reveals the origin of 

feedthrough in the astigmatic method, and compares this with the source of feedthrough for 

the obscuration method. 

The diffraction calculations required of the feed through study in Chapter 5 suggested 

a method for eliminating feedthrough in the astigmatic method due to the kind of astigmatism 

that causes the most pronounced feed through. This approach, the double astigmatic method, 

is described fully in Chapter 6. The double astigmatic method uses two specially oriented 

astigmats to differentially cancel this most troublesome kind of feed through. 

Where might the astigmatism come from that contributes so greatly to feedthrough? 

It is well known that the laser diodes used in MO systems produce astigmatic beams due to 

the rectangular structure of the emitting area of the laser diode and the diffraction that results 

from the unequal junction cross sections. This is mostly corrected through anamorphic optics, 

but some residual astigmatism remains. A greater source of astigmatism is due to so-called 

vertical birefringence of the MO disk substrate. Chapter 7 presents modeling results that 
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show how the birefringence of the substrate effects the tracking and data readout signals, and 

gives rise to two distinct "best focus" positions: one which produces the largest peak-to-valley 

tracking error signal, and a second focus that produces the largest peak-to-valley data 

readout. 

Presently, the track pitch used in MO disks is 1.6JLm. In the future, the track pitch 

will decrease to increase data density. To minimize data crosstalk, the wavelength of the laser 

will also decrease, while the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective lens will increase to 

reduce the diffraction-limited spot size. Chapter 8 provides a glimpse of the challenges of 

reducing track pitch and increasing the objective NA at the presently used wavelength of 

800nm by showing the results of modeling calculations on tracking signals for various track 

pitches and groove depths. The effect of pre-format marks on the tracking error signal is also 

explored, showing the potential for erroneous track counting. 

In Chapter 9, the static focusing/tracking testbed is presented. This experimental 

effort began in an effort to understand feedthrough, but has also been used to study the 

influence of track pitch and incident beam polarization on tracking signals, as well as 

feed through for the astigmatic method. Feedthrough is most commonly measured in a 

dynamic tester, where the interaction of the optical channel with the electronic and 

mechanical subsystems may obscure the origin of feed through or effects of polarization. By 

removing the influence of the mechanics and control circuitry, it is possible isolate optical 

effects. This is especially helpful in investigating the effects of polarization on track features 

whose dimensions approach the wavelength of the optical stylus. Rigorous diffraction 

calculations require supercomputing facilities for realistic (two-dimensional, high NA) beams, 

making an experimental approach more economical. Work with the static testbed will 

continue so that more focusing/tracking methods may be investigated with regard to their 

feed through performance, and a better understanding of the regime in which scalar 
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diffraction modeling seriously diverges from the rigorous approach for periodic grooved disk 

structures can be developed. 

Chapter 10 concludes with a summary and statement of the future direction of the 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE OPTICAL MAGNETIC DOMAIN ANALYZER (OMDA) 

2.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The Optical Magnetic Domain Analyzer (OMDA) is a commercial reflected light 

polarization microscope that has been specially modified for static observations of magneto-

optical (MO) thin films. Figure 2-1 shows a"block diagram of the OMDA. 
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Figure 2-1. Schematic layout for optical magnetic domain analyzer (OMDA). 

The heart of the system is an Olympus metallurgical polarization microscope mated 

to a wafer inspection stand as is commonly used in the semiconductor processing industry. 

The Olympus microscope was selected as it is an economical, quality microscope that uses 

infinite conjugate objectives, which help to simplify the design of the OMDA. Since a large, 
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heavy magnet must be mounted underneath the sample, the wafer inspection stand is more 

suitable than the standard microscope stand. In a typical polarization microscope, the 

objective is stationary and the sample is moved up and down by advancing the stage in the 

±Z-direction. The heavy magnet needed for MO thin film experiments would eventually 

damage the stage gears. In the OMDA, the wafer inspection stand allows the XY stage to 

remain fixed in the Z-plane, and a coarse and fine focusing mechanism (focusing block) raises 

the objective and rest of the microscope in the ±Z-direction. Objectives from lOX to 80X 

(numerical apertures (NA) from 0.25 to 0.75) are available, along with lOX eyepieces, giving 

total magnifications from 100X to 800X. These magnifications are approximate when a video 

camera is used to image an object, as 3.3X and 5X photo-eyepieces are employed between the 

camera face plate and trinocular head to relay the image to the camera. Reliable 

magnification calibration is possible only by imaging a finely divided scale that is ruled in 

increments of 10 JLm, and with the aid of the frame grabber and image processing software, 

which allows determination of the camera magnification in units of pixel.JLm-1. This will be 

explained more fully in an in-depth description of each system component in later chapters. 

The polarization microscope allows one to image magnetic domains by exploiting the 

polar Kerr effect, as the films presently of interest in MO recording possess perpendicular 

anisotropy. Illumination is provided by a l50W Tungsten-Halogen light source with fiber 

delivery that is coupled into the upper BH2-UMA Universal Vertical Illuminator. An 

electromagnet with single conical pole piece and return path that is capable of magnetic fields 

up to 4 kilo Gauf3 (kG) is mounted within the clear aperture of the base of the microscope's 

XY translation stage, and is powered by a 20V /20A 400W Kepco Bipolar power supply that 

is under computer control via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HPIB). This magnet is used 

both for bias in thermo-magnetic writing and in wall motion experiments. A thermal stage 

is present on the surface of the stage that makes possible temperature-dependent studies of 
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MO films up to 1200 C. Thermo-magnetic writing may be done with an 830 nm semi-

conductor laser mounted in the second vertical illuminator equipped with a dichroic mirror 

that reflects only light with a wavelength greater than 700 nm, and transmits light from 300 

nm to 700 nm. The laser module, a Micro Laser Systems Model LSI5, consists of a single 

mode 30m W model L TO 15MDO Sharp diode laser, that has its beam circularized with an 

anamorphic prism pair and is collimated with wavefront flatness to less than -V 10 with a 0.4 

NA collimating lens. Efficiency after circularization and collimation is 82%. The laser is 

biased and modulated with the LiCONiX Model LDD200 Laser Diode Driver so that driving 

voltages from the Hewlett Packard 8116A 50 MHz Pulse/Function Generator can be safely 

converted into driving currents and will not damage the laser diode. Magnetic domains are 

imaged with an 800-line Ikegami vidicon-type tube camera utilizing a Newvicon camera tube 

for increased sensitivity, and displayed on either a Sony PV-122 or Barco high-resolution 

monitor. An Imaging Technology 640 X 480 pixel resolution frame grabber is resides in a 

Compaq Deskpro 386/20e personal computer (PC) so that the images may be captured and 

manipulated for data collection. Custom software written in the C programming language 

provides functions unique to domain morphology studies, while the Imagepro image 

processing package from Media Cybernetics provides generic image processing and editing 

functions. 

2.2 BASIC THEORY OF OPERATION OF OMDA 

Because of the special anisotropic nature of perpendicular magnetic thin films, their 

dielectric constants cannot be simply described with a scaler quantity, but require a dielectric 

tensor. When a normally incident, linearly polarized beam of light is incident on the surface 

of the sample, the off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor of the MO film give rise to 
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a small Kerr component of light which is polarized perpendicular to the incident beam 

(Mansuripur et ai, 1985, Meikeljohn, 1986, and Freiser, 1968). There is also a phase shift 

between the two components, and so the reflected light from the surface is elliptically 

polarized, with the major axis of the ellipse rotated from the original axis of polarization by 

the Kerr angle. The magnitude of this effect is small, usually less than OS if no multilayer 

enhancement structures are present. Since the OMDA does not make use of the ellipticity of 

the reflected light, one can simply think of the reflected light as a slightly rotated linearly 

polarized version of the input light for the sake of the following discussions. 

A simple reflected-light polarization microscope allows one to exploit the Kerr 

effect and visualize oppositely magnetized areas of the MO thin film (Lambeck, 1977, Shieh 

and Kryder, 1987, and Boyes, 1985). Randomly polarized light is emitted from the fiber end 

of the 150W Tungsten-Halogen illuminator as it enters the arm of the microscope vertical 

illuminator. A rotatable sheet polarizer in the arm of the illuminator permits setting of the 

input polarization. A 45° beam splitter cube (also known as a brightfield cube, since this is 

a form of brightfield microscopy) along the optical axis directs 50% of the incoming light into 

the entrance pupil of the microscope objective where it is focused onto the sample. There, 

the light is reflected and acquires ±BK rotations due to the magnetization of the area under 

study and the surrounding area on the sample. The reflected light passes directly through the 

brightfield cube and through the analyzer, a second sheet polarizer oriented orthogonal, or 

nearly so, to the input polarizer. Auxiliary optics just above the analyzer relay the image with 

the correct conjugates to the eyepieces for direct viewing, or to the photoeyepiece and camera 

faceplate, for video viewing or image storage. Figure 2-2 shows the effects of the rotation of 

the incident beam. 

Here, the polarizer (P) and analyzer (A) are shown are shown as being orthogonal to 
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each other. To obtain the appropriate 

contrast for good image viewing, the 

analyzer is oriented to be approximately 

aligned with either of the Kerr 

components. Areas of opposite 

magnetization will appear with opposite 

bright and dark contrast. In fact, this 

property must be used to verify that the 

area under study is a magnetic structure. 

The operator rotates the analyzer 

slightly clockwise and anti-clockwise 

from the extinction position and 

observes whether the areas under study reverse contrast. If no contrast reversal occurs, the 

features are not magneto-optical. 

2.3 ADVANCED TOPICS FOR ENHANCED MICROSCOPE PERFORMANCE 

The explanations thus far have not dwelled on the difficulties with using the Kerr 

microscope to image MO thin films. The researcher requires high resolution and maximum 

contrast of the imaged domains. Unfortunately, these two requirements are incompatible. 

High resolution requires high NA objectives which, due to the steep angles of incidence, give 

rise to troublesome depolarization effects which allow light to be admitted by the analyzer 

that has no Kerr component, reducing the contrast of the magnetic domain image. These 

topics will be dealt with in detail below. 

The employment of high NA objectives for high resolution domain studies introduces 
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the aforementioned problem of depolarization effects. These effects were thoroughly studied 

in the 1950s (Inoue, 1951, Inoue and Hyde, 1957, and Kubota and Inoue, 1959) and are due 

to the differences in reflectivities for light waves polarized parallel (p) to and perpendicular 

(s) to the plane of incidence. If one were to decompose a converging spherical wave due to 

the focusing action of a microscope objective into its constituent plane waves by invoking the 

principal of superposition, each plane wave would still yet be the vector sum of sand p 

components. Upon reflection from the sample surface, the sand p components are reflected 

according to the Fresnel equations, and recombine with different magnitudes and phases than 

existed prior to reflection. For linear, isotropic and homogeneous media, these equations are 

shown below (Hecht, 1988) in Eq. 2-1 and 2-2 for sand p light, respectively. 

nl'Cosa-nt 'Cosa, 
r-------

s nl 'Cosa/+llt 'Cosa
t 

(2-1) 

(2-2) 

The subscripts i and t refer to the media of incidence and the media of transmittance. 

For aluminum, with n + ik of 2 +i7, a plot of reflectance versus angle of incidence is shown 

in Fig. 2-3. 

The marginal angle is about 36° for a lens with NA of 0.55, and 48° for a lens with NA 

of 0.75. To demonstrate the effects of depolarization due to high NA lenses, both 0.55 and 

0.75 NA lenses were simulated retro-reflecting a focused spot from an aluminum mirror with 

n,k of 2,7, and the resulting intensity pattern at the exit pupil of the objective was viewed 

after passing through an analyzer oriented orthogonal to the input polarization. Ideally, no 

light should be passed by the perfect analyzer, however, DIFFRACT simulation results in Fig. 

2-4 show that this is not the case. 
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Figure 2-3. Reflectance versus angle of incidence for aluminum with n = 2, k = 7. Solid line 
is for Ra and dotted is for Rp. 

The magnitude of the depolarization effect are clearly evident in the DIFFRACT 

simulations for the 0.55 and 0.75 NA lens. For an additional increase in NA of 0.2, the 

amount of stray light that is passed by the analyzer increases by a factor of 4.67. Inoue 

reports that when the NA is increase by an additional 0.2, a tenfold increase in stray light 

occurs (Inoue, 1951, Inoue, 1981). The discrepancy between the simulation results that those 

reported by Inoue is due to the limitations of the model, in which the objective lens is 
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Figure 2-4. Contour plot of polarization cross at exit pupil of 0.75 NA lens. Spatial units are 
in >.. 

modeled as a single ideal element with no reflective losses occurring at the air-glass interface. 

The potential for high resolution and high contrast seems dim. However, there are 

several methods to achieve both requirements simultaneously. These methods require the use 

of either an optical device known as the polarization rectifier or the use of a television camera 

to image the magnetic domains. 

Briefly, the polarization rectifier (Inoue and Hyde, 1957) consists of a >';2 waveplate 
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oriented with its fast axis aligned with the axis of the analyzer, followed by a zero power 

meniscus lens. The >';2 plate rotates the plane of polarization by 28 where 8 is the angle by 

which the polarized light incident on the sample was rotated by depolarization effects. The 

zero power meniscus lens provides a surface with radially varying angles of incidence that 

cause rotation due to reflection to now occur in the sense opposite to that which took place 

on the sample surface. Rotations on the order of 3_60 have been reduced to less than 0.1 0 

using this technique (Inoue and Hyde, 1957). 

2.4 ELECTRONIC IMPROVEMENT OF OMDA IMAGES 

2.4.1 Analog Methods. A more practical approach than the polarization rectifier 

involves the use of a video camera to image the samples. The linear response of the camera, 

as opposed to the eye's logarithmic response to image brightness (Blackwell, 1946) allows for 

enhancement of the contrast in polarization microscopy. The use of the video camera can 

improve the sensitivity for detecting small Kerr rotations using polarized light microscopy, 

while simultaneously improving image quality. 

The original explanation of increased image contrast in polarization microscopy 

through video techniques is due to Inoue (Inoue, 1981) but is adapted below for application 

to Kerr effect images. The intensity of the light that reaches the camera due to the Kerr 

effect can be expressed as 

(2-3) 

where the symbols refer to the intensity due to parallel and crossed polarizers. Furthermore, 

it is helpful to define the term extinction factor (EF), where 



This term is substituted in Eq. 2-3 to give 

I 
EF=.2.. 

1.1. 
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(2-4) 

(2-5) 

Contrast is proportional to AI/I, where AI is the difference in intensity between up and down 

magnetized areas on the film, and I is the average intensity of the scene. The eye is a 

logarithmic detector and one can write the differential of the eye's contrast response as 

AI 
Alog(l)=-. 

I 
(2-6) 

Therefore, the response of the eye to changes in intensity is a linear function of the contrast 

of the image. The sensitivity of the eye to Kerr features, Scyc' can be expressed as 

(2-7) 

where I is expressed as in Eq. 2-5 as a function of OK and l/EF. Therefore, for the eye, the 

greater the extinction factor EF, the greater the sensitivity. A video imaging tube, however, 

responds linearly with light intensity. Its expression for sensitivity Scamcrn. therefore 

(2-8) 
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where after taking differentials 

III = 2'1 'sine 'cose 'lle I IC IC IC 
(2-9) 

and 

(2-10) 

Therefore, for an ideally linear detector, Scamern is independent of the EF of the polarizers. 

Furthermore, by manipulating analog controls on a suitable laboratory-grade camera, one may 

permit only the signal due to the Kerr effect to appear at the monitor to maximize the 

contrast (Inoue, 1986, Allen, 1985). 

To enjoy maximum effectiveness when employing a video camera to image magnetic 

domains, the proper choice of camera type will ensure satisfactory results. The Newvicon 

tube-type camera, that has a photosensitive target of ZnSe/ZnCdTe is the ideal choice. It has 

a 'Y of 1.0, which means that the signal current produced by the photosensitive area is directly 

proportional to the irradiance on the target. Also, it has a dark current typically on the order 

of 4 nA, as opposed to about 20 nA for a visible Vidicon, and 7 nA for the Silicon Intensified 

Target Vidicon. Newvicon tubes typically have a SNR of 45 dB (dB p-p/rms). 

Earlier, contrast was defined as being proportional to AI/I, where AI is the difference 

in intensity due to the up- and down-magnetized areas. Video contrast not only depends on 

the irradiance of the light source of the microscope, but on the gain applied to the video 

signal of the camera, and on the background intensity level of the monitor. Applying an 

offset to the video image and modifying its gain has the same effect as reducing the stray light 

in the system such as that due to the depolarization effects from high NA objectives described 

earlier. An electronic offset has no effect on the difference in the brightness level of the 

signal of interest. If enough offset is available, one can simulate a polarization microscope 
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with infinite EF (>106) of the polarizers, or polars, as they are often called. We then have 

VuieoContrast = (2-11) 

where Ioffsct is the intensity due to the offset voltage. When I = Ioffsct' the video contrast 

approaches infinity. Allen (Allen, 1985) has reported double the resolution at green light (to 

100nm) due to the substitution of the Sparrow criterion rather than the Rayleigh criterion for 

resolution of an electronic image. Of course, analog techniques such as gain and offset 

adjustment are accomplished at the video rates, which makes them quite attractive when 

compared with digital post-processing methods. As one increases the gain of the video 

camera as offset changes, however, increased shot noise and Johnson noise result. 

To decrease electronic camera noise, one can compress the video bandwidth or use a 

slow scan camera. For this technique, the signal-to-noise improvement ratio (SNIR) is given 

as 

(2-12) 

Also, to decrease noise one can sum, or average frames, cool the camera tube, or 

integrate the image. The use of the digital frame grabber in the PC makes possible some non-

real time techniques to improve the contrast of the image of MO domains which are explained 

below. 

2.4.2 Digital Methods. Although the video camera can improve the perceived contrast 

of the image produced by the Kerr microscope, the digitization process can highlight lighting 

problems, or hot spots, that would not be noticed when viewed through the eyepieces or 
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photographed using conventional emulsion films with high dynamic range. The frame 

grabber can be exploited to eliminate this effect, and also to make possible binary images that 

reveal only the magnetic features of the film. 

Figure 2-5. Binary image of TbFe film with perpendicular anisotropy. Black and white 
image makes post processing, such as boundary extraction, much easier. Lateral extent of 
domain is 135 JLm. 

To remove the effects of uneven lighting and non-magnetic features, one first adjusts 

the level of the input to the frame grabber (an operational amplifier with offset capability 

precedes the analog-to-digital converter) to provide high contrast of an image with mixed up-

and down-magnetized magnetic domains. Then, the MO film is saturated in either the up or 

down direction using the electromagnet mounted in the base of the microscope's XY stage. 

The image of the saturated film is stored in the computer's digital memory. Next, the offset 

is reset to a value slightly greater than the setting for the background image (~1O% of the 
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original setting). The reason for this will become clear directly. One then performs the 

experiment at hand, i.e., the thermo-magnetic writing of domain on the sample and possible 

expansion of the domain with the electromagnet to observe domain wall behavior. When the 

image is ready for saving, this image is captured and arithmetically divided by the original 

background image of the saturated film. The result of the integer division is multiplied by 

255 (the maximum grey-level magnitude in the 8-bit frame grabber). The result is a binary 

(black and white) image with even background and highest possible contrast rendering of the 

magnetic domain. This technique is required when the gain and offset (or pedestal as it is 

known in video technology) are manually controlled to increase contrast, as a mottled 

background results as the gain is increased (Allen, 1985). Since there is no magnetic 

information that can be resolved with a light microscope in the intermediate grey-level values 

of the image, this method provides a satisfactory view of the magnetic domain, and makes 

future image processing easier. 

The success of the above technique relies on the automatic gain control (AGe) feature 

of the video camera, and upon integer division, as will be shown below. 

The AGe feeds back a portion of the amplified video signal (before retrace and 

blanking pulses are applied) into an integrator that varies the gain of the video amplifier 

electronically. In this way, an average scene illumination is maintained for pleasant viewing 

and damage to the sensitive camera tube is avoided. Since the magnitude of the Kerr rotation 

is < 10
, the difference between the grey-level values of up and down magnetized areas is 

usually on the order of 20-30 units out of a maximum level of 256 shades of grey. Therefore, 

when the scene changes from a uniformly magnetized background that results from a 

saturating external magnetic field, the areas that appear dark under the microscope take on 

grey levels 20-30 less than the saturated portion of the film (for this system, the smaller the 

magnitude of the pixel value, the blacker it appears). However, since the AGe strives to 
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maintain the same average illuminance, the saturated area becomes slightly brighter than it 

was originally, so that the average illuminance over the entire scene can remain relatively 

constant. When the integer division of the new image by the stored background image is 

performed we have 

and 

pixeldomaindown 
= 0 

pixel background 

pixeldomalnup ~ 1 
pixelbadground 

(2-13) 

(2-14) 

where it is assumed that the saturated background is magnetized up and the formation of 

down magnetized domains results in darker contrast domains. Multiplication by 255 results 

in pixel values that are interpreted as white (255) and black (0) by the frame grabber 

hardware, and the binary image is produced. 

2.5 SUMMARY 

Using an ordinary polarization microscope, it is possible to visualize oppositely 

magnetized areas of a magnetic thin film by exploiting the Kerr effect, which rotates the 

plane of the incident polarization slightly. Since the Kerr effect is small (usually < 10 of 

rotation), some attention must be paid to the careful design of an optical magnetic domain 

analyzer (OMDA) to realize maximum signal-to-noise in the images. Unlike an ordinary 

polarization microscope, however, the OMDA is equipped with a laser diode for thermo-

magnetic writing experiments, an electromagnet for write bias and domain wall motion and 

nucleation experiments, and a thermal stage for temperature-dependent domain studies. 
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It was shown the simultaneous realization of high contrast, and high resolution is 

difficult due to the depolarization effects caused by the high NA objectives needed for 

maximum resolution. Early efforts to reduce polarization effects gave rise to the polarization 

rectifier, which reverses the sense of polarization rotation due to the high NA objectives. 

While conceptually simple, the polarization rectifier is difficult to make, and so, never 

achieved much success. A vidicon television camera, however, is not only useful as a remote 

viewing device, and for image capture, but also to decrease, and in some cases, to completely 

neutralize the effects of depolarization. This is due to the nature of the sensor, which 

produces signal current as a linear function of intensity, unlike the eye, which is a logarithmic 

detector. A camera's sensitivity to image contrast can be shown to be independent of the 

extinction factor of the microscope's polarizer janalyzer combination, especially when 

combined with additional circuits to control the gain and offset of the camera. The 

addition of an electronic sensor adds another noise source, but by image averaging, the signal

to-noise of the system can be boosted. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHARACTERIZATION OF MAGNETO-OPTICAL RECORDING MEDIA IN TERMS OF 

DOMAIN BOUNDARY JAGGEDNESS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Noise in magneto-optical (MO) recording devices can be classified into five distinct 

categories: i) electronic noise, ii) shot noise, iii) laser noise, iv) erased media noise, and v) 

domain boundary noise. The first three classes are system-related noises, whereas the last two 

are rooted in the magnetic and MO proper.ties of the recording media. Erased media noise is 

primarily due to spatial variations of structural/magnetic properties of the media. 

The ultimate carrier-to-noise (CNR) presently attainable in MO storage systems is 

limited by media noise due to domain wall irregularities (Lin, 1989). Such variations manifest 

themselves in the domain structures that are grown slowly, to allow domain walls to follow 

energetically-favorable paths with little assistance from external forces. Thus, measurements 

of the degree of wall jaggedness can be used to characterize the degree of non-uniformity of 

the media. Since it has been shown that an increase in domain wall irregularity results in 

decreased CNR of the recording system (Lin, 1989), a figure-of -merit for domain boundary 

jaggedness is desirable. At present, a satisfying method for quantifying domain wall shape 

does not exist. Clearly, a single figure-of -merit for domain wall shape would provide an 

easy-to-understand, quantitative measure of the CNR potential of MO materials very early 

in the development process, and would permit easy comparison between different materials. 

The measured fractal dimension, D, of the magnetic domain wall can provide such a figure-
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of-merit. 

3.2 BASIC FRACTAL THEORY 

Our earliest life experiences with simple geometric shapes give us a false sense of 

mastery over understanding our environment, or at least our ability to measure and quantify 

it. It is true that we are certain as to the length of a line, the perimeter of a circle, and the 

area of a sphere, to name a few well-known Euclidean shapes. But what if we want to 

measure, say, a snowflake, or a cloud, or the length of a coastline? Surely, these objects can 

be described by basic shapes that we are capable of measuring. Or are they? As we subject 

these natural objects to finer and finer measuring scales, we must keep revising our 

impression of their measure (length/area/volume). In fact, snowflakes, clouds, and coastlines 

are all examples of objects that are not capable of being described using Euclidean constructs, 

and as such, are fractal, as are most objects of interest in nature. 

A fractal shape is non-rectifiable, and thus cannot be described using Euclidean 

geometry. More formally, a fractal structure is one whose Hausdorf-Besicovitch dimension 

D exceeds its topological dimension, DT (Mandlebrot, 1983). Therefore, the fractal dimension 

D of a one-dimensional profile, such as a domain wall, has the range 

(3-1) 

with D = I corresponding to a one-dimension Euclidean curve, and D = 2 corresponding to 

a plane filling curve (surface). 

Fractals exhibit self-similarity, which means that subsets of the object are 

geometrically similar to the whole, and to each other. A coastline is a good example of self

similarity. As we refer to maps with finer and finer scales, our general impression of the 
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shape of the coastline does not change much. Objects in nature are usually statistically self

similar. In this case, the objects are statistically similar to each other and the whole, but 

differ in detail at different length scales (Peitgen and Saupe, 1988). It is this statistical self

similarity that provides the means for experimentally measuring the fractal dimension of 

natural objects. The most general types of fractals are also scale invariant, that is, they are 

invariant under a linear transformation of scale. However, a curve need not be scale invariant 

to be fractal, as is the case with MO domains. Those fractals that do not remain invariant 

under a linear change in scale are called self-affine. Self-affine sets of data are characterized 

by each Euclidean coordinate, E, being scaled by a different scaling ratio 1'. Therefore, if we 

want to transform the set S by r( S), we have (Voss, 1985) 

(3-2) 

3.3 MEASURING FRACTALS OCCURRING IN NATURE 

3.3.1. The Ruler Method. The ruler, or divider method, is most easily visualized by 

a gedanken experiment of considering how one would measure a coastline, or MO domain, 

for that matter. One could select a ruler of a fixed length, and record how many end-to-end 

placements of the ruler were necessary to span the coastline. Then, we might halve the 

original ruler length, and repeat the measurement, again recording our tally of the total 

number of end-to-end ruler placements that were required to span the coastline, and so on, 

as we continue to halve our ruler. This can be described analytically as 
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L(r) = r x N(r) (3-3) 

where r is the ruler length, and N(r) is the number of rulers needed to span the boundary and 

measure its length, L. 

A one dimensional line can be divided evenly into N identical parts, each of which 

has a scale related to the original line by the ratio r = 1 IN (Voss, 1985). In a similar fashion, 

a two-dimensional Euclidean object can be scaled by N squares with the ratio r = liN!, and 

a three-dimensional object scaled by cubes with edge size N with the ratio r = I/N'Ih. This can 

be generalized to self-similar fractal objects such as a coastline with dimension D, which can 

be scaled by N rulers by a factor of r = I/N1/ D or 

1 N=-. 
rD 

(3-4) 

Taking the logarithm and rearranging, we arrive at the fractal or similarity dimension, given 

by (Voss, 1985) 

D = 10g(N). 

10g(; ) 
(3-5) 

The coastline (or domain wall) that we are trying to measure is an example of a 

statistically self-similar fractal, and the length measurements we will record can be written 

1 1 L(r) ex r x- = C'-
r D ,D-l 

(3-6) 

where C is a proportionality constant and we have made use of Eq. 3-4 in Eq. 3-3. Taking 

logarithms and rearranging we finally arrive at 

log (L(r) ) = (l-D) 'Iog(r) + 10g(C). (3-7) 

And, if in our experiment in measuring the coastline we plot r versus L( r) on a log-
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log scale, the slope of the line that results is related to the fractal dimension, D, as can be seen 

in Eq. 3-7. This method is originally described by Richardson (Richardson, 1961) in his 

measurement of the length of the coastline of Britain. 

3.3.2. Power Spectrum Method. Berry and Lewis (Berry and Lewis, 1980) originally 

demonstrated the relationship between the power spectrum of a function, specifically, the 

Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (WM) function, and its fractal dimension. The WM function is 

popular with fractal mathematicians since it is a "pathologic" function: it is continuous, but 

nowhere differentiable and can be used to generate fractal curves. The interested reader is 

urged to examine the original text if mathematical rigor and/or greater detail is desired. A 

more heuristic approach will be adopted here. 

Fourier theory states that arbitrary functions may be decomposed into discrete sums 

of sinusoids with different magnitudes and phases for each frequency component, i.e. the 

fundamental and its harmonics. In parallel with the ruler method, we might think of each 

frequency component as a "ruler" of a different length. Berry and Lewis showed that the 

relationship between the power spectrum and WM fractal function was (Fox, 1989) 

P '" f -(S-W) (3-8) 

where P = power, f = frequency, and D is the fractal dimension. The characteristic of self

similarity in which the figure under study appears similar at all scales of observations, 

provides us with a means of viewing fractal dimension in terms of Fourier spectra, since as 

we scale the Fourier components, the amplitude spectrum should follow a power law behavior 

similar to other fractal measurement techniques. The power law form of the frequency 

spectrum (note the similarity with Eq. 3-6) can be written, with the addition of a constant of 

proportionality a as 
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(3-9) 

where A = amplitude, f = frequency, and b is another constant related to the fractal 

dimension. We can combine Eq. 3-8 and 3-9 to arrive at 

(3-10) 

where b is defined as in Eq. 3-11. Rearranging terms, we arrive at the definition of fractal 

dimension D as in Eq. 3-12. Here, b is equal to the slope of the log-log plot of the 

wavenumber versus amplitude. 

ba-(%-D) 

5 D .. b +-
2 

(3-11) 

(3-12) 

The relationship is exact only when b = -1.0 (fractional Brownian motion). For values 

of D < 1.5 (b < -1.0), the amplitude spectrum method tends to over-estimate the fractal 

dimension (A viles, 1987), while for values of D > 1.5 (b > -1.0), it under-estimates the fractal 

dimension. 

Since the image of the domain is measured in two dimensions, there exist two 

frequency components, fx and fy, and the amplitude spectrum is written 

A .. Vf/+f/{%-D) (3-13) 

since all directions in the XY plane are the same with respect to their statistical properties 

(Saupe, 1991). 

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
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3.4.1 Ruler Method. To make a measurement using the ruler method, a reverse

magnetized domain is written thermomagnetically with a small bias field (~300 Oe) and < 

12mW of laser power (determined by the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective used). The 

resulting domain is ~I J.l.m in diameter (diameter ~ 0.61>.jNA), limited in size by the 

wavelength of the laser diode, and the NA of the objective. After the initial recording of the 

domain, the bias field is slowly increased to expand the domain until the wall diameter is 

approximately 50 pixels. Alternatively, a line can be written across the MO material by 

advancing the stage of the microscope in one direction, while the laser is pulsed rapidly. The 

line can then be expanded in the same manner as the circular domain, to a width of about 50 

pixels. The minimum width (diameter) ensures adequate sampling when the image is 

digitized, and provides increased immunity to binary image noise. The image of the domain 

is digitized using the frame grabber, and multiple images are averaged for noise reduction (the 

number required depends on the contrast of the MO film, usually between 8 and 256 frames). 

The image is made binary as described in Chap. 2, and an example of the final binary image 

is shown in Fig. 3-2. 

Image processing software is used to extract the boundary of the domain, also depicted 

in Fig. 3-2. At this point, rulers of different length r are "walked" along the boundary of the 

domain, and the number of rulers needed to span the boundary, N(r), is recorded for 1 ~,. 

~ 100 pixels. 

The algorithm to implement the ruler measurement method proceeds as follows: An 

arbitrary starting point on the domain boundary is designated as the initial endpoint. The 

boundary is then traced and distance between the fixed and the moving endpoint is calculated. 

The effect is similar to "rubberbanding" techniques found in CAD software. When the 

distance between the fixed and the moving endpoint is equal to the ruler length under 

consideration, the moving endpoint becomes the new fixed endpoint, the ruler tally is 
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updated, and the process repeated until the entire boundary is traced. Remainder distances 

at the end of the domain boundary are added to the ruler total as fractions of ruler length. 

This process is repeated for all ruler lengths under consideration. The edge-following 

algorithm is adapted from Rosenfeld (Rosenfeld, 1970), as it is effective on re-entrant 

boundaries. 

A log-log plot is made of the ruler length r versus boundary length, L(r), and a line 

is fitted to the data using a least-squares approach. In general, all of the points will not lie 

on a single, unambiguous choice of best-fit line, but bands of data points will lie on lines of 

different slopes. Two breakpoints are usually evident in a plot of ruler length versus domain 

length: the inner and outer cutoff (Mandlebrot, 1983). Figure 3- I illustrates the existence 

of several bands of data for sample 830. 

The inner cutoff usually occurs where the ruler length approaches the smallest resolution 

element of the system, here, a pixel. The outer cutoff occurs where the ruler size approaches 

the size of the diameter of the domain. Between these two cutoffs are lines whose slopes m 

are related to fractal dimension using the expression 

D = (l-m) (3-14) 

were the slope m is a small, negative number for magnetic domains. 

The largest subset of points that lie along the line nearest to the inner cutoff was used 

in this study. To test the choice of the band of data points, the local fractal dimension (Peleg 

et aI, 1984) can be plotted, which is a graph of the fractal dimension within a subset of data 

points as a window containing the subset is slid through the data. The procedure is as follows: 

D is computed for ruler lengths from, say, one to five pixels, then for two to six pixels, and 

so on. If a good choice was made, the graph of local fractal dimension will be a horizontal 

line. 
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Figure 3-1. Log-log plot of r versus L(r) for sample 830 to demonstrate how lines may be 
fit to different bands of data. 

3.4.2 Amplitude Spectrum Method. In this method, the technique for image 

acquisition is identical to that for the ruler method. However, once the binary image is 

formed, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the image is computed using the vector library 

FFT routines on the Convex mainframe computer (which is connected to the PC via an 

Ethernet link), and an output file is computed that contains the average amplitude for each 

radial wavevector. This means that for each amplitude value that falls within a radius such 

that 

k ~ radius <k+l (3-15) 

where the radius index runs from 1,2,3 ... 239 (images are 640 x 480 pixels), the average 
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Figure 3-2. Binary image of Tb17.2FeSO.3C07.4Ar15.2 (Sample 830) showing original image and 
the extracted boundary for use in the ruler method. 

amplitude is computed. The symbol k is defined by Eq. 3-16. 

k =Vf/+f./. (3-16) 

The average amplitude value for each range of wavevector is then plotted on a log-log 

plot versus radial wavevector, and the slope of the best fit line is found as in the ruler method. 

The fractal dimension, D is calculated using Eq. 3-12, and where b is the slope of the best-fit 

line. As in the ruler method, the investigator must decide which range of points the line 

should try to match, generally choosing the largest group nearest to the inner cutoff. Also, 

the local fractal dimension may also be calculated, as described earlier. 

Some thought has to be given to the average signal amplitude versus radial wavevector 

determination, since the image taken with the static tester is not square, but rectangular. 
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Consider a sampled image f(x,y) where 

(3-17) 

and n = 0,1,2 ... N-l, m = 0,1,2 ... M-l, and D.x = D.y = length/pixel, N = 640, M = 480. The 

discrete Fourier Transform is defined as (Press et ai, 1989) 

N-I M-I 

F(fx,J) = L\xL\YL :E f(xn,Ym)'exp[ -j21t (frnL\x +.fymL\y)] 
n=O m=O 

and 

Since D.x = D.y, we have 

IZ 

~ = NL\x 
m' 

iy = M l3.y 

M 3 
N 4 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 

(3-20) 

This means that when testing to see if the radial wave vector lies within the annulus described 

by the square root of the sum of the squares of the frequency variables fx and fy (Eq. 4-15), 

the fx value must be weighted by the factor 0.75. This is another way of saying that we are 

interested in those amplitudes that fall within an ellipse, with a ratio of minor:major axis of 

3:4. 

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR RULER METHOD 

The measurements taken to-date are repeatable, and show good correlation between 

qualitative evaluation of domain wall irregularity and the measure fractal dimension, D. That 
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is, as the amount of domain wall jaggedness appears to increase visually, D increases. Figure 

3-3 shows the contrast between two TbFeCo films with different compositions (samples 830 

and 819, Tb22.gFe68.4COg.4Arg.3) that exhibit markedly different degrees of domain wall 

structure. 

Domains were written in each sample and then expanded to 60 JLm in diameter, as 

described earlier. The ruler method was applied to the original, and three successive domain 

expansions, up to a diameter of 130 JLm. After selecting the appropriate band of data points 

adjacent to the inner cutoff, D was calculated for each expansion. Three measurements were 

averaged, and their standard deviation calculated. Figure 3-4 shows the aggregate plot for 

sample 830. Figure 3-5 shows the results for sample 819. 

As stated previously, either line or circular domains can be written and measured. An 

example of a line and circular domain written in the same film Tb22.gFe68.4Cog.4Arg.3 (sample 

819) is shown in Fig. 3-6. The plot of the selected data band and its fitted line is shown in 

Fig. 3-7 for four expansions. Figure 3-5 depicts the circular domain measurement for the 

image shown in Fig. 3-6. The values of average D for each type of domain structure lie 

within one standard deviation from one another. 

Although the "classic" (i.e., mathematically constructed) fractals described in the 

literature are strictly self-similar and scaling, objects in nature need not be strictly self

similar, i.e. they may be statistically self-similar, and they may not scale linearly. In the case 

of non-linear scaling, the object is self-affine, and the value of the measured D will depend 

on the scale (magnification) at which the measurement was made. This seems to be true with 

MO domains. In Fig. 3-8, the apparent decrease in boundary jaggedness with increased 

domain diameter, and decreased magnification, is clearly evident, when compared with the 

magnified image at the right in Fig. 3-8. This does not limit the usefulness of the technique, 

but it does obligate the investigator to ensure that measurements be taken at the same scale 
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Figure 3-3, Two MO films with markedly different domain wall structure. Image at left is 
Tb17.2Fe60.3C07.4Ar15.4 (sample 830), and Tb22.gFe58.4C09.4Arg.3 (sample 819) is at right. 

if comparisons are to be made between different materials, Figure 3-7 shows images of the 

same Tb18.3Fe74.5Ar7.2 film (sample 12990G), with equal diameters in pixel units, but whose 

physical diameters are in the ratio of 1.6: I, with the image at the left having the smaller 

magnification and D. The log-log plot of the selected data points and their least-squares 

fitted lines are shown in Figs. 3-9 and 3-10. 

Temperature-dependent measurements were also made to investigate the effect on the 

domain wall structure of writing and expanding domains at elevated temperatures. Domains 

were written thermomagnetically as described earlier, and then expanded in four steps, for 

30° ~ T ~ 90° in lOoC increments, The average values of D were then calculated for each 

temperature step and expansion increment, along with their standard deviation in Fig. 3-11. 
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Figure 3-4. Log-log plot for four expansions of sample 830 (69.2 JLm (+), 83.2 JLm (*),99.6 
JLm (x), 118.0 JLm (.». D = l.047 ± 0.004. 
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Figure 3-5. Log-log plot used to calculate D = l.231 ± 0.022 for circular domains in sample 
819. Domain diameters: 60.4 JLm (+),69.6 JLffi (*), 88.8 JLffi (x), and 110.4 JLm (.). 

For sample 12990G, the average D increases as the sample temperature approaches T Curie 

(approximately 140°C for this sample). This confirms what is apparent when the domains are 
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Figure 3-6. Comparison of line and circular domains written in sample 819. 

viewed: As the sample temperature approaches T Curie' the film starts to demagnetize or "stripe 

out", causing an increase in domain wall jaggedness, and an increase in D. 

3.6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM METHOD 

The amplitude spectrum method might appear to be the more attractive algorithm for 

computing fractal dimension, since no segmentation software need be written to isolate the 

domain boundary. In fact, the image need not be made binary, since the Fourier components 

for image noise will be easily recognizable (camera noise is "white", and so its slope 

approaches zero in the log-log plot of wavevector versus amplitude), and one need only fit 

a line to the range of reliable data. 

However, the relationship between the amplitude spectrum is exact only when D = 

1.5, which is not the case for most domains measured thus far. So, as stated earlier, the value 
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of D calculated will tend to over-estimate the true measure of D. Our only interest is in a 

figure of merit, and so the "true" value of D is only of pedagogical interest, except to caution 

that care must be taken not to mix the ruler and amplitude spectrum methods. This is 

especially true since the amplitude spectrum method probes all boundaries, and not just the 

perimeter of the major domain boundary. In general, if there is no structure within the 

domain walls, the two methods will yield similar results. Figure 3-12 shows one example of 

a log-log plot of frequency index versus amplitude for the largest expansion (110.4 J.Lm) for 

sample 819, and Fig. 3-13 displays the plot of local fractal dimension for the same domain 

expansion. As stated earlier, the ideal result for a local fractal dimension measurement would 

be a horizontal line. 

A methodical comparison between the ruler and amplitude spectrum methods was 

done for seven RE-TM amorphous films, for which five images were recorded at different 

domain radii ranging from approximately 40 J.Lm to 120 J.Lm. Figure 3-14 displays 

representative images of the domains, in which a variety of domain wall jaggedness can be 

seen. The fractal dimension for each expansion was measured and averaged using both 

measurement techniques. Also, the local fractal dimension for each technique was also 

calculated, and the results for these measurements are summarized in Table 3-1. Although 

the local fractal dimension is often used as a figure-of -merit for the efficacy of one's 

measuring algorithm (the ideal result is a horizontal line), its use here is to compare the (D) 

against that calculated for a specific domain of ruler lengths or frequency elements. In this 

way, one might get a less skewed measure of D, since the influence of the experimenter is 

reduced with respect to "where to draw the line." As can be seen from Table 3-1, there is 

good agreement between the local D, and that calculated for a single band of data. 
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Table 3-1. Results of measurement of fractal dim9nsion, D, for seven different rare earth
transition metal (RE-TM) samples using the ruler and amplitude spectrum methods. 

'H ;: " •. ,P 

Samples Ruler {D} Spectral {D} 
Local {D} Local {D} 

12990G 1.293±0.027 1.288±0.022 
Tb18.3Fe74.5Ar7.2 1.279±0.011 1.309±0.024 

12490B 1.281±0.040 1.272±0.047 
Tb28.1Fe71.9 1.284±0.050 1.318±0.031 

12990B 1.095±0.005 1. 129±0 .0 11 
Tb24.1Fe76.0 1.086±0.006 1.113±0.019 

12990A 1.015±0.006 1.037±0.003 
Tb22.5Fe77.6 1.016±0.006 1.045±0.0 12 

830 1.051 ±0.006 1.054±0.009 
Tb17.2Fe60.3C07.4Ar 15.2 1.052±0.009 1.081±0.009 

821 1.149±0.OI4 I.099±0.O II 
Tb23.4Fe57.6C08.5Ar 10.5 1.151±O.O18 1.134±0.003 

819 1.163±0.024 1.118±0.030 
Tb22.9Fe58.4C09.4Ar 9.3 1.187±0.041 1.188±0.081 

,- ;: \" 

3.7 CONCLUSIONS 

To first order, it is convenient to think of written thermomagnetic domains as 

perfectly circular, clearly demarcated by the circular symmetry of the writing beam. 

However, although the films studied here are amorphous, the written domains are not 

perfectly circularly symmetric, but have some structure at the edges and appear jagged. 

The source of this jaggedness is an active area of research, and may be connected with 

the origin of coercivity (for if the domains were perfectly symmetric, the domains would 

collapse on themselves) and is most likely due to local inhomogeneities in the film due to 

differences in deposition conditions and variations in substrate smoothness, which cause slight 

local differences in the magnetic properties of the film. There is clearly a tradeoff between 
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domain stability, and media noise. One thing is certain: domain boundary jaggedness is a 

source of readout noise. The measured fractal dimension, D, provides a figure-of -merit of 

the domain boundary jaggedness that could be used to rank films early in the development 

process with regard to their potential contribution to domain boundary noise. 

It was shown that two methods of measuring the fractal dimension, D, are readily 

applicable to magnetic domains: the ruler method, and the amplitude spectrum method. Both 

probe the sample shape with "rulers" of different length to exploit the power law dependence 

of fractal structures, which are revealed when log-log plots are made of the ruler length, 

versus the attribute that one desires to measure, i.e. signal amplitude spectra or domain 

boundary length. Both methods were shown to give nearly the same results for a sample of 

seven RE-TM thin films, although the amplitude spectrum method is most accurate when the 

fractal dimension measured is around D = 1.5. 
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Figure 3-7. Log-log plot of r versus L(r) for images of line domains in Fig. 3-6. Average 
D = 1.230 ± 0.054. Widths shown: 27.2 f..Lm (+), 35.6 f..Lm (*), 55.6 f..Lm (x), and 81.2 f..Lm (.) • 
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Figure 3-8. Same MO film, Tb18.3Fe74.5Ar7.2 (sample 12990G) shown at different 
magnifications. Image at left is 95 f..Lm in diameter, image at right is 58 f..Lm in diameter. 
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Figure 3-9. Log-log plot or r versus L(r) for SOX image of sample 12990G. Domain 
diameters are 61.2 p.m (+),95.2 p.m (x), 114.8 p.m (*), and 126.4 p.m (.). D = 1.178±0.012. 
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Figure 3-10. Log-log plot of r versus L(r) for 80X image of sample 12990G. Domain 
diameters: 37.3 p.m (+), 57.3 p.m (x), 72.4 p.m (*), and 87.5 p.m (.). D = 1.257±0.033. 
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Figure 3-11. Dependance of fractal dimension, D, on temperature of expanded domains for 
sample 12990G (Tb18.sFe74.5Ar7.2)' Errorbars are standard deviation of measured D for 4 
domain expansions. 
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Figure 3-12. Example of amplitude spectrum plot for sample 819. D = 1.137±0.025 for the 
series of four expansions. 
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Figure 3-14. Gallery of domain images for comparison between ruler and amplitude spectrum 
methods. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF SEVERAL FOCUS- AND 

TRACK-ERROR DETECTION SCHEMES FOR MAGNETO

OPTICAL DISK SYSTEMS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
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In this chapter, we begin the analysis of three focus- and track error detection 

methods presently used in magneto-optical disk drives: the astigmatic method, the ring to ric 

method, and the obscuration method. The purpose of this study is two-fold: to understand 

the fundamental performance limits of each technique, and to ultimately suggest ways of 

improving these methods and/or to propose new methods. Therefore, the theory of operation 

of each system is first described, and its general performance evaluated. In later chapters, the 

issues of feedthrough and media birefringence are studied in detail with regard to their 

effects on the focus- and track-error servos, as well as data readout mechanisms. 

To achieve the high recording densities promised by magneto-optical storage 

technology, it is essential that the focal position of the objective lens used to create the optical 

stylus for thermo-magnetic recording be held within tight tolerances. These tolerances are 

a result of the compromise between the high numerical aperture (NA) objective needed to 

produce the smallest diffraction-limited spot size for high areal recording densities, and the 

low NA desired for a large depth of focus. Added to this challenge is the requirement to 

move the optical head across the rotating disk to find the desired track, and then, to maintain 

the head on the correct track. 

Although the tasks of focusing and tracking seem daunting, there are many focus error 
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and tracking schemes from which to choose, all of which are more or less effective. In this 

chapter, probably the most well- known of the focus error detection approaches, the astigmatic 

lens method, is studied in depth, along with the push-pull tracking method currently used on 

pre-grooved media. These results will be compared with two diffraction-limited techniques: 

the obscuration method, and a novel focus error detection method, the ring to ric lens 

technique, which can be used in conjunction with push-pull tracking. In this chapter, each 

technique studied will be described in detail, beginning with the astigmatic method, and then 

its general performance will be characterized. 

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF METHODS 

4.2.1. Astigmatic/Push-Pull Method. The astigmatic method for focus control was 

first described by workers at Thomson-CSF in 1976 (Bricot et at, 1976). It is an elegant 

approach to focus control, but can be problematic when high performance is required, as will 

be seen in later chapters. The approach is shown schematically in Fig. 4-1. 

A spherical lens in conjunction with a mild cylindrical lens, or a specially 

manufactured aspherical astigmat, forms an optical system with two astigmatic line foci 

(Mansuripur, 1987, Cohen et at, 1984). A quadrant detector is placed between the two line 

foci, oriented such that the quadrant boundaries are at 45° to the image of the line foci. When 

the disk is in focus, the detector lies at the location of the circle of least confusion, and light 

falls equally on all four quadrants. When the disk moves from the focal plane of the objective 

lens, light returning from the exit pupil of the objective lens begins to diverge or converge, 

and so one or the other of the astigmatic line foci moves towards the detector, causing the spot 

falling on the detector to become elliptical. The major axis of the resulting ellipse 
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corresponds to the nearer line focus of the lens. The error signal is obtained from the 

following combination of detector signals: 

FES = I + III - II -IV 
I +II +III +IV 

ASTIGMATIC 
LENS 

(4-1) 

Figure 4-1. Astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method showing astigmat placement and 
detector geometry. 

Push-pull tracking is accomplished using pre-grooved media and by monitoring the 

far-field diffraction pattern of the light diffracted from the disk surface. Although many 

others have described the method (Bouhuis et ai, 1985, Marchant, 1990), much detail is often 

left out, and cumbersome or obsolete notation is employed. Since an in-depth understanding 

of push-pull tracking is essential the understanding of the material in later chapters, its 

method of operation will be developed from first principles. 

Let us treat the disk surface as a binary phase object. Since the disk surface is 

nominally in the focal plane of the lens, and defocus and other primary Seidel aberrations may 
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be treated as a perturbation of this situation, we may use the method first described by 

Barakat (Barakat, 1969) and treat the disk surface as a filtering mask in the Fourier transform 

plane xc-Yr, and write the wave field in the plane of the disk as 

(4-2) 

where Fo(xo,yo) is the pupil function of the system and f is the focal length of the objective 

lens. In the absence of aberrations, this is simply a one-zero function, such as a cylinder 

function cyl(x.y), that describes the extent of the lens aperture for a uniform intensity plane 

wave. In the presence of small amounts of wave aberrations, 

(4-3) 

and W(xo,yo) is the wavefront aberration function. The second pass through the objective lens 

upon reflection from the disk surface performs the inverse Fourier transform function on the 

disturbance occurring at the disk surface. This is described analytically as 

(4-4) 

where G(X1'Yl) is the distribution of the wave function in the observation plane, here taken 

to be the exit pupil of the objective lens. M(xr,Yr) is the modulating function of the binary 

phase grating used to model the disk surface. For simplicity, the groove and land structure 

on the disk is taken to have a 50% duty cycle. For the beam centered on the groove edge, this 

function is given by 
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with k = 27r/).., h is equal to the groove depth, a is the groove/land width, and d is the period 

of the grating (here 2a), and where the term I(Yf) is written explicitly to emphasize the fact 

that the disk structure is constant in the y-direction, and the index n runs from -00 to +00. 

The double asterisk ('* *') denotes the two-dimensional convolution operation. If we combine 

equations 4-2 and 4-4, we have at the observation plane, taking into account the circular 

aperture function, cyl(xo' Yo), 

+00 +00 

G(xl,Yl) = f fFO(xo,yo) cyl(xo,yo) dxodyo f fM(Xc'Yf)exp {i ~7r [(X1-XO)Xc+(YI-YO)yrJ}dXcd)'r' 
-00 -00 / (4-6) 

Notice that the second double integral is an inverse Fourier transform of the 

modulating function M(xf'Yf)' where the transform variables are (xcxo)/)..f and (ycyo)/)..f. 

The transform of the phase modulating function becomes 

If the expression in Eq. 4-7 is substituted into Eq. 4-6 and the integral taken, the result is 

(4-8) 

For our purposes, the grating period was defined as d = 2a for a 50% duty cycle. Let us 

further assume that h, the depth of the groove, is >';8 to maximize the push-pull signal. Eq. 

4- 7 further simplifies to 

(4-9) 

Furthermore, one should choose the NA of the focusing objective and period of the groove 

structure such that only the 0, + I, and -I orders are returned through the exit pupil of the 
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objective for maximum contrast. This condition is satisfied when 

>. 
d = -. 

NA 
(4-10) 

The amplitude distribution present at the exit pupil of the objective when the beam is 

centered on the groove edge is finally 

which, for a uniform incident plane wave on the circularly-symmetric aperture of the 

objective lens, results in a skewed baseball-like intensity pattern at the exit pupil of the 

objective as seen below in Fig. 4-2. It is easy to see why this unbalanced condition results in 

the maximum tracking signal produced by a split detector placed with its axis of symmetry 

between the two halves of the skewed pattern. 

The amplitude distribution at the observation plane for the case of the disk translated 

along the x-axis is obtained readily by invoking the shift theorem, with the result 

( (X1 -XO) 1 exp [2 7r Ax >.j x !T {centered grating} 
(4-12) 

where 9{} stands for the Fourier transform operation, and Ax is the amount of translation 

along the x-axis (which can be either positive or negative). After performing an integration 

as in Eq. 4-6, we have at the observation plane 

For the special case of d = 2a and n = 0, ±I, the result of Eq. 4-13 when substituted 
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Figure 4-2. Plot of intensity pattern at exit pupil of objective lens when the disk surface 
(phase grating) is centered on the groove edge. 

into Eq. 4-6 is 

where the sign choices in the phase shift exponentials depend on the direction of translation. 

Moreover, when the amount of shift is exactly ±a/2 such that the groove or land is 

centered on the optical axis, further simplifications are possible. If the same restrictions as 

earlier are invoked regarding grating period and objective lens NA, the amplitude distribution 

in the observation plane for a uniform plane wave incident on the objective lens is 

where the ± sign choice preceding the displaced quantities depends on where the land or 
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groove is centered on the optical axis. Figure 4-3 shows the balanced condition at the exit 

pupil of the objective lens when the optical axis is centered on either the land or groove 

portion of the grooved disk surface. 
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Figure 4-3. Balanced intensity pattern at the exit pupil of the objective lens when the optical 
axis is centered on either a land or groove on the disk surface. 

Now, if we explicitly substitute Eq. 4-3 for FO(x1'Yl) in Eq. 4-15, where the action 

of the one-zero aperture function is implied, we have 

Factoring out the first term results in the expression in Eq. 4-17, , where cmod(x1'Yl) is 

defined as in Eq. 4-18. 

(4-17) 

The amplitude function of the wavefront emerging from the exit pupil of the 
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(4-18) 

objective lens is seen to be the complex pupil function, with the aberration function 

determining its phase, and a complex modulating function cmod(x1,Yl)' whose argument is 

and where the wave aberration function is sheared with itself by the amount Af/d, which for 

this case, is the pupil radius. So, the result is equivalent to a shearing interferometer, or phase 

Ronchi ruling(Cornejo-Rodriguez, 1978), in which the shearing action is provided by the disk 

surface that has been modeled as a phase grating. Therefore, considering only the zero and 

+1 order, in the spirit of interferometry, one can write an expression for the locus of dark 

fringes due to optical path differences (OPD) caused by aberrations for an arbitrary disk 

position along the x-axis as 

(4-19) 

where m, the order number of the fringes, is an integer. 

Consider the Seidel aberration defocus, where W, the wavefront aberration is written 

(4-20) 

where sa = semi aperture of the objective lens, and is provided to normalize the function to 

unity at the edge of the pupil. W 020 is the aberration coefficient that expresses the deviation 

of the wavefront from the reference sphere at the edge of the pupil. If we rearrange Eq. 4-19 

and substitute Eq. 4-20 and take the mid-point of the two sheared beams as the center of a 

new coordinate system to simplify the algebra, the result is as shown in Eq. 4-21. After 



expanding the expression and simplifying, it reduces to the expression in Eq. 4-22. 

W 020 [( >'/ J 2] W 020 [( >'/ J 2] - >. r .6.x ) -- X I-- +Y --- Xl +- +YI = +_0 2--
sa 2 2d sa 2 2d 2 a 

sa = NA ° / = >./. 
d 

Figure 4-4. Fringe pattern formed as result of + I>. of defocus, W 020' 
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(4-21) 

(4-22) 

(4-23) 

(4-24) 

Using the expressions in Eq. 4-23 and 4-24, this results in the equation of a line 

parallel to the y-axis that changes its x-intercept and direction of fringe movement as a 
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function of disk movement along the x-axis, as seen in Eq. 4-25. Similar analyses can be 
x = ± fod 0 ~ _ 6.X} (4-25) 

1 2.Sz t- a 

carried out for the other Seidel aberrations of interest with the general result that functional 

form of fringe loci is proportional to the differential of the wave front aberration. Since the 

tracking error signal (TES) is formed from the interference pattern that is present in the exit 

pupil of the objective, the moving fringe patterns as seen in Fig. 4-4 that are formed as a 

result of aberrations reduce the contrast of the TES signal, especially for the even aberrations. 

This will be seen in the modeling and experimental results in later chapters. 

4.2.2. Ring toric/push-pull method. A novel focus/track error detection scheme has 

been described (Mansuripur and Pons, 1988) that employs a monolithic element called a ring 

toric lens and a four cell cI> detector. Conceptually, the approach is related to the Fresnel 

biprism method. One can imagine the Fresnel biprism rotated about the optical axis. The 

figure of revolution that results is known as an axicon (McLeod, 1954, McLeod, 1960). The 

combination of an ideal ax icon and a lens forms a diffraction-limited ring focus at the 

detector plane(Belanger and Rioux, 1976, Rioux et ai, 1978, and Rioux and Belanger, 1978). 

The ring toric lens can combine both functions in one element, which, using modern aspheric 

molding techniques, would be simple to fabricate. In fact, one worker fabricated just such 

a lens out of lucite (Goodell, 1969). Figure 4-5 shows an intensity plot of the ring focus of 

the ring toric lens, while Fig. 6 shows the layout,lens cross section, and detector geometry for 

this focusing/tracking method. The FES signal obtained from the cI> detector is given by 

FES = J +JJ-JJJ-JV. 
J +JJ +JJJ +JV 

(4-26) 

Unlike the astigmatic FES method, the ring toric focus error detection method is 

diffraction-limited. Mansuripur has shown (Mansuripur, 1987) that for the astigmatic 
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Figure 4-5. Intensity plot at focal plane for ring lens with 100), ring diameter. Lateral extent 
of plot is from -120 to + 120 ). in the x-and y-directions. 

method, the slope of the FES curve depends inversely on the separation of the astigmatic foci. 

Therefore, the performance of the astigmatic method is limited by geometrical optics 

considerations, and is seriously affected by aberrations in the optical servo system, especially 

astigmatism. This will be shown in later chapters to be due to the projection of pattern noise 

at the exit pupil of the objective onto the quadrant detector plane, and is not due to the phase 

of the returning aberrated and sheared wavefront. 

When the optical disk lies in the focal plane of the objective lens, the plane wave 

returning from the exit pupil of the objective lens is brought to a diffraction-limited ring 

focus on the <I> detector at the radius demarcated by the dashed, circular region shown in Fig. 

4-6. This ring separations regions I and II from III and IV. Suppose the disk moves away 

from the objective lens. Light collected by the toric lens is converging, and the image on the 

detector surface is described by an annulus contained almost completely within regions I and 
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Figure 4-6. Schematic for lens and detector layout for the ring toric focus- and track-error 
detection method. 

II. If the disk moves toward the objective lens, rays leaving the exit pupil of the objective 

lens will diverge, and the toric forms an annulus almost entirely within regions III and IV. 

In the limit of geometrical optics, the FES output for this method would have infinite slope. 

In practice, the slope is finite due to diffraction, and there is a finite width to the ring focus, 

which limits its gain. 

4.2.3. Obscuration Method of Focus Error Detection. This system layout is shown 

below in Fig. 4-7. The knife edge is placed in front of a secondary lens that focuses light 

returning from the exit pupil of the objective onto a split detector (Bouwhuuis et ai, 1985, 

Marchant, 1990). The knife edge half obscures the entrance pupil of the secondary lens, and 

has its edge perpendicular to the track direction. Since the error signal is produced by the 

displacement of a diffraction-limited spot whose diameter ~ 0.6I>./NA, the alignment of the 

detector in the focal plane of the lens requires some care. 

Operation of the servo is as follows: Although half of the secondary lens is blocked, 
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rays passing through the unobscul'ed portion of the optic will still form a point image, in the 

limit of geometrical optics. When diffraction effects are considered, the spot has some 

physical extent, but is still symmetric. If the disk moves away from of focus, light entering 

the obscured lens will be converging, and the spot will move perpendicular to the knife edge. 

The converse will take place for a disk moving to the inside of focus, with the spot moving 

in the opposite direction, still perpendicular to the knife edge. By placing the split detector 

in the focal plane of the focus error lens, a focus error signal is formed whose slope is due 

solely to diffraction, as was the case for the ring toric method. 

-- ---------

Knife 
Edge 

Lens 
----------- ---- ---

Quad 
Detector 

Figure 4-7. Schematic layout for the obscuration method. Deviation of the returning beam 
causes the spot to move on the detector perpendicular to the direction of the knife edge. 

The obscuration method cannot be used to do push-pull tracking unless a phase 

obscuration is substituted for the amplitude obscuration (Fresnel biprism method) (Smid et 

al, 1985), or the error signal is produced far from focus. Since the obscuration method ceases 

to have an advantage as a diffraction-limited focus-error detection technique when used far 

from focus, this implementation will not be explored here. 
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4.3 MODELING RESULTS 

Each system is first modeled in its ideal form. The system is then perturbed to 

examine the effects of third-order aberrations, focusing lens misalignment and feedthrough. 

For this study, we define feedthrough as the unwanted focus error signal (FES) that is 

detected when the optical head is crossing the tracks, with the head held in nominal focus. 

The astigmatic/push-pull system is examined first since it is the more familiar method. 

The computer tools used in this study have been described in detail elsewhere 

(Mansuripur, 1987). DIFFRACT© is a diffraction modeling program written in FORTRAN 

that was created as a general-purpose tool for optical data storage research. The user has a 

palette from which many types of lenses, polarization optics, media, and detectors 

encountered in optical data storage may be selected. DIFFRACT© permits the user to choose 

a uniform or truncated Gaussian amplitude distribution produced by a collimated laser source, 

and then propagates this beam through the optical system by plane wave decomposition and 

Fourier methods. The polarization state and the intensity distribution of the propagating 

beam, as well as various detector outputs are available anywhere along the optical path during 

the simulation. The right-handed Cartesian coordinate system is used throughout this study, 

with the propagation of light taken to be in the +Z direction. Positive angles are measured 

counter-clockwise with respect to the positive X-axis. 

The optical disk system parameters used in the simulations that follow are listed in the 

table below. The primary aberration coefficients used in the study consist of 0.25 >. of 

spherical aberration (SA), coma, and astigmatism (AST). In the case of coma and AST, the 

azimuthal dependence that produces the most significant results was used, which for coma 

requires that the coma tic tail be oriented perpendicular to the track direction, and in the case 

of astigmatism, requires that the sagittal focus lie at 450 to the track direction. As an aid 
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Table 4-1. Optical disk system parameters used in the modeling study. 

Objective Lens f = 3.76 mm, NA = 0.55 

Gaussian Input Beam r = 2.068 mm, lie point = 3.2 mm, >. = 
0.8 J.lm 

Disk Geometry 1.6 J.lm pitch, trapezoidal cross-section, 
1.1 J.lm land width, 0.5 p.m groove top 
width, 0.3 J.lm bottom width, 100 nm 
groove depth 

Astigmatic Lens f1 = 19.75 mm, f2 = 20.25 mm, NA = 
0.15 

Ring Toric Lens ro = 40 J.lm, r1 = 80 J.lm, rg = 2.2 mm 

Lens for Obscuration Method f = 20 mm, NA = 0.15 

) >" '~'. !' 

to visualizing the aberrations used to measure focus and tracking servo performance, Fig. 4-8 

shows intensity plots for no aberrations, 0.25 >. of SA with defocus added to achieve minimum 

circle, 0.25 >. AST at 45° to the track direction, and 0.25 >. of coma at 90° to the track 

direction. A relief plot of the disk surface used in the modeling calculations is shown in Fig. 

4-9. 

4.3.1. Astigmatic/Push-Pull Method. The FES performance of the astigmatic/push-

pull system is shown in Fig. 4-10 when 0.25>. of the primary aberrations are present, as 

described previously. 

Note the general performance of the FES in the presence of the even and odd primary 

aberrations. Spherical aberration and astigmatism, both even and focus-like introduce an 

offset in the FES, while the sole odd aberration, coma, hardly alters the FES. With coma 

oriented perpendicular to the track direction, the coma tic tail straddles quadrants III and IV 

(refer to Fig. 4-1) and forms a common-mode signal in the FES. The shift of the zero-
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Figure 4-8. Intensity plots at the focal plane of the objective lens for ideal input beam, and 
Strehl ratios (SR) of: SR AST = 0.98, SR coma = 0.95, and SR AST = 0.85. 

crossing when an even aberration is present is highlighted in Fig. 4-11, in which ±0.1 and ±O.2 

). of spherical aberration is added to the objective while the disk is displaced ±10)' from its 

best focus position. The response of the astigmatic focus error detection method is fairly 

symmetric on both sides of focus. This will be shown in a later chapter to be due to the fact 

that the astigmatic method functions in the geometrical optics regime, and is not very 

sensitive to the small changes in phase that occur due to the interaction of wavefronts with 

negative and positive curvature on either side of focus with the phase structure of the disk. 

Numerical modeling, unlike the physical system under study, may be aligned 

perfectly. In general, components may be positioned in an optical disk drive only within a 

specified tolerance. To see the effect on the FES for the astigmatic method for a misplaced 

astigmat, the astigmatic lens was shifted 10), from its ideal location parallel to the track 

direction. Figure 4-12 shows that the slope of the FES is hardly reduced. However, the turn-

around points in the S-curve of the FES now occur for smaller values of defocus, reducing 

the acquisition range of the optical servo. 
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Figure 4-9. Relief plot of grooved disk surface used in the modeling calculations. Refer to Table 4-
1 for groove geometry specifications. 
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Figure 4-10. Focus error signals (FES) for the astigmatic method when O.2SA. of spherical (dash), coma with 
its tail perpendicular to track direction (dash-dot), and astigmatism oriented such that the sagittal focus is 45" 
to the track direction. The solid curve is the no-aberration case. 
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One of the benefits of using the astigmatic focusing focus error detection method is 

the ability to perform push-pull tracking using the same optical path and components that are 

used in the FES channel. Figure 4-13 depicts the tracking performance of the astigmatic 

method when the primary aberrations are present in the objective. Here, the even aberrations 

(spherical aberration and astigmatism) reduce the slope of the TES, while coma, here in its 

worst-case orientation for tracking (perpendicular to the track), shifts the zero crossing of the 

TES. The even aberrations are focus-like, and, recalling the development earlier in the 

chapter in which the disk was modeled as a shearing interferometer, reduce the contrast of 

the TES as fringes begin to form, depending on the magnitude of the aberration. This effect 

is emphasized in Fig. 4-14, which shows the TES for the in-focus case, and +1, +2, and +3), 

of disk displacement. Note that when the disk is +3), from best focus, the peak-to-valley (PV) 

TES is less than one-fifth that when no defocus is present. Clearly, track counting could not 

be reliably carried out at this point, especially when the signal is contaminated with noise due 

to surface defects and pre-format marks. 

One approach to tracking in optical disk drives involves the use of coarse and fine 

tracking actuators. The coarse actuator moves the head assembly in the vicinity of the desired 

track, while the fine actuator attains the desired track position, and has a greater bandwidth 

to ensure good track following as the disk is rotated and the head must follow the inevitable 

eccentricity in the track. The consequence of this arrangement is that the objective may not 

be centered on the optical axis. Figure 4-15 shows the TES when the lens is decentered by 

10), and 24), from the optical axis along a line perpendicular to the track direction. The TES 

is hardly affected at J 0). decentering, and falls only slightly in PV response for 24), of 

displacement. Greater displacements could not be calculated with this model, since the beam 

would "walk off" the mesh. 
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Figure 4-11. FES for astigmatic method for ±O.lA. (dash) and ±0.25A. (dash-dot) of spherical. FES for no 
aberration is the solid curve. 
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Figure 4-12. Sensitivity of astigmatic FES to decentration of astigmat from the optical axis 101.. in a direction 
parallel to the track direction. 
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The beam that is reflected from the disk and is directed to the focus and tracking 

optics contains two items of information: phase of the returning beam to indicate focus 

position, and intensity variations from the far-field diffraction pattern formed by the 

shearing action of the grooved disk. An ideal servo would respond independently to either 

of these two stimuli. Unfortunately, the optical focus and tracking signals intermix and 

causing a false FES. This effect has several names: optical servo crosstalk, feedthrough, and 

pattern noise. Feedthrough may be quantified by locking the focus servo and scanning one 

or more track periods, and monitoring the FES. The PV FES that results is a measure of the 

feed through of the system. The amount of actual focus error that is ultimately produced by 

the system is proportional to the inverse of the slope of the FES. In these modeling results, 

FES output is in normalized units, and the slope has dimensions b.>' -1. Since the PV FES 

feed through signal is also measured with these same normalized detector values, unit analysis 

dictates that multiplying the PV FES feedthrough by the inverse of the FES slope will result 

in the PV focus offset error produced by a particular system in units of >.. This method makes 

it easy to compare the feedthrough immunity of different systems, since feed through is now 

expressed in common terms. In practice, it may require great skill to measure the optical gain, 

or slope, of the FES response. Figure 4-16 shows the FES feedthrough performance of the 

astigmatic method. Here, the objective afflicted with 0.25>. of the primary aberrations as 

described earlier, with the addition of 0.25>' of astigmatism, oriented such that its sagittal 

focus is parallel to the track. This is to contrast the feed through performance of the 

astigmatic technique in the presence of astigmatism oriented parallel, and at 450 to the track 

direction. For the primary aberrations, including the no-aberration case and astigmatism 

parallel to the track, feedthrough is less than 0.25>. PV. However, for astigmatism oriented 450 

to the track, over 2>' PV focus offset error is produce due to feedthrough, which is not 
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Figure 4-13. TES for push-pull tracking for +0.29.. of the primary aberrations including spherical (dash), coma 
(with tail perpendicular to track, dash-dot), astigmatism at 45° to track direction (dot), and the no
aberration case (solid). 
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Figure 4-14. TES for push-pull tracking for + 1 A(dash), +21.. (dash-dot) and +31.. (dot) of defocus, compared 
with the in-focus case (solid). 
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tolerable in a practical oPtical disk system. The origin of feed through, and a method of 

reducing its effect, are the subject of later chapters. 

4.3.2. Ring Toric Method. The ring toric focus error detection method, as described 

earlier, collects the light returning from the disk surface and focuses it to a diffraction

limited ring, whose location with respect to the <P detector depends on the amount and sign 

of divergence in the returning beam. Figure 4-17 summarizes the FES performance of the 

ring toric method when 0.25>. of the primary aberrations afflict the objective lens. The 

increase slope of the FES, or gain, is noticeably greater than the astigmatic technique shown 

earlier. The gain for this technique using the parameters in Table 4-1 is about 0.5. As was 

the case with the astigmatic method, coma, the sole odd aberration studied, does little to affect 

the FES, while the even, focus-like aberrations astigmatism and spherical produce an offset 

in the FES. 

Also, note that in Fig. 4-18 that the error signal does not cross zero again when the 

system is out of focus by a large amount, giving this method a larger acquisition range than 

the astigmatic method. The lack of turn-around behavior in the ring toric method simplifies 

FES servo design. 

Since the segmentation of the <P detector is circularly symmetric, there is no "worst

case" misalignment direction of the ring to ric lens for the FES. In Fig. 4-19, the <P detector 

was decentered 10>' along a line perpendicular to the track direction, and when the FES was 

recorded for a ± 10>' defocus range. The zero crossing is unchanged, but the slope is 

decreased. There is also no change in the acquisition range of the servo. 

Finally, the FES feedthrough performance was calculated for the ring toric method 

for 0.25>. of the primary aberrations, as well as the ideal, no-aberration case. Figure 4-20 
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Figure 4-15. TES performance using the push-pull method when the objective is decentered from the optical 
axis perpendicular to the track direction. TES for 1 OAdisplacement (dash) is nearly indistinguishable from the 
centered case (solid), while 241.. of displacement (dash-dot) lessens the TES gain reduces its peak-to-valley 
swing. 
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Figure 4-16. FES feedthrough for the astigmatic method when +0.251.. of the primary aberrations are present: 
spherical (dash), coma with tail perpendicular to track (dash-dot), astigmatism with sagittal focus parallel to 
track (dot), and worst-case astigmatism oriented such that its sagittal focus is 45° to the track direction. 
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reveals that only about 0.15,A of peak-to-valley focus error is produced by the ring toric 

method when coma, spherical, astigmatism parallel to the track, and no aberrations are 

present. Even worst-case astigmatism, i.e. astigmatism at 45° to the track direction, causes 

a little more than 0.3,A peak-to-valley feedthrough. There are two reasons for this: 1) less raw 

FES is actually produced in this diffraction-limited focus error detection method and, 2) the 

greater gain of the FES response produces less actual focus error offset due to feedthrough. 

4.3.3. Obscuration Method. The obscuration method, as described earlier, is a variant 

of the Foucault knife-edge technique that can only produce an FES when an amplitude (as 

opposed to phase) obscuration is employed. Figure 4-21 displays the FES performance for 

this method for 0.25,A of the primary aberrations, as was done for the astigmatic and ring toric 

methods. The gain for this model is about 0.45. Its FES performance for the even and odd 

aberrations is similar to that for the ring toric method. 

Like the ring to ric method, the FES does not fall to zero for large amounts of defocus, 

as was the case with the astigmatic method. Figure 4-22 shows that for ±20,A of defocus, the 

FES saturates for large values of defocus. 

The obscuration method is sensitive to shifts in the centroid of the focused spot 

produced by the obscured secondary lens. Since only bilateral symmetry can be probed in this 

technique, misalignment of the secondary lens with respect to the split detector in the "worst 

case" direction, perpendicular to the split line of the detector, mimics the out-of -focus 

condition, and produces a large offset in the FES response, seen in Fig. 4-23. The addition 

of electronic offset to the difference amplifier that forms the FES would possibly shift the 

operating point of the servo too far up the FES curve for reliable operation. This problem 

points out the shortcoming of a diffraction-limited method with regard to alignment 
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Figure 4-17. FES performance for ring toric method when 0.251.. of the primary aberrations are present, 
including spherical (dash), coma oriented perpendicular to the track direction (dash-dot), and astigmatism 
oriented 45° to the track direction (dot). The no-aberration case(solid) and the FES performance when coma 
is present are identical. 
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Figure 4-18. FES performance for the ring toric method when subjected to large defocus amounts (solid). The 
flat response away from the linear region compared with the astigmatic method (dash) permits more 
straightfOlward servo designs. 
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Figure 4-19. FES performance of ring toric method when detector is decentered 101.. perpendicular to the track 
direction (dash). Centered system (solid) is shown for reference. 
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Figure 4-21. FES perfonnance for the obscuration method for O.25A. of spherical (dash), coma with its tail 
perpendicular to the track direction (dash-dot, coincides with ideal case), astigmatism at 45° to the track 
direction (dot), and the ideal, no-aberration response (solid). 
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Figure 4-22. FES behavior far from focus comparing all three methods. The obscuration method (solid), like 
the ring toric technique (dash) does not return to zero for large defocus amounts, while the astigmatic method 
eventually crosses zero, complicating FES servo design. 
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tolerances. 

Finally, the feedthrough performance for the obscuration method is shown in Fig. 4-

24 for 0.25>. of the primary aberrations. Here, the behavior of the obscuration method is 

roughly equivalent to the astigmatic method for no aberration, spherical, coma, and 

astigmatism parallel to the track direction, causing about 0.3>' peak-to-valley focus error. 

However, when astigmatism at 45° to the track direction is present, only 0.5>. peak-to-valley 

feedthrough is produced, compared with 2.4>' peak-to-valley feedthrough for the astigmatic 

method, the 0.34>. peak-to-valley feedthrough for the ring toric method. 

4.4 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, three focus- and track-error detection methods were studied: the 

astigmatic/push-pull method, the ring toric/push-pull technique, and the obscuration method 

for focus error detection only. 

The astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method is a geometrical optics method that 

is easy to implement, but suffers badly from feedthrough, especially when astigmatism at 45° 

to the track direction is present. The FES is unaffected by coma, but its zero-crossing is 

shifted when even aberrations afflict the system. It is somewhat sensitive to small amounts 

of misalignment of the astigmat with respect to the quadrant detector. The push-pull TES is 

affected by both even and odd aberrations. The sole odd aberration studied, coma, mimics 

the off-track condition when it is oriented such its tail is perpendicular to the track direction, 

and so, shifts the zero-crossing of the TES. Even aberrations such as spherical and 

astigmatism give rise to interference fringes in the far-field diffraction pattern, as was shown 

in the theoretical development of push-pull tracking from the standpoint of shearing 

interferometry. Push-pull tracking is only slightly affected by small decenterings of the 
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Figure 4-23. FES for obscuration method for centered system (solid), and case when the secondary lens is 
displaced lOA. from the optical axis along the track direction (dash), which is perpendicular to the split line of 
the detector. 
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Figure 4-24. FES feed through for the obscuration method when O.25A. of the primary aberrations are present: 
spherical (dash), coma with its tail perpendicular to the track direction (dash-dot), astigmatism parallel to the 
track direction (dot) and at 45° to the track direction (solid,bottom), and the ideal, no-aberration case (solid, 
top). 
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objective as is commonly encountered in fine tracking. 

The ring toric method is a diffraction-limited focus- and track-error detection 

method that uses a novel optical element. Its FES behavior for the even and odd aberrations 

is similar to the astigmatic method. Since the FES is produced by a circularly symmetric 

detector, misalignment of the ring lens with respect to the q, detector only reduces the slope 

of the FES, while maintaining the correct zero crossing. Push pull tracking performance is 

identical to that of the astigmatic method. The ring toric method is far less sensitive to 

feed through that the astigmatic method, especially in the case of so-called worst-case 

astigmatism, i.e. astigmatism oriented such that the sagittal focus is 45° to the track direction. 

Finally, a second diffraction-limited focus error detection method was examined: the 

obscuration method. The FES performance of the obscuration method is close to that of the 

ring toric method, since they are both diffraction -limited techniques. However, since the FES 

is formed by a split detector, the obscuration is very sensitive to misalignments of the 

secondary lens with respect to the detector. The obscuration method has about the same 

feed through as the astigmatic method, except in the case of astigmatism at 45° to the track 

direction, which is only one-fifth as bad. However, its feedthrough immunity is noticeably 

worse than the ring toric method, also a diffraction-limited method. 



CHAPTER 5 

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE CAUSES OF FOCUS ERROR FEEDTHROUGH 

IN OPTICAL DISK SYSTEMS: ASTIGMATIC AND OBSCURATION METHODS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
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The astigmatic focus error detection method is known to be susceptible to feedthrough 

(Bernacki and Mansuripur, 1992, Oudenhuysen and Lee, 1986), especially to astigmatism 

oriented at 45° to the direction of the tracks, as seen in Fig. 5-1. Feedthrough refers to the 

coupling of the tracking error signal with the focus error signal in optical disk systems that 

use push-pull tracking with pre-grooved media (Marchant, 1990). This unwanted coupling 

results in a false focus error signal (FES) during the seek operation that can lead to servo 

instability. By using computer modeling to study the error signals produced, as well as 

intensity and phase profiles of the light beam along the optical path, we show the cause of 

feed through in the astigmatic and obscuration methods. 

Feedthrough is potentiated by several factors, such as detector alignment with respect 

to the track direction, the presence of aberrations, and media birefringence. Detector 

alignment can be eliminated in principle. However, wave aberrations may consist not only 

of static residual aberrations from optical components, but the astigmatism of the 

semiconductor laser that may change as a function of laser power and aging, and dynamic 

aberrations can occur due to lens and disk tilts, lens decenterings, and substrate 

thickness/refractive index variations. Vertical birefringence of the media substrate causes 

phase retardation in the linearly polarized incident beam that varies as a function of azimuthal 

angle of the focused beam (Marchant, 1983 and 1986). The result is an astigmatic wavefront 
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Objective Lens NA = 0.55, f = 3.76 mm 

Grooved Disk Surface Trapezoidal grooves, 1.6 /Lm track 
pitch, 1.1 /Lm land width, 0.5 /Lm 
groove top width, 0.3 /Lm groove 
bottom width, 0.1 /Lm groove depth 

Astigmat NA = 0.15, fl = 19.75 mm, f2 = 20.25 
mm 

Secondary Lens in Obscuration Method NA = 0.15, f = 20.0 mm 

Wavelength ). = 800 nm 

Incident Gaussian Beam (collimated) 2.068 mm radius, 3.2 mm radius at the 
lie points 

". ; 

Table 5-1. Specifications of the optical path used in the modeling calculations. 

;-, f'i . 

Wll Tilt 

W20 Defocus 

W22 Astigmatism 

W31 Coma 

W40 Spherical Aberration 

Table 5-2. Primary aberrations considered and their corresponding symbols. 
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that can be corrected in its static orientation, but disk rotation and inhomogeneities within the 

substrate can vary the degree of retardation over the substrate, causing the birefringence

induced astigmatism to fluctuate as a function of position (Shirouzu, 1989). 

The ideal focus error sensor should be sensitive only to the curvature of the beam 

returning from the disk surface, and not to its amplitude distribution. The astigmatic method 

is deficient in this regard. Light diffracted from the pre-grooved disk surface is projected 

onto the detector, and the asymmetrical intensity patterns that result (due to the shearing 

action of the phase structure on the disk in conjunction with residual aberrations) imbalance 

the error signal, producing a false FES. The phase of the returning light will be shown to 

have a negligible effect on feed through for the astigmatic method. On the other hand, the 

feed through performance of the obscuration method will be shown to be a function of both 

the amplitude and phase of the returning beam. 

5.2 SYSTEM AND MODELING METHOD FOR THE ASTIGMATIC TECHNIQUE 

The astigmatic focus error detection method is shown in Fig. 5-2 (Cohen et ai, 1984). 

Light is reflected from the disk and returns through the objective lens. When the disk is in 

the focal plane of the objective, the light is recollimated by the objective and focused by an 

astigmat (i.e., a lens with two line foci; this lens can either be a specially molded asphere or 

a singlet in combination with a weak cylindrical lens). The astigmat is oriented with its axis 

at 45° to the track direction (Marchant, 1990. At the circle of least confusion between the two 

line foci, a four-cell detector is placed with the boundary lines of the quadrants at 45° to the 

astigmatic lens axis. We define the astigmatic axis to be parallel to the sagittal focus of the 

astigmatic wavefront. A collimated beam incident on the astigmat forms a symmetrical 
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Figure 5-1. FES feedthrough for the astigmatic method for 0.25/.. of the primary aberrations. Coma (dash
dot) is oriented with its tail perpendicular to the track, and astigmatism oriented both 45° (solid) and 0° (dot) 
to the track direction are included, as well as spherical (dash), and no aberration (solid). The magnitude of 
feedthrough caused by astigmatism at 45° to the track direction is an order of magnitude greater than the 
contributions by other aberrations. 
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Figure 5-2. Schematic diagram of the astigmatic focus error detection system showing the orientation and 
identification of the quadrant cells. 
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intensity pattern on the quad detector, and creates a null FES, where the FES is defined as 
FES = (I + ll/) - (II + IV). (5-1) 

AST I+II+III+W 

Push-pull tracking can be accomplished with this same detector, producing the track 

error signal (TES) as follows: 

TES = (I + IV) - (II + III) 
AST I + 11 + III + W . 

(5-2) 

When the disk moves away from the focal plane of the lens, the light returning 

through the objective is no longer collimated, but becomes either slightly diverging or 

converging. The small amount of negative or positive curvature in the beam incident on the 

astigmat shifts the location of the circle of least confusion between the astigmatic foci. Since 

the detector position is fixed, the intensity pattern on the detector becomes elliptical, with the 

orientation of the major axis of the ellipse corresponding to the nearer line-focus. The quad 

detector converts this imbalance into a positive or negative FES in accordance with Eq. 5-1. 

Modeling for this system was performed using DIFFRACT (Mansuripur, 1987, 

Mansuripur and Pons, 1988), a FORTRAN-based diffraction modeling program that was 

created as a general-purpose tool for optical data storage research. Please refer to Chap. 4 for 

a description of its capabilities. 

In this paper, the right-handed Cartesian coordinate system is used in which the 

propagation of light is taken to be in the +Z direction. All angles are measured with respect 

to the track direction, with positive angles indicating a counter-clockwise rotation from the 

track axis. The angle of astigmatism is measured from the track direction to the sagittal line 

focus. Table 5-1 lists the system parameters used in this study. 
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Figure 5-3. (a) Focus error signal (FES) plot for ± 1 01.. of ~z movement of the disk for the astigmatic method. 
(b) Track error signal (TES) (solid) and feedthrough FES (dash) for 0.251.. of astigmatism at the objective 
oriented 45° to the track direction. Feedthrough signal was produced by monitoring the FES while one track 
period was scanned. The extrema of the feedthrough signal correspond to the track-center and groove
center positions. 
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Figure 5-4(a), 5-4(b). Intensity mesh and contour plots at the detector plane of the astigmatic method for an 
aberration-free collimated Gaussian beam input to the astigmat. Detector element boundaries are super
imposed on the contour plot. Spatial dimensions are in units of A.. 
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Figure 5-4(c), 5-4(d). Intensity mesh and contour plots at the detector plane of the astigmatic method for the 
case of the beam focused on the land center, and 0.25/.. of objective lens astigmatism oriented 45° to the track 
direction. 
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Figure 5-4(e), 5-4(0. Intensity mesh and contour plots at the detector plane of the astigmatic method when 
the beam is focused on the center of a groove, and 0.25).. of objective lens astigmatism oriented 45" to the track 
direction is present. 
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5.3 MODELING RESULTS 

Inspection of Fig. 5-3 reveals a large FES swing (nearly 0.4 normalized units of error 

at the detector that corresponds to 2>' of focus offset) between the track positions of land 

center and groove center when 0.25>. of astigmatism is present at the objective, and oriented 

at 450 to the track direction. The zero FES position is on the land center. Astigmatism in the 

return beam shifts the circle of least confusion and causes a fixed offset in the FES. 

However, this fixed offset does not account for the large signal swing in the feedthrough 

signal shown in Fig. 5-3. A shearing of the return beam caused by the groove pattern causes 

an asymmetrical distribution of the amplitude and phase, just as in a phase Ronchi ruling or 

shearing interferometer (Cornejo-Rodriguez, 1992). This is a complicated effect in the 

presence of aberrations that does not easily yield to analytical techniques, and so a numerical 

approach is most productive for its analysis. 

Figure 5-4 shows calculated plots of intensity at the detector plane for the two 

extrema of the feedthrough signal in Fig. 5-3, as well as the intensity pattern at the detector 

when an aberration-free return beam is incident on the astigmat for reference. The plots of 

Fig. 5-4 display a marked change in the shape of the intensity pattern between the beam 

centered on the land, and the beam centered on the groove. By superimposing the quadrant 

detector boundaries on the contour plots of Fig. 5-4, the source of the large FES swing 

becomes apparent. Either the phase or amplitude of the return beam (or both) is mapped into 

these dissimilar intensity distributions by the astigmat. 

To determine the role of the phase of the returning beam on the FES feed through 

signal, the phase of the beam reflected from the disk surface was extracted at the exit pupil 

of the objective lens for the cases of no grooves (mirror ~rea), beam on land center, beam on 

groove center, and beam on groove edge. A polynomial fit to the phase was computed so that 
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Figure 5·5(a), 5·5(b). (a) Mesh plot of intensity at the exit pupil of the objective for the astigmatic method, 
with the beam focused on the center of the land and 0.25).. of objective astigmatism 45· to the track direction. 
(b) Contour plot of the same. Intensity maxima bisected by the Y ·axis of the exit pupil. Spatial dimensions 
are in units of /.... 
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Figure 5-5(c), 5-5(d). Mesh and contour plots of intensity at the exit pupil of the objective for the astigmatic 
method, with the beam focused on the groove center and 0.25').. of objective astigmatism at 45° to the track 
direction. Intensity maxima now occur along the X-axis of the objective exit pupil. 
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the primary Seidel aberration coefficients could be calculated in order to test whether a sign 

change in the curvature of the beam after diffraction by the disk surface could account for 

the large peak-to-valley swing in the FES feedthrough signal. The names and symbols of the 

primary aberration coefficients considered are shown in Table 5-2. Results of the polynomial 

fitting of the phase are summarized in Table 5-3. Here, the aberration coefficients are those 

due to the usual power series expansion (Welford, 1986) form of the wave aberration function, 

W(p,6) = WllPcos(6) + WZO p2 + W22 P2cos2(6) + W31 p3cos(e) + W40P4 + ... (5-3) 

where p and 0 are the radial and azimuthal coordinates at the exit pupil. The dependence on 

field height is suppressed as only on-axis points are considered here. 

The amounts of aberrations shown in Table 5-3 were added to a Gaussian beam with 

characteristics listed in Table 5-1 and yielded FES values in Table 5-4 for the land center, 

groove center, and groove edge cases. These almost constant values are essentially due to the 

0.5>' of astigmatism that the beam acquires after the double pass through the objective lens, 

with peak-to-valley FES of only 0.01. Inspection of the Seidel terms reveals no significant 

change in the magnitude or sign of either defocus, astigmatism, or spherical aberration terms 

to account for the large signal swing between the land and groove positions of the beam. 

To examine the influence on the FES from the intensity variations in the beam 

incident on the astigmat, the intensity distribution at the exit pupil of the objective was 

calculated when 0.25>. of objective lens astigmatism at 45° to the track direction was present. 

The land center case shows intensity maxima along the Y-axis of the exit pupil, while the 

intensity pattern that resulted from the beam centered on the groove has intensity maxima 

along the X-axis. Figure 5-6 shows the spatial mapping between the exit pupil of the 

objective and the detector plane. The upper-half plane of the entrance pupil of the astigmat 

is mapped onto the lower-half plane of the detector, and so, the coordinate axes map into one 
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DETECTOR 
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5 1 

Figure 5-6. Mapping of the intensity at the entrance pupil of the astigmat onto the detector plane. Note that 
the upper-half plane of the astigmat maps onto the lower-half plane of the detector, and vice-versa. Hence, the 
X- and Y-axes map into one another. 
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tzr- ..... , 

Wll W20 W22 W31 W40 

Mirror 0 0.00032 0.4832 0 -.0566 
Area 450 

Land 0 -0.0169 0.4237 0 -0.0205 
Center 49.80 

Left 0.1056 0.0007 0.5252 0.1690 -0.0823 
Groove -43.50 42.20 136.10 

Edge 

Groove 0 -0.0232 0.4799 0 -0.0361 
Center 39.70 

Right 0.1056 0.0007 0.5253 0.1690 -0.0823 
Groove 136S 42.20 -23.90 

Edge 

Table 5-3. Aberration coefficients extracted from the polynomial fit to the phase of the 
reflected beam at the exit pupil of the objective. Astigmatism in the amount of 0.25 ). 
oriented at 450 to the track direction was originally added to the objective to produce worst
case feedthrough. The case of beam reflected from the mirror area is provided for reference. 
Aberration coefficients are in units of wavelength. Positive angles are measured counter
clockwise from the track direction. 

I .;; : - t· 

Full Model Seidel Zero Phase 

Land Center +0.0340 -0.1036 +0.1809 

Groove Edge -0.2570 -0.1111 -0.1086 

Groove Center -0.4037 -0.1077 -0.2437 

Peak-to-Valley 0.4377 0.0075 0.4246 

r:: 

Table 5-4. Comparison between the normalized FES values computed for the full diffraction 
model of the astigmatic focus error system (Full Model), when the fitted Seidel aberration 
coefficients are added to the collimated Gaussian beam and propagated through the astigmatic 
lens (Seidel), and using the full model, but setting the phase of the beam to zero just prior to 
the astigmatic lens (Zero Phase). In each case, 0.25). of astigmatism 45 0 to the track was added 
to the objective. 
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Figure 5-7(a), 5-7(b). Mesh plot and contours of equal intensity at the detector plane for the astigmatic method 
for a zero-phase beam with intensity variations as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Spatial dimensions are in units 
of A. 
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Figure 5-7(c), 5-7(d). Mesh plot and contours of equal intensity at the detector plane for the astigmatic method 
for a zero-phase beam with intensity variations as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), 
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another. Therefore, the intensity maxima for the land center and groove center cases map 

directly onto the detector plane. Referring to Fig. 5-4, one can see that this is the same 

manner in which the intensity pattern at the detector plane was skewed for these two cases. 

As a final test to demonstrate the dependence of the astigmatic FES signal on the 

intensity distribution at the exit pupil of the objective, the phase of the beam returning from 

the disk was set to zero, and the zero-phase distribution was propagated through the astigmat 

and on to the detector plane. The intensity plots in Fig. 5-7 at the detector plane for the two 

extreme cases of the beam centered on land, and on groove, are nearly identical to those of 

the full model results of Fig. 5-4. Table 5-4 summarizes the FES readings for the zero-phase 

beam for the three track positions of interest. Note that the peak-to-valley deviations 

between the full model calculations, and those in which the phase was set to zero at the exit 

pupil are nearly identical. Astigmatism in the returning beam for the full model accounts for 

the fixed offset between the detector values for these two cases. Since the detector plane is 

far from either line focus (.6.f = 625 >.) from the point-of-view of diffraction theory, the 

small perturbations in the beam curvature due to the track crossings listed in Table 5-3 have 

little effect on the feedthrough signal. 

Since it has been shown that the cause of feed through in the astigmatic method is the 

projection in the intensity pattern at the exit pupil of the objective onto the detector, 

additional insight can be gained by developing an analytical function for this intensity 

distribution. Indeed, this was done under the following assumptions/simplifications: I) disk 

surface treated as a phase object in the focal plane of the objective lens, 2) 50% duty cycle 

and >./8 groove depth for the grating, 3)NA of the objective and grating period selected such 

that only the 0 and ± I orders can propagate back through the lens. Only astigmatism was 

considered, along with defocus as a free parameter, since astigmatism at 45 0 to the track 

direction is the most significant cause of feed through. Using the general development of 
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Chap. 3 for the complex distribution at the exit pupil of the objective, and specializing this 

to the case of astigmatism, the pattern noise function at the exit pupil of the objective for the 

astigmatic method is completely worked out in App. C. Here, we also assume the tracks are 

parallel to the Y-axis, causing shear along the X-axis. Therefore, the correct orientation for 

the astigmat would be with its axis at 450 to the Y-axis, and quadrants of the detector would 

coincide with the quadrants of the usual Cartesian coordinate system. The most important 

result is shown below, where the intensity at the exit pupil of the objective is proportional to 

.!.[ 1 +.i. .( cyl(x+s,y) +CYl(X-S,y»)] 'cyl(x,y) 
2 1t2 (5-4) 

2 
+ - ·[cos(21t S W zzY + 1jI) 'cyl(x+s,y) -cos(21t s WzzY + 1jJ) 'cyl(x-s,y)] 'cyl(x,y) 

1t 

where s, the amount of shear due to the disk surface, is equal to >./ /d, where / is the focal 

length of the objective, and d is the grating period. The cylinder functions cyl( x,y) describe 

the aperture transmittance function of the lens. The appropriate amount of defocus has been 

added to shift the disk surface to the medial focus (W 20 = - W 22/2), which further simplified 

the expression. The general expression is available in App. C. 

The top term in Eq. 5-4 is the balanced part of the expression that gives rise to the 

symmetric "baseball" pattern for the groove- and land-center positions. The bottom term 

causes the imbalanced baseball pattern when the beam is centered on either groove edge; it 

also describes the asymmetric intensity pattern when centered on the groove or land center 

in the presence astigmatism that gives rise to feedthrough due to pattern noise. Note that, 

when the beam is centered on either groove edge, the phase term if; is equal to zero, the 

arguments of the cosine functions are equal and even, and there is no asymmetry in the 

resulting intensity pattern with respect to the quadrants of the detector used to form the FES. 

When if; = rr/2 and the beam is centered on either a land or groove, the even cosine terms 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-8. Intensity plots of the far-field "baseball" diffraction pattern at the exit pupil of the objective 
showing the progression from groove edge (a) to land center (b), to the next groove edge (c), and finally, the 
groove center, (d). Patterns are for the ideal, no-aberration condition. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-9. Intensity plots using results of analytic expression for pattern noise at exit pupil of objective 
showing progression from groove edge(a), to land center (b), groove edge(c), and finally, groove center (d). 
Plots (b) and (d) show asymmetry across diagonal of pupil and origin offeedthrough in the astigmatic method 
when astigmatism is present at 45° to the track direction. 
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become odd sine functions which subtract or add the -1 and +1 orders from the zero order, 

respectively. The produces asymmetry in the quadrants responsible for the FES as a function 

of track position, producing feedthrough. Figure 5-8 shows the progression of the far-field 

pattern for the ideal, no-aberration case while Fig. 5-9 depicts the changed baseball pattern 

when astigmatism at 45° to the track direction is present and feedthrough results. 

5.4 COMPARISON WITH THE OBSCURATION METHOD 

Unlike the astigmatic method, the obscuration method for focus error detection 

produces its error signal at the focus of a secondary lens which causes its performance to be 

limited by the effects of diffraction, rather than those of geometrical optics. The obscuration 

method is a variation of the Foucault knife-edge method (Johnson, 1979) in which the knife-

edge is placed against the secondary lens rather that at the focused spot. A schematic of the 

system is shown in Fig. 5-10. Its FES is produced using the following expression: 

FES = (I + II) - (III + IV) . 
OBS 1+11 +111 +W 

(5-5) 

The FES signal during one period of track scanning using the same disk geometry as 

the astigmatic method is shown in Fig. 5-11, for 0.25>. of the primary aberrations. As was the 

case for the astigmatic method, astigmatism at 45° to the track direction causes the largest 

peak-to-valley feed through signal. Figure 5-12 illustrates the steep FES slope of the 

obscuration method and FES feedthrough for one track period of head movement when 

worst-case astigmatism is present at the objective. 

The FES is produced at the focal plane of the secondary lens, which forms the Fourier 

transform of the half-obscured complex field distribution at the exit pupil of the objective 

(Goodman, 1968). At the focal plane, the resulting amplitude distribution on the detector, 
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Figure 5·10. Diagram of the obscuration focus error detection method . 
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Figure 5·11. FES feedthrough performance for the obscuration method for 0.25 A. of the primary aberrations. 
Coma is oriented with its tail perpendicular to the track direction (dash·dot), and both astigmatism oriented 
parallel to track direction (dot), and astigmatism oriented 45° to the track direction (solid) are included, as well 
as spherical (dash) and no aberration (solid). Feedthrough of about O.SA. peak-to-valley due to astigmatism 
45° to the track direction is about twice that due to the remaining aberrations. 
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Figure 5-12. (a) FES performance of the obscuration method. (b) FES feedthrough for the obscuration 
method when objective lens astigmatism at 45° to the track direction is present. 
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Figure 5-13. (a) FES feed through for the astigmatic method when 0.251.. of objective lens astigmatism at 45· 
to the track direction is present for full model calculations (solid), zero-phase model (dash), and unity amplitude 
model (dash-dot). Zero-phase results have nearly identical peak-to-valley results as that of the full model 
calculations. (b) FES feedthrough for the obscuration method for the full model (solid), zero-phase (dash, 
hidden by X-axis), and unity amplitude model (dash-dot). 
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(5-6) 

were a(x,y) and ¢(x,y) are the amplitude and phase of the complex field distribution at the 

objective, and O(x,y) describes the amplitude transmittance function for the obscuration. One 

can gain insight into the effects of the amplitude and phase on the FES for the obscuration 

method by examining their effects independently. Astigmatism of 0.25>. with its sagittal focus 

at 45° to the track direction was lumped with the objective lens parameters to induce worst

case feed through effects for the following calculations. 

As was done for the astigmatic method, a zero phase beam with the amplitude 

distribution at the exit pupil of the objective after reflection from the disk was propagated 

through the system, which resulted in zero feedthrough. This is unlike the astigmatic method, 

in which amplitude variations ("pattern noise") in the return beam were the major cause of 

feedthrough. This finding is consistent with Fourier theory, since the Fourier transform of 

a real, even function is also a real,even function. This means that at the detector plane 

(5-7) 

and there is no imbalance in the spot intensity. 

To isolate the effects of the beam's phase on feedthrough for the obscuration method, 

the amplitude of the return beam was normalized to unity just after the exit pupil of the 

objective, and then this beam was propagated through the secondary lens. The peak-to-valley 

focus error of about 0.5>. is nearly that found for the full model case although the location of 

maxima and minima with respect to the track position differ from the full model results, as 

can be seen in Fig. 5-13. The reason for this discrepancy is found in the Fourier integral of 

Eq. 5-5. The intensity pattern at the detector is proportional to the magnitude squared of the 
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Fourier transform of the input distribution. This distribution can be expressed as an 

amplitude and phase term that are both functions of the variable of integration, and the 

amplitude portion of the distribution can be considered a weighting function for the phase 

term. Therefore, the feed through signal depends on both the amplitude and phase of the 

signal in a complicated manner. However, since no FES signal could be produced when the 

zero phase beam was focused by the obscured lens, feedthrough for the obscuration method 

does not appear to be a strong function of the amplitude distribution at the exit pupil of the 

objective. Although the phase and shape of the feed through curve for the unity amplitude 

model differed from the full model results, the peak-to-valley magnitudes were nearly 

identical, leading the conclusion that the feedthrough is due mostly to the phase of the 

returning beam. Figure 5-14 also summarizes the behavior of the obscuration method over 

one track period with respect to the full model, zero phase, and unity amplitude approaches, 

and compares these results with those found for the astigmatic method. 

The peak-to-valley variation in the FES signal of the obscuration method is only half 

as great as that found in the astigmatic method, and is immune to amplitude pattern noise. 

Moreover, the obscuration method converts less of the feedthrough signal into actual focus 

error than the astigmatic method (Bernacki and Mansuripur, 1992). The focus error produced 

is proportional to the inverse of the gain (i.e., l/slope) of the FES response curve, which is 

larger in diffraction-limited methods such as the obscuration method, as can be seen in Figs. 

5-3(a) and 5-11(a). The FES gains were 0.18 per), and 0.35 per), for the astigmatic and 

obscuration methods, respectively. Therefore, the obscuration method, which is diffraction

limited, not only has lower normalized peak-to-valley FES oscillations due to feedthrough 

because of its superior rejection of pattern noise, but also produces lower focus offset error 

at the focus actuator due to its greater inherent gain. 
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The FES feedthrough curve for the astigmatic method shows a large peak-to-valley 

swing in the false FES produced as the beam moves across the disk surface when astigmatism 

is present and oriented at 45° to the track direction. Two causes for this feedthrough were 

investigated: the change in the phase of the beam due to the shearing action of the disk 

structure, and the projection of the shift in intensity at the exit pupil of the objective lens 

onto the detector plane by the astigmat. 

To investigate the influence of a change in phase of the diffracted wavefront, the 

phase of the beam at the exit pupil of the objective was fit with a polynomial in order to 

compute the third order Seidel aberration coefficients. There was no significant change in 

beam phase that could account for the large peak-to-valley feedthrough signal. 

The intensity at the exit pupil was examined for the two cases of the beam focused 

on the land center, and on the groove center, since these conditions resulted in the extrema 

of the feed through curve for the astigmatic method. A change in the intensity pattern was 

evident, and it was shown that the intensity maxima at the exit pupil of the objective ("pattern 

noise") mapped directly onto the detector, causing the large peak-to-valley feedthrough 

during track crossing. AdditionaIly, the phase of the beam exiting the objective lens was set 

to zero and the beam was then propagated through the remainder of the system. The intensity 

plots at the detector plane, and the peak-to-valley variations in the detector signals, were 

nearly identical with the earlier modeling results, which considered both the amplitude and 

phase of the wave field. 

The obscuration method of focus error detection was also examined to compare a 

representative diffraction-limited method with the astigmatic method, whose operation is 

described adequately by geometrical optics. This method also suffers from feedthrough, but 
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the normalized peak-to-valley FES that is produced due to feedthrough is about half that due 

to the astigmatic method since it is less sensitive to pattern noise. Because the error signal is 

developed at the focus of the secondary lens, the obscuration method is sensitive to changes 

in wave front curvature (caused by defocus, shearing action of the disk, and residual 

aberrations). By normalizing the amplitude of the return beam to unity and then propagating 

to the obscured lens and on to the detector plane, peak-to-valley variations in the FES 

feed through signal were found that were comparable to those calculated using the full model. 

No FES feedthrough signal was produced when a zero phase beam with the amplitude 

distribution present at the exit pupil of the objective was propagated through the obscured 

lens and onto the detector. Since the field at the detector plane is the Fourier transform of 

the input distribution, the final intensity pattern at the detector plane is a function of both 

the amplitude and phase of the return beam, although it appears to be controlled primarily 

by the phase. 

When continuous servo methods are used that rely on pre-grooved media, feed through 

is inescapable. Its effects can be mitigated by using methods other than the astigmatic 

approach that are insensitive to the intensity fluctuations caused by the shearing action of the 

disk surface in combination with wave aberrations. Methods that rely on focused beams, such 

as the obscuration method, are insensitive to these variations, but are not popular with system 

designers due to the greater perceived component alignment requirements. Non-diffraction

limited methods utilizing a differential approach can be employed that relax alignment 

tolerances and reduce sensitivity to feedthrough, such as the differential spot size (Yamamoto 

et ai, 1986, and Marshall, 1991), or wax-wane (Milster et ai, 1991) servo, but these methods 

suffer from low inherent gain, and since they are differential methods, require a second 

detection path and the alignment of an additional lens and detector. The search for an FES 
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method that is simple, easy to align, has high sensitivity, and is insensitive to feedthrough will 

continue to be a vital area of research in optical data storage, especially as recording densities 

and objective NAs increase while at the same time wavelengths decrease, conditions that place 

even greater demands on the performance of focusing servos. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CHARACTERIZATION OF A NOVEL FOCUSING/TRACKING TECHNIQUE WITH 

INCREASED FEEDTHROUGH IMMUNITY: THE DOUBLE ASTIGMATIC METHOD 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method is an elegant and sensitive method 

of sensing the focus error in an optical disk drive (Bricot et ai, 1976, Cohen et ai, 1984). 

Also, since it forms its error signal far from either astigmatic focus, push-pull tracking can 

be done with pre-grooved media with the same optics used in focus error sensing. This added 

utility of simultaneous focus and track error detection in a single path also proves to be a 

liability. In push-pull tracking the far-field diffraction pattern at the exit pupil of the 

objective is projected onto the quadrant detectors, which sense the imbalance in the intensity 

pattern and produce the tracking error signal (TES). Unfortunately, the astigmatic method 

operates in the regime of geometrical optics, and is sensitive to intensity shifts that deviate 

from the expected bilateral symmetry of the TES signal that arise in the far-field diffraction 

pattern due to track crossing. When these undesired intensity shifts are projected onto the 

quadrant detectors, the focus error signal (FES) becomes unbalanced, producing a false FES 

(see Chap. 5). This effect is known variously as pattern noise, optical servo crosstalk, and 

feedthrough, and, if left uncorrected, can seriously degrade the optical disk system 

performance. 

Although there is always some level of feed through in the FES due to track crossing 

and shearing of the incident beam from the phase grating formed by the grooved disk 
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structure, the largest contribution to feed through comes about when the beam incident on the 

disk contains astigmatism oriented with its axis at 45 0 to the track direction (Latta et ai, 1992). 

The source of this astigmatism can be a mixture of uncorrected laser astigmatism, residual 

aberrations in the collimating, focusing or beam steering optics, and birefringence-induced 

astigmatism due to the injection-molded polycarbonate disk substrate. By examining the 

intensity profiles of the beam at the exit pupil of the objective as a function of track position, 

as well as the intensity patterns at the detector plane, the potential for a noise-canceling 

approach using two complementary astigmat-quad detector paths in the servo channel became 

apparent. This double astigmatic method has been briefly mentioned in the literature 

(Marshall, 1991), but no in-depth explanation of its mode of operation or experimental results 

have been presented. In this chapter, we review the effects of feedthrough in the astigmatic 

method, and present the numerical modeling results that originally suggested the double 

astigmatic method, along with experimental data from a prototype commercial magneto

optical (MO) disk drive. 

6.2 MODEL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

A schematic of the astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method used in the 

numerical modeling is shown in Fig. 6-1. When the disk is in focus, light reflecting from the 

disk surface is recollimated by the objective and is directed to an astigmat, i.e., a lens with 

two line foci, by a beamsplitter. The quadrant detector is located midway between the two 

foci, at the circle of least confusion. A collimated beam forms a symmetric pattern on the 

quad detector, which produces the FES using the following relationship: 
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Figure 6-1. Schematic diagram of the astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking error detection method used in 
continuous servo magneto-optical (MO) disk systems. 



FES = (I + Ill) - (II + IV) 
I+II+III+W 

while the expression for the TES is 

TES = (I + IV) - (II + Ill) 
I+//+///+W 

The system parameters of the optical disk model are shown in Table 4-1. 

Table 6-1. Optical disk parameters used in the numerical model. 
n'l -,. 

Objective Lens NA = 0.55, f = 3.76 mm 

Grooved Disk Surface Trapezoidal grooves, 1.6 JLm track 
pitch, 1.1 JLm land width, 0.5 JLm 
groove top width, 0.3 JLm groove 
bottom width, 0.1 JLm groove depth 

Astigmat NA = 0.15, f1 = 19.75 mm, f2 = 20.25 
mm 
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(6-1) 

(6-2) 

Incident Gaussian Beam (collimated) 2.068 mm radius, 3.2 mm radius at the 
lie points, >. = 800nm 

The numerical calculations were performed using DIFFRACT, a general-purpose 

diffraction modeling program containing many of the optical components found in optical 

data storage systems. With the component modules in DIFFRACT (Mansuripur, 1988, 

Mansuripur, 1986, Mansuripur, 1989), one may rapidly calculate the intensity, phase or 

polarization distribution of the tight as it propagates along the optical path of the disk system. 

Signals from split, quadrant and differential detectors are available at any point along the 

propagation path. 

In this chapter, the right-handed Cartesian coordinate is used, with the propagation 
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aberration (dash), coma (dash-dot), and astigmatism parallel to track (dot) cause <0.25A. PV feedthrough. 
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of light in the +Z direction. Positive angles are measured from the +X-axis in the counter

clockwise direction. 

6.3 MODELING RESULTS 

Feedthrough is defined as the erroneous FES produced during track crossing while 

the disk is held in nominal focus. Therefore, to measure the amount of feed through in the 

FES due to tracking, the focused beam is scanned over one track period, and the FES output 

is recorded. To determine the effect of the primary aberrations on feedthrough, 0.25>. of 

spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism are added to the objective. Coma is oriented such 

that the comatic tail is perpendicular to the track direction, and two orientations of 

astigmatism are used: one orientation has its axis parallel to the track (best case), and the 

other orientation has its axis at 45° to the track direction (worst case). We define the axis of 

astigmatism to be parallel to the sagittal line focus. Figure 6-2 shows the output of the FES 

channel as the beam is scanned over one track period. Note that feed through is present in the 

FES signal in the absence of any aberrations. Feedthrough is expressed in terms of focus 

offset error at the focus actuator that would be produced by the erroneous FES, and is 

calculated using the inverse of the FES gain when no aberrations are present. This method 

of expressing feedthrough provides a clear way of comparing feedthrough performance 

between different focus error detection methods. 

Figure 6-2(b) shows that maximum feedthrough occurs when astigmatism is present 

and oriented at 45° to the track direction. Astigmatism with this orientation may seem 

unlikely, since it may be prevented through careful system design, component selection, and 

alignment procedures. For example, one may ensure that the polarization axis is parallel to 

the track direction, which causes the birefringence-induced astigmatism to have best-case (0° 
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Figure 6·3. (a) Mesh plot of intensity at the exit pupil of the objective for the astigmatic method, with the 
beam focused on the center of the land and 0.25/.. of objective astigmatism 45° to the track direction. (b) 
Contour plot of the same. Intensity maxima bisected by the Y ·axis of the exit pupil. Spatial dimensions arc 
in units of A.. 
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Figure 6-4. (a) Mesh plot of intensity at the exit pupil of the objective for the astigmatic method, with the 
beam focused on the groove center and O.25A.of objective astigmatism at45° to the track direction. (b) Contour 
plot of intensity at exit pupil for beam on groove center showing quad detector boundaries. Intensity maxima 
now bisected by the X-axis of the exit pupil. 
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to track direction) orientation. Also, anamorphic elements may be incorporated in the 

collimating optics to permit re-orientation of any residual astigmatism in the wavefront, and 

specifications may be made stringent enough to nearly eliminate any astigmatism in the 

objective lens. However, environmental influences (temperature, humidity, shock and 

vibration), variations among manufacturer's media with respect to birefringence, and uneven 

quality control all conspire to prevent the optical disk drive from achieving and maintaining 

"perfect" alignment with regard to feed through performance. 

The extrema for FES feedthrough when astigmatism is present at 45° to the track 

direction occur on the land and groove center track positions, as can be seen in Fig. 6-2(b). 

If we examine the intensity pattern at the exit pupil of the objective and its projection on the 

detector plane, the origin of the large peak-to-valley (PV) swing in the feedthrough signal 

becomes apparent. Figure 6-3 displays the intensity pattern at the exit pupil when the beam 

is centered on the land. Here it should be noted that enough defocus was added to produce 

zero FES for the land center position. Intensity peaks bisected by the Y-axis of the exit pupil 

can be identified, which are more evident in the contour plot of the intensity. When the beam 

is focused on the groove center, however, the intensity maxima flip, and are now bisected by 

the X-axis, as Fig. 6-4 reveals. The imbalance created in the FES can be seen if one studies 

the position of the intensity maxima with respect to the quad detector boundaries super

imposed on the contour plots while considering the FES expression in Eq. 6-1. Figure 6-5 

demonstrates the relationship between the entrance pupil of the astigmat and the detector 

plane. The upper-half-plane of the entrance pupil maps onto the lower-half-plane of the 

detector, and vice-versa. The intensity peaks in Fig. 6-3 and 6-4 map directly onto the 

detector quadrants used to form each half of the FES. This mapping is confirmed by 

examining the intensity patterns at the detector plane in Figs. 6-6 and 6-7, which show the 

imbalanced intensity patterns for the land- and groove-center disk positions. 
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DETECTOR 

ASTIGMAT 

Figure 6-5. Mapping of the intensity at the entrance pupil of the astigmat onto the detector plane. Note that 
the upper-half plane of the astigmat maps onto the lower-half plane of the detector, and vice-versa. Hence, the 
X- and Y-axes map into one another. 
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Figure 6-6. (a) Mesh plot of intensity at detector plane for the beam centered on the land when astigmatism 
at 45° to the track direction is present.. (b) Contour plot of intensity at detector plane with super
imposed detector boundaries showing symmetrical intensity distribution. Spatial dimensions in units of A.. 
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Figure 6-7. (a) Mesh plot of intensity at detector plane when the beam is centered on the disk groove and 
astigmatism at 45° to the track is present. (b) Contour plot of intensity at the detector plane with super
imposed detector boundaries showing asymmetrical intensity distribution that produces the imbalanced FES. 
Spatial dimensions in units of A. 
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Cancellation of these rotated intensity patterns is possible if we add a second 

(identical) astigmat to the servo channel, oriented with its axis at 90° to the original astigmat. 

Figure 6-8 shows the schematic layout of the proposed double astigmatic system. If the FES 

is calculated in each channel of the system using Eq. 6-1, then the FES for the double 

astigmatic method is 

FES = _F_'E_'S1-'.--_F_'E_S_2 

D 2 
(6-3) 

The improved pattern noise rejection from the double astigmatic method in the case 

of astigmatism oriented at 45° to the track direction is shown in Fig. 6-9. Note that there is 

no improvement to the small levels of feed through caused by other aberrations, including the 

no-aberration case. 

The double astigmatic approach also allows performing differential data detection in 

the same path as focusing and tracking error detection. One need only replace the regular 

beamsplitter with a polarizing beamsplitter, and reduce the detector area to increase the signal 

bandwidth. Clearly, the optimum spot size must be found that balances the conflicting 

requirements of the large spot size desired to maintain reliable alignment of the 

focusing/tracking channel with the small spot size necessary for minimum detector area, 

which is needed to minimize junction capacitance and ensure adequate data bandwidth. 

The mechanism of the feedthrough cancellation is shown in Fig. 6-10 when 

astigmatism is present at 45° to the track direction. In-phase focus error signals at each 

detector for this worst-case of astigmatism are nearly canceled when subtracted (see Eq. 6-3). 

However, the patterns at the detectors due to astigmatism parallel to the track direction are 

180° out of phase, and when combined using Eq. 6-3, yield an FES identical to that produced 

by a single astigmat. 

Although the double astigmatic method is most effective for the case of astigmatism 
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Figure 6-8. Schematic diagram for double astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking error detection method. PBS 
permits data detection using same detectors used in focusing/tracking provided that the detector area is small 
enough to permit sufficient signal bandwidth. 
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Figure 6-9. FES feedthrough for double astigmatic method showing significant improvement for feedthrough 
due to astigmatism oriented at 45° to the track direction. Feedthrough due to the remaining primary aberrations 
remains unchanged. 
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Figure 6-10. (a) FES feedthrough signals for individual channels, fes I (dashed), fes 2 (dash-dot), and the 
combined signal (solid) for the double astigmatic method with 0.29.. of astigmatism oriented at 45° to the track 
direction added to the objective. Note that each channel is in-phase. (b) FES feed through signals for 
individual channels, fes 1 (dashed but coinciding exactly with tile solid combined signal), fes 2 (dash
do!), and the combined signal (solid) for 0.25A. of astigmatism parallel to the track direction added to the 
objective. Here, the signals are anti-phase. 
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at 45° to the track direction, it continues to provide feedthrough suppression as the direction 

of the astigmatic aberration approaches the track direction, until, in the limit of astigmatism 

aligned with the track, the method ceases to provide any improvement in feed through 

performance above that of the single astigmat approach. Its effectiveness is not insubstantial, 

as Fig. 6-11 shows, where the PV feed through focus offset error is plotted as a function of 

the astigmatic axis orientation. The feed through that arises as the alignment of the astigmatic 

axis deviates from its best-case orientation rises steeply at first, and then attains its maximum 

value as the angle between the astigmatic axis and track direction approaches 45°. Deviation 

of the astigmatic axis from its best-case orientation by a modest 10° increases the level of 

feedthrough produced from 0.2), to about 1.2), PV. 

During the seek operation, the electronic signals from both the FES and TES may fall 

out of the bandwidth of the servo circuitry due to rapid head acceleration, and uncorrected 

defocus may occur that will not be detected until the head decelerates, and closed-loop 

operation resumes. Feedthrough suppression as a function of defocus is depicted in Fig. 6-12, 

since a scheme that cancels feed through effectively only at optimum focus has limited utility. 

The double astigmatic method provides significant feed through suppression for worst-case 

astigmatism compared with the single astigmat approach for a ±3)' range of defocus. 

6.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The system depicted in Fig. 6-8 was breadboarded using a prototype commercial MO 

drive to test the performance of the double astigmatic technique. No data detection was 

available, the focus servo was locked, and the tracking actuator was operated open-loop. 

Feedthrough data was acquired for different focal positions by scanning back and forth over 

several hundred tracks and recording the PV FES. 
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Figure 6-13 shows the experimental results for an MO disk with glass substrate. This 

disk proved to have the best pre-correction performance with regard to feedthrough. The 

double astigmatic method has reduced the feedthrough from about O.75A PV single channel, 

to less than O.25A PV for the differential signal. 

The use of plastic substrates, which are birefringent, causes additional astigmatism in 

the incident beam, which tends to increase feedthrough. The results for plastic disk #1 in 

Fig. 6-14 show that this causes the uncorrected feed through to jump to about 1.3A PV in the 

worst-performance channel. However, the use of the double astigmatic method reduces the 

feedthrough to about O.5A PV. Data from a second plastic disk demonstrates the worst pre

correction feedthrough performance, and is shown in Fig. 6-15. Here, the worst-performance 

channel produces about 1.8A PV feed through, while the combined signal from both channels 

using the double astigmatic approach reduces the feedthrough to less than O.25A PV. 

6.5 SUMMARY 

The astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking error detection method is in principle 

capable of less than O.2SA PV feedthrough. However, if astigmatism is present on the beam, 

and its axis is not parallel to the track direction, the level of feedthrough dramatically 

increases, with the maximum amount of feedthrough resulting when the axis of astigmatism 

is at 450 to the track direction. 

Feedthrough in the case of astigmatism not aligned with the track arises from the 

alternating intensity patterns at the detector plane due to diffraction from the grooves during 

track crossing. Since the astigmatic method operates in the geometrical optics regime, these 

patterns at the detector plane are projections of the far-field diffraction pattern seen at the 

exit pupil of the objective. Because of the predictable phase of the feedthrough signal when 
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astigmatism is present at 45° to the track, and maxima and minima occur on groove and land 

centers, a second focus error detection path may be added with the second astigmat oriented 

at 90° with respect to the first. This second focus error detection path produces a 

complementary focus error signal. If the detector signals for each path are combined, pattern 

noise due to astigmatism at 45° to the track will be greatly reduced, although the low levels 

of feed through due to track crossings in the no-aberration case and the remaining primary 

aberrations will not be improved. Experimental data was presented showing the efficacy of 

this method in a prototype MO drive in which FES feed through performance was dramatically 

improved for three different MO disks, with the greatest improvement in feed through 

suppression shown for disks with birefringent plastic substrates. 
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Figure 6-11. Calculated PV feedthrough for the double astigmatic method (solid) and the single astigmatic 
method (dashed) as a function of the angle of astigmatism. Angle of astigmatism is defined as the angle 
between the astigmatic axis of the aberration with respect to the track direction. 
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Figure 6-12. Calculated PV FES feed through as a function of defocus for the double astigmatic method (solid) 
and single channel (dashed) showing the effectiveness of the double astigmatic method away from optimum 
focal position. 
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Figure 6-14. Experimental data for plastic disk t/1, where solid curve (diamond) shows much improved 
feed through performance by combining signals in channell (dash/triangle) and channel 2 (dash-dot/star). 
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CHAPTER 7 

AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF SUBSTRATE BIREFRINGENCE 

ON OPTICAL DISK PERFORMANCE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 
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A key to economical and efficient production of magneto-optical disks is the use of 

injection-molded polycarbonate substrates. Unfortunately, the use of plastic has one serious 

drawback: it is birefringent. Birefringence literally means "double refraction" and comes 

about from the anisotropic structure of some materials. In fact, polycarbonate disk substrates 

are biaxial, meaning that there is an in-plane, or lateral birefringence, often quoted as nx -

ny ~ 20 X 10-6 , and vertical birefringence (perpendicular to the plane of the disk), with nx -

nz ~ 500 X 10-6• Birefringence causes a differential phase shift in light passing through the 

plastic medium in addition to the fixed phase shift ko(n)or, where Ie is the wave propagation 

vector with magnitude 27r/)., r is the thickness of the medium of transmittance, and (n) is the 

nominal refractive index of the bulk medium. This differential phase shift also depends on 

the angle of incidence and the orientation of incident polarization. Linearly polarized light 

aligned with the "fast axis" of the material suffers no additional phase shift, while light along 

the "slow axis" is phase shifted by an additional koAnor, where An is the difference in index 

of refraction between the two principal axes. The source of birefringence in optical disk 

substrates is the preferential alignment of long organic molecules along the radial direction 

of the disk as a result of the injection molding process (Marchant, 1990, 1986). 

Each type of birefringence found in plastic substrates degrades optical disk 
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performance in a different manner. Lateral birefringence (LB) is often ignored in treatments 

of media birefringence since it is fairly small compared to vertical birefringence (Prikryl, 

1992). This approach is inadequate because of the nature of the magneto-optical (MO) signal, 

and the use of differential detection, which is sensitive to the phase shift between orthogonal 

polarization components. Also, LB has been shown to increase laser noise since it spoils some 

optical isolation schemes (Chung and Harvey, 1986). 

A linearly-polarized incident beam is needed to exploit the polar Kerr effect in MO 

readout. If the polarization of the incident beam is aligned along the fast axis of the substrate, 

the beam focused onto the disk experiences no additional retardation. However, reflection 

from the MO film gives rise to an orthogonal Kerr component that is aligned with the slow 

axis of the substrate, and an additional phase shift accrues between the original polarization 

component, and the new (orthogonal) component. An elliptically polarized beam results, 

which degrades the differential detector signal. This reduction in signal can be recovered by 

the employment of a quarter wave plate (QWP) to remove the ellipticity by compensation of 

the differential retardation between the orthogonal components. For a substrate with T = 1.2 

mm, and with nx - ny :::::I 20 X 10-6, a 10.80 phase delay (single pass) occurs between the two 

in-plane components of polarization for>. = 800nm. 

With vertical birefringence (VB), rays polarized normal to the plane of incidence (s) 

suffer no differential phase retardation above that due to the in-plane refractive index, 

whereas rays polarized parallel to the plane of incidence (p) "see" the vertical refractive index 

change as well. A focused beam of linearly polarized light can be considered as a cone of 

rays, each of which contains a different proportion of sand p polarization components. 

Optical disk systems require tightly focused beams for high data density and minimum 

crosstalk, necessitating high numerical apertures (NA) that give rise to marginal rays far from 
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Figure 7-1. Diagram of disk/substrate model for investigation of effects of substrate birefringence. The 
20llm-thick layer has scaled birefringence values which correspond to n,. - ny = 20 x 10-6 and n,. - nz= 500 xl Q6 

normally associated with the 1.2mm-thick substrate. Disk geometry is listed in Table I 
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Figure 7-2. Schematic diagram of the astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking system. 
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normal incidence. For example, a 0.55 NA objective has a marginal ray angle of 33.4°. 

Assume that the incident beam is polarized along the radial direction of the disk, the 

fast axis for LB. Rays in the incident cone near normal incidence, and s-polarized rays will 

have no vertical (Z) polarization components, and will undergo no differential phase shift due 

to VB. All other rays will contain some p-polarized components and will be phase shifted by 

different amounts, depending on azimuth angle and angle of incidence. The transmitted wave 

front will then be astigmatic, with the axis of astigmatism parallel to the direction of 

polarization of the incident beam. The effects of birefringence-induced astigmatism on drive 

performance are similar to those caused by uncorrected astigmatism in optical components, 

but the orientation and magnitude of the astigmatism due to VB can vary over the disk 

surface, and between different manufacturer's media, making usual correction techniques 

rather ineffective. 

7.2 MODELING APPROACH 

The diffraction modeling program DIFFRACT (Mans uri pur ,1985,1986,1989,1990) was 

used to study the effects of media birefringence on optical disk performance. DIFFRACT 

is a FORTRAN-based diffraction code created as a general-purpose tool for optical data 

storage research. A description of DIFFRACT's capabilities may be found in Chap. 4. 

DIFFRACT includes a general-purpose multilayer modeling module which was employed to 

perform the birefringence calculations. Any type of anisotropic media may be specified. For 

this study, a biaxial structure was specified with different nx ' ny, and nz for the indices of 

refraction along the three principal axes of the substrate. This method is exact since 

Maxwell's equations are properly solved with boundary conditions matched at each interface. 

Table 7 -1 lists the system parameters, including the substrate specifications, and Fig. 
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Table 7-1. Specification of optical parameters, components and media used in modeling the 
effects of substrate birefringence. 

, ;. , 1 

Objective Lens f:::: 3.76 mm, NA = 0.55 

Gaussian Input Beam r = 2.068 mm, l/e point = 3.2 mm, ). = 
0.8 JLm, linearly polarized along tracks 

Disk Geometry 1.35 JLm pitch, trapezoidal cross-
section, 1.0 JLm land width, 0.35 JLm 
groove top width, 0.1 JLm groove 
bottom width, 80 nm groove depth 

Birefringent Layer 20JLm thickness, nx - ny = 0.0012, nx -
nz = 0.03, nx = 1.5 

Astigmatic Lens f1 = 19.75 mm, f2 = 20.25 mm, NA = 
0.15 

Data Pattern 3-T pattern, 0.7 JLm MO domain 
diameter, 3 marks with 1.4 JLm center-
to-center spacing 

Media Characteristics r l = 0.7, r.L = 0.005, ¢, - ¢.L = 0 

°i'"'ll • Q. .¥ 

7 -1 shows a schematic of the model used in the calculations. For computational reasons, our 

model considers a focusing objective nominally corrected for an isotropic 1.2mm-

thick substrate, to which we have added a 20JLm thick layer of birefringent material. 

Lumping the total birefringence distributed in a 1.2mm-thick substrate into a 20JLm layer 

requires that the LB and VB values be scaled up by a factor of 60. The introduction of the 

20JLm plane-parallel plate displaces the focal position of the lens away from its original focus, 

and causes spherical aberration in the converging beam. Using defocus as a free parameter, 

the resulting spherical aberration can be balanced to achieve a nearly ideal Strehl ratio. This 

type of dynamic aberration balancing is routinely accomplished in optical disk systems due 

to the variations in substrate thickness on the order of ±50JLm (Marchant, 1990). 

The astigmatic focusing/push-pull tracking method is used to develop the focusing 
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and tracking error signals (FES and TES), and is shown schematically in Fig. 7 -2. The TES 

is produced by combining the detector quadrants in the following way: 

TES = (I + IV) - (II + III) . 
I+II+III+W 

(7-1) 

The FES is computed using the following expression: 

FES = (I + III) -(II + IV). (7-2) 
I+II+III+W 

The data signal is produced by the differential detection method (Marchant, 1990). 

For the modeling work, the right-handed Cartesian coordinate system is used in which 

the propagation of light is in the +Z direction. The meridional plane is the plane that contains 

the optical axis and is parallel to the track direction. Positive angles are measured from the 

track in the counter-clockwise direction. We use the following convention to express the 

directional-dependence of astigmatism: Astigmatism can be written as 

(7-3) 

where we have neglected the field dependence; W22 is the aberration coefficient, and 0 is pupil 

azimuth angle measured with respect to the meridional plane. The phase angle cp is a fixed 

offset to the azimuth angle, and, when it is zero, the astigmatic beam forms two line foci at 

the sagittal focus (parallel to meridional plane), and at the tangential focus (perpendicular 

tothe meridional plane). We define the axis of astigmatism to coincide with the sagittal line 

focus. The orientation of astigmatism is the angle sub tended by the sagittal focus and the 

meridional plane, which is equal to cpo 
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Figure 7-3. Dependence of Strehl ratio (SR) on focal position for 25A of birefringent substrate. Best focus 
is -16A from the nominal focus (f = 4700A). 
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7.3 MODELING RESULTS 

7.3.1 Best Focus Determination. Prior to investigating the effects of birefringence on 

disk performance, best focus using Strehl criterion was found in order to balance the spherical 

aberration introduced by the 20JLm-thick birefringent layer. Calculation of the amount of 

spherical aberration produced by a plane parallel plate using an expression from geometrical 

aberration theory (Smith, 1990) yields a best focus using minimum spot size criterion of -

16.9)" from paraxial focus (where fp = 4700),,). This provides a good starting point from which 

to begin DIFFRACT calculations. We consider the paraxial image plane (disk surface) as the 

Z = 0 plane, with -t:.Z toward the lens, and +t:.Z away from the lens. The maximum on-axis 

intensity at the focus of the lens without the 20JLm-thick layer present was found and used 

to define ideal performance. After several iterations, the amount of t:.z needed to displace 

the disk surface in order to achieve maximum Strehl ratio was found to be -16)..; Fig. 7-3 

shows a plot of Strehl ratio versus t:.Z. 

It is instructive to examine the performance of the focusing error detection system due 

to the introduction of birefringence in the additional 25)" of substrate. For an isotropic, i.e. 

glass, layer, Fig. 7-4(a) shows that if focus error signal (FES) is plotted versus t:.Z, a small 

FES error persists after the spherical aberration has been balanced by the necessary amount 

of defocus. When the substrate is anisotropic with LB and VB as listed in Table 7 -1, an FES 

of 0.1 is produced, as seen in Fig. 7-4(a). This value is equivalent to the FES produced by -

0.24)" of astigmatism aligned with the track direction, as can be inferred from Fig. 4(b) which 

shows the FES magnitude versus astigmatism present on the beam as it enters the astigmatic 

lens. Note that in Fig. 7-4(a) an additional 0.43)" of defocus is required to produce zero FES 

for a birefringent substrate. 
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The effect of the birefringence-caused astigmatism can be seen in contour plots and 

cross-sections of spot shapes in the vicinity of best focus. Figure 7-5 shows that the spot 

cross section is nearly round at best focus, but as the lens-to-substrate distance is decreased, 

the spot cross section becomes elliptical, with its major axis perpendicular to the direction of 

polarization. Conversely, when the lens-to-substrate distance is increased from the best focus 

locations, the elliptical cross-section of the spot attains a major axis parallel with the direction 

of polarization. 

7.3.2 Tracking Error Signals. A relief plot of the optical disk surface used in the 

calculations is shown in Fig. 7-6(a). Push-pull tracking signals are produced by scanning the 

focused beam over the disk surface and detecting the imbalance (using Eq. 7-1) in the far

field diffraction pattern that is produced when the beam deviates from either a land or groove 

center. One procedure for disk drive alignment that can be used to determine best focus 

position is to scan one or more track periods and record the peak-to-valley (PV) TES. 

Repeating these measurements for different amounts of 6.Z yields a plot for through-focus 

tracking error signals (TFTES), where best focus is defined as the position that produces the 

largest PV TES. 

To begin characterization of our model system, TFTES values were first calculated for 

a "glass" substrate by setting nx = ny = nz = 1.5 for the 20/Lm-thick layer. A TES curve at best 

focus for the glass substrate is given in Fig. 7-6(b). The TFTES plot for the glass substrate 

is shown in Fig. 7-7, with maximum PV TES found at best focus. 

If the glass layer is replaced with 25>' of birefringent plastic, the birefringent layer 

produces maximum PV TES at the same focal position as that found for the glass substrate. 

Figure 7 - 7 also displays the TFTES curve for plastic; except for a slight reduction in 

amplitude for the plastic substrate, the performance of the two media with respect to tracking 
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that beam is round. Polarization is along the X-axis. 
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is identical. 

Most treatments of media birefringence, as well as experimental approaches to 

birefringence measurement, assume that the axis of the VB is perpendicular to the plane of 

the substrate, and that the lateral components lie in the plane of the substrate with their 

principal axes aligned with the radial and tangential disk directions. Figure 7-8 depicts the 

results of a "what ir' analysis to determine how the TFTES would be affected by a 

realignment of the axes of birefringence. A combined tip, tilt and rotation of the index 

ellipsoid by the Euler angles «(),cp,t/J) = (45°,450,45°) was performed, causing some mixing 

between in-plane and vertical components of birefringence. A shift in the peak of the curve 

results, with much reduced PV TES amplitude, since the tilting of the axis introduces some 

additional aberrations in the beam, which in turn reduces contrast in the TES signal. 

The nominal values of LB and VB quoted earlier and used in the calculations thus far 

are somewhat suspect, due to the difficulty of measuring the birefringence of the final 

bonded substrate-disk system. Stress birefringence due to the bonding process may alter the 

bulk values of LB and VB. To determine the effect of a change in birefringence values on 

TES performance, the LB and VB amounts were doubled and the TFTES scans repeated. With 

these new levels of LB and VB, the FES shown in Fig. 7-9(a) increased to almost 0.2 when 

the disk is at best focus and the beam is centered on the land, which is equivalent to the error 

signal produced by -0.55 ,\ of astigmatism aligned along the track direction. The effect on 

TFTES, shown in Fig. 7-9(b), is to reduce the magnitude of the curve, but the shape and focal 

position for maximum PV TES are preserved. 

Finally, the effect of lens aberrations combined with the birefringence of the plastic 

substrate was examined. TFTES calculations were repeated for ± 0.25 ,\ of astigmatism added 

to the objective, with the astigmatic axis at 45°. Figure 7-10 shows the results of the 

calculations plotted together with the aberration-free case. The main effect is to reduce the 
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Figure 7-6(a). Relief plot of disk surface with 1.35J.1m pitch, I.OJ.1m land width, O.35JlIl1 !OP groove width, 
O.IJ.1m groove bottom width, 80nm groove depth. 
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Figure 7-6(b). TES plot for z = 4684A., best focus (Strehl ratio criterion) for isotropic (glass) substrate. 
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Figure 7-7. Through-focus TES (TFfES) for glass (dashed) and plastic (solid) layers. Note that both glass 
and plastic exhibit maximum PV TES at best focus using Strehl criterion. 
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PV TES due to the extra astigmatism added, and to shift the peak of the curve to two new 

locations of best focus, which depend on the sign of the aberration coefficient. 

7.3.3 Data Signals. A second method of determining best focus in optical disk drives 

is to write a repetitive data pattern on a track, such as "3-Til pattern (a repeated 100 I 00 1 00 

data pattern), and to monitor the PV of the data signal as the focal position of the objective 

is varied. The resulting plot of focal position versus PV data is defined as the through-focus 

data (TFD) performance curve of the drive. 

To examine the effect of birefringence on the data signal, therefore, TFD scans were 

calculated using a simulated "3-Til pattern of MO domains having the characteristics listed in 

Table 7-1. Figure 7-11(a) shows the data pattern on the disk surface where the MO marks 

are depicted as raised bumps for illustration purposes. 

Data scans for an isotropic ("glass") substrate were calculated, and the differential 

detector output signal is displayed in Fig. 7-11(b) for the three-mark data pattern at best 

focus. No LB was included in these calculations. The resulting TFD plot in Fig. 7- I 2 shows 

that the maximum PV data signal is obtained at the best focus. 

The data scan calculations were repeated with the anisotropic 20J,Lm-thick layer, again 

with no LB. The results of the TFD scans for the plastic substrate layer can be seen in Fig. 

7-12, showing that the maximum PV data signal occurs now with the disk moved 

approximately 0.43>' closer to the objective from the best focus position (maximum Strehl 

ratio). Perhaps by coincidence, this was the focal position for a zero FES signal shown in Fig. 

7-4(a). 

To determine the effect of lateral birefringence on differential detection, TFD scans 

were calculated with the fast LB axis of the anisotropic layer aligned with the polarization 

axis. The reduction in the MO signal due to the ellipticity contributed by the LB is evident 



Figure 7-11(a). Reliefplot of disk surface showing "3-T" pattern centered on the track. 
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Figure 7-11(b). Example data scan of "3-T" MO marks for glass substrate at best focus, Strehl criterion. 
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Figure 7-12. Through-focus data (TFD) plot for glass (solid) and plastic (dashed) layers showing focus offset 
from best focus (Strehl criterion) of about 0.43A.. 
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Figure 7-14. PV data scans for original amounts of vertical and in-plane birefringence (solid), compared with 
PV data when birefringence values doubled (dash). Note reduction in PV data due to increased in-plane 
birefringence, and greater focus offset from best focus (Strehl criterion) due to doubled vertical birefringence. 
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in Fig. 7-13, and the maximum PV data signal falls below that calculated with no lateral 

birefringence. The combined tip, tilt and rotation of the index ellipsoid as was done for the 

TES signal for Euler angles «(),rp,t/J) = (45° ,45° ,45°) greatly degrades the data signal, also shown 

in Fig. 7-13. 

When the amounts for LB and VB were doubled and the TFD calculations repeated 

(see Fig. 7-14), the peak was further shifted closer to the objective from the best focus 

position by about 2>'. The reduction in PV amplitude is caused by the increased phase shift 

between the incident polarization component and the Kerr component. The greater PV data 

peak shift from best focus is due to the increased astigmatism produced by the doubled VB 

value. The doubled LB and VB amounts also highlight the cause of the focus offset between 

best focus for PV data and best focus for PV TES: a focused spot shape due to the 

birefringence-induced astigmatism that favors either data detection or tracking. Figure 7 -IS 

depicts the intensity of the focused spot at the disk surface for the focal position that favors 

the TES. Since the amount of astigmatism due to VB increased to about -0.55>', the on-axis 

intensity falls off from that shown in Fig. 7-5(b). Contrast for TES is maximized by the 

elongation of the beam profile along the polarization direction, which is parallel to the track 

direction, seen in Fig. 7 -15(a). When the focus is changed to maximize the PV data, Fig. 7-

15(c) now shows that the elliptically-shaped beam has its major axis rotated by 90° 

(perpendicular to the polarization direction) so that the narrow cross-section of the spot 

extracts the maximum contrast from the MO marks. 

To see the effect on the data signal from residual aberrations of the optical 

components in combination with substrate birefringence, ±0.25 >. of astigmatism at 45° was 

added to the objective, and the TFD scans were repeated, with the results shown in Fig. 7-16. 

The main effect is to displace the MO signal's peak of the TFD curves from the aberration

free case. The direction of peak displacement has the same sign dependence as the TES plots 
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Figure 7-16. Through-focus PV data for birefringent layer plus astigmatism in the objective. Astigmatism of 
±O.25A. added to objective with the astigmatic axis at 45° to the track direction. The case of no aberration 
(solid) shown for reference. With -O.25A. of astigmatism, best focus for data detection shifts to shorter lens
disk separation, while +O.25A. of astigmatism shifts the corresponding best focus to greaterlens-disk separation. 
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in Fig. 7-10. However, before adding astigmatism, the peak shift between TFTES and TFD 

amounted to about 0.5 >.. When the astigmatism is added to the objective, the peak shift 

between best focus for data and best focus for TES increases to about 1 >.. The increased peak 

shift from the additional astigmatism provides additional evidence that the peak shift between 

PV data and PV TES is due to birefringence-induced astigmatism from the plastic substrate. 

7.4 SUMMARY 

The effect of lateral and vertical birefringence in MO disk substrates is significant in 

both tracking and data readout signals. DIFFRACT provides an accurate model of the 

birefringent substrate by solving Maxwell's equations for an anisotropic dielectric tensor used 

to characterize the biaxial plastic substrate. 

The in-plane contribution for media birefringence has a profound effect on the MO 

signal since it introduces ellipticity and reduces the data signal if no QWP is used for phase 

compensation. 

The predominant effect of the vertical component of substrate birefringence is to 

introduce astigmatism into the beam oriented parallel to the direction of polarization. This 

induced astigmatism produces two "best focus" positions: one for maximum PV TES, and the 

other for maximum PV data signal. This focus shift was highlighted by computing through

focus PV TES and data curves for both glass and plastic substrates for twice the amount of 

lateral and vertical birefringence normally measured in polycarbonate disk substrates. The 

results for glass showed no peak shift, as expected. When uncorrected astigmatism is also 

present in the objective, the peaks for both the TES and data through-focus plots are shifted 

in the same direction, the direction of the shift depending on the sign of the aberration 

coefficient. The peak shift between the two "best focus" positions also increases, from about 
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0.5 >. to 1 >., showing that VB-induced astigmatism is most likely the cause of the separation 

between best focus for TES, and best focus for data readout. 
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CHAPTER 8 

TOPICS IN MEDIA DESIGN: GROOVE PITCH AND GEOMETRY AND THE INFLUENCE 

OF PRE-FORMAT MARI<:S ON TRACKING ERROR SIGNALS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The current ISO standard for magneto-optical (MO) disks does not dictate a specific 

track pitch and groove geometry, but instead requires that the push-pull tracking signal fall 

within a certain range of values for three different ratios: the cross-track maximum signal 

ratio (0.70~(Il+12)max/(Il+12)mirror~1.00), the push-pull ratio (0.40~lll+IN(Il+12)mirror~0.65), 

and the cross-track modulation ratio (0.20~[(Il+12)max-(ll+12)min]/(ll+12)mirror~0.60). 11 and 

12 refer to the detector signals from each half of the split detector used to form the tracking 

signal with the far-field diffraction pattern emanating from the grooved disk surface. These 

ratios simply prescribe the permissible variation in the sum signal and push-pull signal, both 

normalized with respect to the optical power reflected from an ungrooved area of the disk 

surface. Figure 8-1 shows example sum and difference signals for a disk with 1.6J.Lm pitch 

and trapezoidal groove geometry (l.lJ.Lm land width, 0.5J.Lm groove top width, 0.3J.Lm groove 

bottom width). Additionally, the VFO modulation signal from pre-format marks must be 

greater than 0.25. 

Using scalar diffraction theory, the maximum contrast for push-pull tracking takes 

place when the grooves have an optical depth of >./8, while the pre-format marks, which are 

read using central aperture (CA) detection, produce their maximum signal when they have 

an optical depth of >'/4. However, the standard does not say that one must maximize the 

signal as long as it falls within the specified range. Is it possible to find some intermediate 

depth for both the track grooves and pre-format marks such that only one exposure of the 
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Figure 8-1. Example of sum and push-pull signals for 1.6~m track pitch, l.1~m land width, trapezoidal 
grooves with O.5~m groove top width, O.3J.tm bottom width. Optical depth of groove is 1../8. 
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photoresist is necessary to simplify the mastering process? A modeling program such as 

DIFFRACT is the ideal tool to explore this idea before expending a great deal of expense in 

a proto typing operation. Also, there is interest among developers for reducing the track pitch 

below the present 1.6JLm pitch to increase data density. This reduction will further reduce the 

tracking signal and increase the probability of mis-counting tracks when pre-format marks 

are encountered. Track pitch and groove depth also influences the modulation depth of the 

VFO signal, as well as mark dimension and optical depth. In this chapter, the interaction of 

these parameters is briefly examined so that the complexity of choosing disk parameters may 

be appreciated. The determination of design parameters for the disk could easily be 

accomplished with a global optimization program, if the frequency of such a calculation 

warranted the effort. Here, the work is done manually with DIFFRACT, using a "cut-and

try" approach. 

8.2 MODELING RESULTS 

8.2.1 1.35JLm Track Pitch. A first cut in increasing track densities will involve 

decreasing the track pitch from the current 1.6JLm to 1.35JLm. To minimize the repercussions 

in a manufacturer's product line, disk components from the current generation of drives 

would be retained, so the objective lens NA will remain at -0.5-0.55. Therefore, the land 

must have a width of 1.0JLm to minimize crosstalk, leaving 0.35JLm for the groove width. 

Since optical disks are mastered using a photoresist exposure-etch process, a trapezoidal 

groove cross section is a good approximation to the groove that is produced using a focused 

Gaussian beam in writing the groove pattern in the photoresist. Here, the groove cross section 

is as follows: top width, 0.35JLm, bottom width, O.IOJLm. All the simulations in this chapter 

were done at ).=780nm. 
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Figure 8-2 compares the cross track and sum signals for grooves with optical depths 

of 0.15>', 0.17>. and 0.20>'. Note that the results of all three calculations indicate that the 

current specification will be met for each groove depth, although the peak-to-valley tracking 

signal is significantly reduced from the 0.77 value shown in Fig. 8-1. If the optimum depth 

of 0.25>. for pre-format marks is used, and for illustration purposes, track geometry utilizing 

0.17>. deep grooves is employed, a typical VFO signal such as that depicted in Fig. 8-4 is 

possible. A relief plot of the disk surface showing the mark locations is illustrated in Fig. 8-3. 

(the pits are shown as bumps for illustration purposes so that their shape is more visible). In 

this example, 0.9JLm x 0.6JLm pits were used, with 1.8JLm center-to-center spacing. The VFO 

modulation depth of 0.6 for this mark geometry far exceeds the standards requirement of 0.25. 

Reduction of the track pitch to 1.35JLm seems feasible. Are further reductions in pitch 

possible using present-day components? This is the subject of the following section. 

8.2.2 1.1 JLnl Track Pitch. Figure 8-5 shows the sum and difference signals for one 

period of track crossing when the track pitch is reduced to 1.lJLm. The land width is now 

0.75JLm, leaving a groove width of 0.35JLm and trapezoidal groove cross section with a bottom 

width of 0.1 JLm. The track crossing signals for grooves with optical depths of 0.15>', 0.17.>. and 

0.20>' in Fig. 8-5 were calculated for an objective with NA of 0.55, which is a typical value 

for currently-available MO drives. Due to the spot size relative to the track dimensions, the 

contrast of the track crossing signals is significantly reduced, and none of the examples shown 

in Fig. 8-5 meets the current standard. Furthermore, suppose that the pre-format marks are 

now made smaller at 0.545JLm in diameter, and also have an optical depth of 0.25>. for 

maximum contrast of the CA signal. When the 0.55 NA objective is retained, Fig. 8-6 shows 

that the 0.16 modulation depth of the VFO signal also fails to meet the current standard, even 
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though grooves with an optical depth of 0.l5>' were employed to reduce contamination of the 

VFO signal by diffraction from the grooves. 

One obvious improvement that can be made is to increase the NA of the objective 

from 0.55 to 0.65, neglecting the more stringent demands on the focusing and tracking servos 

as objective NAs are increased. Smaller spots sizes result since the focused spot diameter is 

approximately 0.6>.jNA, but the depth-of-focus also goes as ±0.8>.j2NA2 (Marchant, 1990) 

and is decreased as the NA is increased, complicating servo design. The increase in the 

contrast of the track crossing signal is immediately apparent in Fig. 8-7 when the NA is 

increased to 0.65. The calculations were done for grooves with optical depths of 0.15>', 0.17>. 

and 0.20>', as was done in previous examples. The disk design with a groove having an optical 

depth of 0.15>. clearly meets the present standard. The remaining cases almost meet the 

standard, having slightly lower maximum cross track signal ratios than are presently 

mandated. 

Is it possible now with this system (l.l/Lm track pitch, 0.65 NA objective) to have a 

common optical depth for both the grooves and pre-format marks? This would greatly 

simplify disk mastering. Figure 8-8 explores this possibility. The pits all have 0.545/Lm 

diameters and 1.09/Lm center-to-center spacings. Calculations were done for common groove 

and pit depths of 0.15>', 0.17>. and 0.20>'. Unfortunately, none of these arrangements meet the 

current standard of a minimum VFO modulation depth of 0.25, although the 0.20>' case comes 

closest, not surprisingly, with a 0.20 VFO modulation depth. 

8.2.3 Effect of Pre-Format Marks on Track Crossing Sig1lal. According to scalar 

diffraction theory, the push-pull signal developed by a split detector used for tracking is 

maximized (assuming rectangular groove geometry) when the groove has an optical depth of 

0.125>.. In the limit, as the optical depth of the groove approaches 0.25>', the push pull signal 
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Figure 8-8(c). VFO signal for 0.545~ diameter pits when the grooves and pits both have an optical depth 
ofO.20A., and the objective has an NA of 0.65. 
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is diminished, approaching zero when the groove depth is exactly 0.25>'. Conversely, the VFO 

signal produced by central aperture detection is maximized for a mark with an optical depth 

of 0.25>.. To first order, the probing of pre-format marks by the optical stylus should not 

affect the track crossing signal, nor should the act of track crossing affect the central aperture 

signal used for sector information. In practice, however, the passage of pre-format marks 

under the read head during track crossing does influence the push-pull signal, at times leading 

to an erroneous count of the number of tracks crossed. This is due to the variation in pit and 

groove depths during manufacturing, non-rectangular groove geometry, deliberate designs 

that deviate from the optimum groove and pit depth values, and diffraction of light out of the 

aperture of the objective, which affects normalization. 

Figure 8-9 explores two track crossing signals for the 1.1 I'm track pitch system using 

a 0.65 NA objective described earlier. In Fig. 8-9(a), 0.545JLm x 0.3JLm marks are used with 

an optical depth of 0.20>', with the track grooves having an optical depth of 0.17>', resulting 

in a VFO modulation depth of 0.18. When the marks are made slightly wider and deeper in 

Fig. 8-9(b), the 0.545JLm x O.4JLm pits with 0.25>. optical depth produce a significantly larger 

VFO modulation depth of 0.28. Grooves with an optical depth of 0.17>. were also employed 

in this calculation. Suppose the head is moved over three track periods, with the central track 

land having pre-format marks with dimensions identical to those used in Fig. 8-9, such that 

the focused spot scans directly over the central pit. Figure 8-10 shows that track crossing is 

profoundly affected when pre-format marks are encountered on the land. In Fig. 8-10(a), 

the narrower marks with less-than-optimum depth reduce the peak-to-valley swing of the 

track crossing signal, and may result in a track-crossing error, depending on the minimum 

signal required by the system for reliable track counting. When the pits are altered to enhance 

the VFO signal in Fig. 8-10(b), more light is diffracted out of the aperture of the objective, 

and the track crossing signal is even more diminished. This final plot emphasizes the intricate 
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inter-dependence of feature dimensions for pre-grooved disk substrates (pitch, groove cross 

section and depth,) and pits (size, spacing, and depth) as well as NA of the objective. 

8.3 SUMMARY 

This chapter was intended to show the many considerations necessary when 

contemplating next-generation MO disk specifications, and presented a sampling of 

DIFFRACT calculations that investigated the consequences of changing the pitch of the track, 

as well as groove and mark geometry. 

Within the present ISO specification and currently used laser wavelength of 780nm, 

it was shown that there does not appear to be great difficulty in reducing the track pitch to 

1.35JLm from the present value of 1.6JLm, even if the 0.55 NA objective is retained. However, 

reducing the track pitch still further to 1.1JLm, while retaining the 0.55 NA objective, results 

in track crossing signals that do not adhere to the present standards as well as inadequate VFO 

modulation depth for 0.545JLm diameter pits. If the objective NA is increased to 0.65, the 

track crossing signal will meet the present standard. With this system, the goal of a common 

optical depth for both the grooves and pre-format marks is not attainable. The importance 

of choosing the optimum pit geometry and its effect on the track crossing was examined for 

a I.IJLm track pitch-0.65 NA system, showing that tailoring the pit geometry for better VFO 

modulation depth further reduces the track crossing signal in the presence of pre-format 

marks, indicating that compromise design dimensions must be empirically determined. The 

use of computer tools such as DIFFRACT to examine various solution spaces is an effective 

and efficient method for determining potential disk performance. 
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CHAPTER 9 

STATIC FOCUSING/TRACKING TESTBED 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Optical data recording requires simple and robust focus and tracking sensors that 

accurately and reliably maintain axial and lateral position of the head under a variety of 

conditions, i.e. unknown component and media quality, alignment tolerances, etc. Because 

industrial developers of optical recording systems tend to focus on the final performance of 

the total system, drives and their subsystems are usually tested in a dynamic environment. 

With dynamic testing, it is not an easy matter to study fundamental limitations of individual 

components, as the oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer trace reveals only the end result of the 

cascade of many individual components. Our aim is to understand the fundamental 

limitations faced by optical recording systems, such as the effects of feed through, media 

birefringence, and polarization effects. The study of such fundamental effects is likely 

obscured by the interaction of the mechanical and electronic servo portions of the system. 

Therefore, a static, open-loop system is necessary in which we can produce snapshots of the 

focus and tracking signals as disks are slowly scanned. We have designed and built such a 

system, and in the paragraphs that follow, we will describe the system and present examples 

of data obtained from it, including tracking, feedthrough (astigmatic method), and 

polarization effects. 

9.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The general system diagram of the static focusing/tracking testbed is shown in Fig. 
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Figure 9-1. Schematic diagram of the static focusing/tracking testbed. 

9-1. (A detailed explanation of the hardware and software that make up the static 

focus/tracking testbed is contained in App. E.) The beam from a Heed gas laser (>. = 442nm) 

is spatially filtered and then collimated by a 0.1 NA triplet for input to the system through 

beamsplitter 1 (BSl). BS 1 diverts 50% of the input beam for the reference arm of the 

Twyman-Green interferometer (TGI #1), while the remainder passes through to the focusing 

objective. 

Two interferometers are depicted in Fig. 9-1. The second interferometer (TG #2) is 

currently not implemented. Its purpose is to monitor the stage movement, so that the non-

linearity and hysteresis of the PZTs may be corrected. The remaining TGI (TGI #1) has two 

uses. First, it allows us to determine when the sample is in focus by monitoring the fringe 

pattern on the camera. Second, it provides an indication of aberrations introduced in the path 

from the BS cube to the sample surface. This is important since the BS cube itself tends to 

introduce some astigmatism, whereas the focusing objective will typically introduce spherical 
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aberration, if it is not used at the correct conjugates or design wavelength. In addition to a 

qualitative evaluation of beam quality, commercial fringe analysis software could be 

implemented for quantitative analysis, if desired. 

A wide variety of objectives may be used in the system, from 0.25 NA lOX to 0.75 

NA 80X infinite conjugate Olympus Neo SPlan objectives. The sample is held in a three-axis 

mount on which two axes of movement are computer-controlled by Burleigh PZA-030 low 

voltage piezo-micrometers in the Y and Z axes. The piezo micrometers allow coarse 

positioning using a conventional micrometer head, and fine positioning using the low voltage 

piezo electric transducers (PZT) for up to 30 p.m of travel. 

Detection is accomplished using a Sony SSC-M354 monochrome 510 X 492 pixel CCD 

camera. The use of the CeD and frame grabber permits the synthesis of any detector shape 

once the image is stored in the computer. Although the present board/computer combination 

is capable of only low bandwidth acquisition (1-2 sec/frame, depending on image size), the 

use of a more sophisticated frame grabber with associated DSP array processors and larger 

amounts of on-board memory would permit data acquisition at video rates (30 frames/sec). 

The use of the camera also simplifies alignment of the detector and eliminates the need for 

additional mechanical positioners, since fine detector alignment is accomplished in software. 

Detector synthesis is accomplished in software for split, quadrant, and <P detectors. A 

complete description of the system software and program listings can be found in App. E. 

9.3 EXAMPLES OF ACQUIRED DATA 

9.3.1 Use of Twyman-Green Interferometer. In addition to determining the disk focal 

position, the TGI #1 is a diagnostic tool for assessing beam quality. An example of this 
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Figure 9-2. Interferograms showing presence of spherical aberration and some tilt in a low 
quality objective as focus is changed from the marginal position (upper left), to the mid focus 
(upper right), and finally, the paraxial focus (bottom center). 

application is given in Fig. 9-2. Here, interferograms at the marginal, best, and paraxial focus 

show the result of using a 160 mm conjugate objective at infinite conjugates, and the 

spherical aberration that results, which dominates the lens performance. For this set of 

interferograms, the exit pupil of the microscope objective was imaged onto the camera face 

plate using an auxiliary lens. An example of the interplay between computer modeling and 

experiment is shown in Fig. 9-3, in which DIFFRACT calculations are used to model the 

experimental data. A reference beam with 2 ..\ of tilt at 45° is interfered with the beam at the 

exit pupil of a 0.55 NA objective lens with 3 ..\ of spherical aberration for the paraxial case 

(no defocus added), the mid focus case (-2 ..\ defocus (W 20) added), and the marginal focus 



Figure 9-3. Computed interferograms 
for +3", of spherical aberration at the 
paraxial focus (a), mid-focus (b), and 
the marginal focus (c). In each case, 
-2A.of tilt has been added. 
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Figure 9-4. Interferogram for objective used at correct conjugates for best focus (upper left) 
and approximately 1>', 5>', and 7>' defocus (double pass). 

case (-3 >. defocus added). 

If the correct infinite-conjugate objective is used with the collimated beam, nearly 

all the spherical aberration present in Fig. 9-2 is eliminated, as can be seen in Fig. 9-4. Some 

tilt must be added to the reference beam so that the in-focus condition may be ascertained 

with more sensitivity by using straight-line fringes, rather than the null circular fringe when 

no tilt is present. The two bottom interferograms in Fig. 9-4 have had nearly all the tilt 

removed so that any spherical aberration present will be easier to detect. The unequal spacing 

of the circular fringes in the bottom right-hand interferogram in Fig. 9-4 indicates that there 

is still a small amount of uncorrected spherical aberration in the objective. 
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9.3.2 Tracking Error Signals. The easiest type of data to collect with the static 

focusing/tracking testbed is track error signal (TES) data for push-pull tracking from grooved 

media. Here, one need only image the exit pupil of the detector on the focal plane of the 

camera, and use the split detector emulator software to detect the far-field tracking signal. 

Since the setup is run open-loop, it is quite sensitive to air currents due to thermal 

fluctuations of the lab's microclimate, as well as acoustical noise. Therefore, an enclosure 

lined with foam rubber is used to cover the objective/disk assembly (as seen in Fig. 9-1) to 

minimize this problem. Figure 9-5 shows a 1000 second check of the stability of the system 

when the enclosure is in place. For this diagnostic, the objective is focused on the disk 

surface, and the split detector configured for the far-field diffraction pattern as would 

normally be done to measure push-pull tracking signals. Every 10 seconds, an image is 

grabbed from the camera and measured using the split detector emulator. Ideally, the output 

of the split detector versus time graph should be a horizontal line, but Fig. 9-5 shows that this 

is not the case. Short term stability is acceptable, but note that there is significant long-term 

drift due to piezo creep and thermal cycling of the holding fixture and XYZ-stage. 

To begin tracking studies, best focus using TGI #1 is found. Then, the low-voltage 

piezo is scanned using a computer-controlled 0-20V power supply, which permits scanning 

from 0-4J.Lm. More range can be had by using the XIO amplifier as described in App. E. 

Polarization-dependant TES studies can be accomplished by using a waveplate-polarizing 

beam splitter combination to rotate the existing polarization of the laser by 90°, so that 

incident beams with polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the track direction may be 

investigated. Figures 9-6 through 9-12 depict TES scans for both orientations of polarization 

for a variety of gratings/disk surfaces. 

Figure 9-6 shows through-focus TES scans for a holographic 4J.Lm grating 
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approximately 20nm deep. A OAONA Olympus objective was used to scan the surface. The 

in-focus scan does not appear to adequately probe the 2JLm-wide land or groove in the center 

of the plot. The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) image (not shown) used to determine 

the pitch of the grating revealed that the groove base is narrower than the land surface. This 

asymmetry may account for TES results that seen to indicate that the central scan area is 

narrower than 2.0JLm, in that the center of the scan depicted may be a groove. There is no 

significant difference between parallel and perpendicular polarizations. 

In Fig. 9-7, the same grating used in Fig. 9-6 is probed again through-focus with a 

0.75NA Olympus objective for both orientations of polarization. Once again, there is no 

significant difference in the TES for either polarization orientation. Due to the increased NA 

of the objective, the smaller spot diameter resolves more of the groove/land surface (flat 

portion of the graph), and the TES falls off more rapidly with increased amounts of defocus, 

since depth of focus is proportional to I/NA2. 

Figure 9-8 provides the TES using the OAONA objective from an actual disk surface, 

a 1.6JLm pitch structure with 1.1 JLm land width, 0.5JLm groove width, and triangular groove 

cross section, and 70nm depth. The surface is bare aluminum with no polycarbonate 

substrate. These scans are from best focus to +2.0JLm of axial disk defocus. Here, the 

decrease of the peak-to-valley TES is apparent as the amount of defocus increases. 

When the NA of the of the objective is increased to 0.75, Fig. 9-9 shows that the land 

is clearly resolved. Since the depth-of -focus goes as ±>.j2(NA)2, the reduction in the peak-to

valley TES is quite dramatic when the disk is displaced +2.0JLm from the best-focus position, 

since the depth of focus for this lens is about ±OAJLm, compared with ± 1.4JLm for the 0.40NA 

objective. 

So far, the track pitches probed for the TES were not optimized with respect to lens 

NA. Unambiguous tracking signals are only formed when the track pitch is ~ >.jNA, with 
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equality yielding the greatest contrast and signal-to-noise. Figure 9-10 depicts defocused TES 

scans for a 1.1 /Lm holographic grating, 50% duty cycle with 70nm groove depth, again showing 

the reduction in peak-to-valley TES as the amount of defocus increases. 

When the NA is increased to 0.75 in Fig. 9-11, the land cannot be resolved, and the 

peak-to-valley TES is greatly diminished by +2.0A of defocus. As was the case with all 

previous TES scans, no case can be made for a significant difference between the scans for 

polarization parallel and perpendicular to the track direction, since the small, inconsistent 

differences in TES between either polarization can be accounted for by piezo non-linearity, 

hysteresis or creep. 

When the period of the grating is approximately equal to the wavelength of the probe 

beam, polarization effects become pronounced. In Fig. 9-12, the 0.75NA objective is used 

to scan a O.5/Lm period grating with a depth of approximately 20nm. The TES when the beam 

is polarized perpendicular to the track direction consistently shows a larger peak-to-valley 

signal, which indicates that this orientation of polarization "sees" a deeper groove than that 

for the parallel case. This is in agreement with the findings of Dil and Jacobs (Dil and Jacobs, 

1979), since the groove depth is less than AI8 (A = 442nm), a "larger" apparent groove depth 

would produce greater contrast in the TES. 

9.3.3 Focusing Error Signals. Once one is satisfied with beam quality and focal 

position, focus and tracking scans may be accomplished. Figure 9-13 shows the focus error 

signal (FES) for the astigmatic method, compared with that predicted by geometrical theory. 

The agreement is quite good. The system whose FES response is depicted in Fig. 9-13 consists 

of an aspherical astigmatic, with focal lengths 21.66 mm and 23.25 mm. The FES curve in 

this instance was generated by reflection from an ungrooved reflector, so that the effects of 

feedthrough would not affect the FES. 
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Figure 9-7. Experimental TES scans using the O.75NA, 80X objective for 4.<l1m period grating with 20nm 
depth, 50% duty cycle. Progressions is from: (a) -l.~m, (b) -O.8J.lm, (c) O).tm, and (d) +1.2J.lm axial defocus. 
Solid curves are for an incident beam with polarization parallel to the track (groove) direction, dashed for 
polarization perpendicular to track direction. 
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Figure 9-8. Experimental TES scan using 0.40NA objective for 1.6J.lm Hitachi disk surface with 70nm depth, 
triangular groove cross section, l.lJ.lm land width, 0.5J.lm groove width. Sequence for defocus is: (a) OJ.lm, 
(b) +O.4j.lm defocus, (c) +1.2j.lm defocus, and (d) +2.Oj.lm axial defocus 
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Figure 9-9. Experimental TES using O.75NA objective for 1.61lm Hitachi grating with triangular groove 
profile, 55nm groove depth, 1.1 J..lIllland width, O.5J.lIll groove width. Defocus sequence is: (a) OJ..llll defocus, 
(b) +O.4J..l1ll defocus, (c) +1.21lrn defocus, and (d) +2.0Ilm defocus. Solid curves are for the incident beam 
polarized parallel to the track direction, dashed curves are for incident beam polarized perpendicular to the track 
direction. 
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Figure 9-10. Experimental TES scans for various defocus amounts for l.1J,1m pitch grating using OAONA 
objective. Grating has a 50% duty cycle and groove depth of 70nm. Solid curves are for incident beam 
polarized parallel to the track direction, while dashed curves are for incident beams polarized perpendicular to 
the track direction. Defocus sequence is: (a) OJlffi defocus, (b) +OAJ,1m defocus, (c) + 1.2J.lm defocus, and (d) 
+2.0J,1m axial defocus of the disk plane. 
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Figure 9-11. Experimental TES scans for various defocus amounts for l.lJ.lm pitch grating using 0.75NA 
objective. Grating has a 50% duty cycle and a groove depth of 70nm. Solid curves a for incident beams 
polarized parallel to the track direction, while the dashed curves are for incident beams polarized perpendicular 
to the polarization direction. The TES versus defocus sequence is: (a) O).un defocus, (b) +OAJ.lm defocus, (c) 
+ 1.2J.lm defocus, and (d) +2.O).tm axial defocus of the disk plane. 
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Figure 9-12. Experimental TES scan for O.5).lm grating with 50% duty cycle, 20nm groove depth, using 
0.75NA objective. Solid curves are for polarization parallel to the track direction,while the dashed curves are 
for polarization perpendicular to the track direction. The TES versus defocus sequence is: (a) Q.tm defocus, 
(b) -O.4).lm defocus, (c) -l.6J.1m defocus, and finally, (d) -2.0).lm of axial defocus. 
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Figure 9-14 shows the appearance of feedthrough in the focus signal due to tracking 

for the astigmatic method. An objective with 0.55 NA was used to focus the beam onto the 

disk surface, and the astigmat with f1 = 21.66 mm, and f2 = 23.25 mm was used to form both 

the FES and push-pull TES. A section of a 1.6JLm optical disk with 1.1JLm land width, 0.5JLm 

groove width and triangular groove cross section, and 70nm groove depth was used as the test 

surface. The peak-to-valley feedthrough is about 0.1, which would produce an actual focus 

error due to feed through of about 1>., based on the inverse of the slope of Fig. 9-13. Incident 

polarization was parallel to the track direction. 

In Fig. 9-15, the l.l JLm holographically-produced grating with 50% duty cycle, and 

20nm groove depth is used as the test surface, and the 0.55NA objective is used to scan the 

surface for various amounts of defocus as the FES for the astigmatic method is monitored for 

an error signal. Here, the rectangular grating produces about 0.2 peak-to-valley FES due to 

the track crossings, which would produce a focus error of about 2>'. Incident polarization was 

parallel to the track direction. 

Finally, the 0.5JLm, short-period grating was scanned for polarization both parallel and 

perpendicular to the track direction, using the 0.75NA objective. In Fig. 9-16, track crossing 

with polarization parallel to the track direction produces about 0.15 peak-to-valley FES 

feed through, while tracking using polarization perpendicular to the track direction shown in 

Fig. 9-17 produces about 0.2 peak-to-valley feedthrough. These FES signals would cause 

peak-to-valley focus offset errors of 1.5>. and 2>', respectively. The larger contrast of the TES 

for polarization perpendicular to the track direction appears to also cause a larger contribution 

to the false FES due to track crossing. 
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Figure 9-14. FES feedthrough curves for the astigmatic method using a 1.6Jlm pitch optical disk section with 
triangular grooves. TES curves (dashed) are provided to provide phase information for the feed through signal. 
Plots are for: (a) Ojlm defocus, (b) +O.4~m defocus, (c) + 1.2~m defocus, and (d) +2.0~m defocus.Scans made 
using a 0.55NA objective at A.=O.442~m. 
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Figure 9-15. FES feedthrough curve for the astigmatic method using a 1.1J.Un pitch grating with 20nm groove 
depth, 50% duty cycle, O.55NA objective. Grooves are nearly rectangular. Dashed curves are TES, solid 
curves are FES developed as the head moves over the disk surface. Plots are for: (a) Ollm defocus, (b) +O.4llm 
defocus, (c) +1.2Ilm defocus, and (d) +2.Q..tm defocus. 
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Figure 9-16. FES feedthrough curves for the astigmatic method using a O.5~m pitch grating with 20nm groove 
depth, sinusoidal groove profile, 0.7SNA objective, polarization parallel to track direction. Dashed curves are 
the TES, while the solid curves are the FES developed due to track crossing. Plot sequence is for: (a) ~m 
defocus, (b) +O.4~m defocus, (c) + 1.2~m defocus, and (d) +2.0 ~m defocus. 
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Figure 9-17. FES feedthrough for the astigmatic method using the O.5J.UU pitch grating with 20nm groove 
depth, sinusoidal groove profile, O.75NA objective, and polarization perpendicular to the track direction. 
Dashed curves are the TES, while the solid curves depict the FES developed due to track crossing. Plot 
sequence is: (a) Ollm defocus, (b) +OAllm defocus, (c) + 1. 211 m defocus, and (d)+2.0Ilm defocus. 
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9.4 SUMMARY 

Some of the problems in disk performance facing designers of optical disk systems 

have been present since the commercial introduction of the RCA Laser Vision disk in the late 

1970s (Sheng, 1978, Gorog, 1978, Firester et ai, 1978). In the first generation of optical disk 

systems, birefringence and polarization effects have not played a large role, as the system 

parameters had enough leeway or margin to accommodate these imperfections. However, to 

increase areal density, track pitches must be reduced from the present 1.6jtm, requiring 

shorter wavelength laser sources and higher NA objectives to minimize crosstalk from 

adjacent tracks. Greater demands will be placed on focusing servos due to the decreased 

depth of focus, and greater care must be paid to the effects of polarization on the tracking 

signals, especially when pre-format marks are encountered during tracking. The static 

focusing/tracking testbed allows the researcher to "slow down" what is happening in the 

focusing/tracking channels for study and can provide data on optical signals used in tracking 

for a variety of media, wavelengths, and objective lens NAs. More importantly, the 

flexibility of the system with regard to polarization orientation makes the investigation of the 

effects of polarization on small track features easy to accomplish, since rigorous diffraction 

modeling still demands the use of supercomputers or massively parallel machines, especially 

for two-dimensional structures and high-NA beams. 

This chapter presented a description of the static focusing/tracking testbed currently 

implemented, and presented examples of data acquired from it for tracking, feed through and 

polarization studies. A variety of track pitches and geometries were examined with respect 

to TES for polarization both parallel and perpendicular to the track direction. No significant 

effects were noted until the track pitch was approximately equal to the wavelength, where is 
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was noted that polarization perpendicular to the track direction yielded a larger contrast TES. 

The astigmatic method was examined with respect to feed through, including the effect of 

polarization on feedthrough for a short period grating. 
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CHAPTER 10 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This dissertation described efforts at characterizing magneto-optic (MO) media and 

MO read/write systems. Each effort is therefore summarized below, along with possible 

future directions for research. 

The media characterization efforts were concerned with quantifying the jaggedness 

of MO domain walls in amorphous RE-TM magnetic thin films. Originally, this work was 

motivated by the observation of researchers that domain wall jaggedness manifested itself in 

media noise, and that this form of media noise set the ultimate limit in carrier-to-noise in 

present-day MO recording systems. The measured fractal dimension of magnetic domain 

walls has been shown in this dissertation to provide a reliable, repeatable metric of domain 

wall jaggedness that is unique for each sample. Unfortunately, the connection of the 

measured fractal dimension with dynamic noise measurements has not yet been made due to 

the difficulty in isolating these effects in a dynamic test procedure. Future work will 

continue with efforts to isolate media noise due to domain wall jaggedness in the dynamic 

noise measurements. Also, work has begun to connect the fractal metric with recent 

theoretical developments that explain variations in the magnetic properties of an MO film 

using the concept of "patches" (Fu et ai, 1992). In fact, it may be argued that the existence 

of fractal domain walls provides indirect evidence for the existence of patches. 

Read/write system characterization dealt mostly with the performance of three 

focusing/tracking servo methods, and compared techniques that operate in the regime of 

geometrical optics (astigmatic method) with diffraction-limited approaches (ring toric, 
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obscuration methods). Future work will include the expansion of the catalog of 

focusing/tracking methods studied to other methods presently in use, e.g. differential spot

size method, and include more misalignment effects so that tolerancing may be better 

understood. 

The study of feed through will continue so that the origin of feed through in 

diffraction-limited techniques can be explained convincingly, especially the contribution from 

normalization. Techniques in addition to the double astigmatic method for feedthrough 

suppression will be sought, since the performance of the astigmatic method is poor at shorter 

wavelengths. Focusing servo methods that provide feed through suppression/cancellation and 

operate in the geometrical optics regime will most likely take the form of differential methods 

to cancel the pattern noise, while some form of phase scrambling is needed to reduce 

feed through in diffraction-limited approaches. 

Optical disk manufacturers are reluctant to abandon the well-understood injection

molding process for manufacturing polycarbonate disk substrates. Therefore, the issue of 

substrate birefringence will continue to be an active area of research. Future work will be 

centered mostly on the experimental measurement of the birefringence of the complete 

disk/substrate system using the recently-developed large-angle birefringence measuring 

system. Modeling work investigating the benefits, if any, of using circularly-polarized light 

to read MO domains using diffraction from the domain edges will also be undertaken. 

The trend to shorter track pitches and laser wavelengths to increase data density will 

require additional modeling efforts for efficient media design. Rigorous diffraction 

calculation methods that are stable and robust will become necessary due to the breakdown 

of the scalar methods for sub-wavelength track features. The static focusing/tracking testbed 

will be invaluable in investigating the polarization effects of short-period disk structures 

(gratings). The testbed will also find use in experimental evaluation of focusing/tracking 
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methods, especially the ring toric method due to a newly-discovered method for forming ring 

toric lenses. 

Media noise, feed through, disk substrate birefringence and the diffraction from 

wavelength-size objects have been vital areas of research in optical data recording since its 

inception, and will continue to be active areas of research into the foreseeable future. 
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APPENDIX A 

MANUAL OF OPERATION FOR THE OPTICAL MAGNETIC DOMAIN ANALYZER 

The OMDA can be configured to view magnetic domain images either with or without 

computer control of the magnet supply, laser, and image processing system. Therefore, both methods 

of operation will be described separately below. 

A.1 Operation Without Computer 

1. Connect the 'video out' BNC connector via 75 fl cable to the 'video in' BNC connector on 

a suitable monitor, either the Sony PVM-122 or the Barco monitor. Slide the switch adjacent to the 

connector to the '75 fl' position. This terminates the video signal properly, and must be done to the 

last piece of equipment when more than one device is connected to a single video signal. 

2. Turn on the plug strip attached to the right hand side of the microscope bench. This 

provides power to the camera and microscope illuminator. Turn on the camera and microscope 

illuminator. Place the illuminator switch to the 'I' position. The 'II' position provides slightly higher 

voltage to the bulb when taking photomicrographs, and is not needed for video camera operation, and 

will lead to reduced light bulb life. Turn the control knob, which controls an iris between the bulb 

and fiber end, fully clockwise to permit maximum light throughput. 

3. Make sure the aperture stop in the illuminator arm (the appendage attached to the 

illuminator fiber) is fully open (pushed to the rear). Slide the field stop (next to the aperture stop, 

and labeled AS) fully forward. The field stop is in the back focal plane of the objective and gives 

us something to focus on when approaching a feature-less film with the microscope objective. 
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4. Place the sample on the temperature stage so that is roughly centered within the ring of 

the return ring of the magnet. Lower the objective by rotating the large control knob counter 

clockwise located on the lower right rear of the upright of the microscope stand. Get on eye level 

with the XY stage and watch the approach of the objective so that the objective does not contact the 

sample. When the objective is about 0.25 inch from the sample, look through the eyepiece or observe 

the monitor screen while looking for the image of the field stop and simultaneously rotating the coarse 

focusing knob counter clockwise. Make sure the prism slider on the right hand side of the trinocular 

head is pulled fully out. Failure to do so will block light to the camera may result in advancing the 

objective into the sample!. Focus the image of the field stop using the fine focusing knob that is 

concentric with the coarse focusing knob. Rotate the field stop lever to the fully forward position. 

5. Ensure the polarizer is fully engaged forward in its slider in the upper vertical illuminator 

arm. Ensure the rotatable analyzer is pushed fully forward in its position in the vertical illuminator 

arm and that is oriented such that the letters "NIC" face away from the microscope. There is a >.;4 

plate on one side of the polarizer for use in Nomarski microscopy, so that circularly polarized light 

reaches the Wollaston prism in the Nomarski objectives. Improper orientation of the rotatable 

polarizer will result in low or no contrast polarization images. The extinction position is achieved 

when the two white dots are aligned. To observe magnetic images, rotate the analyzer slightly away 

from the extinction position until a pleasing amount of contrast is observed on the monitor. Except 

for extremely large Kerr rotations, observation through the eyepieces is not productive, due to the 

poor contrast between the up- and down-magnetized regions and the eye's logarithmic response to 

changes in light intensity. 

6. Operation of the temperature stage can only be done manually. Locate the Brook 

temperature control box sitting on top of the HP5420lA oscilloscope. Turn on the ON/OFF rocker 

switch next to the name plate. To select a setpoint, depress the red button below the potentiometer 
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knob just below the LED display, and, while holding this button down, turn the potentiometer knob 

until the desired temperature is selected (temperature range: ambient to 100° C). Release the button. 

The controller will source current to the heating element as evidenced by the green LED in the upper 

right corner of the front controller panel. The controller works on the pulse width modulation 

method, and as the temperature reaches the setpoint, the frequency of the blinking of the LED will 

decrease, signifying that pulses of shorter and shorter width are required to just reach the set point 

with minimum overshoot. 

A.I.1 Laser and Magnet Operation 

1. Make sure the MODE switch in the center of the Kepco BOP 20V /20A power supply is 

pushed to the right. Place the red switch near the current meter to the 'ON' position, and place the 

red switch near the voltage meter to the 'OFF' position. These settings put the power supply in the 

current control mode, and enable the operation of the current potentiometer on the front panel. In 

the current mode, one sets the knob to the desired current, and the power supply provides whatever 

voltage is needed to maintain that current using electronic feedback. However, the Kepco is a real 

device with real device limitations and cannot supply limitless voltage to maintain the desired supply 

current through the load. The supply can provide either up to 20 volts or up to 20 amperes such that 

power ~ 400 watts, where power = voltage x current. The amount of current that can be supplied to 

the magnet is limited by the finite resistance of the magnet windings, which is approximately 1.0 {) 

when cold, must satisfy Ohm's Law, where current = voltage.;. coil resistance. The magnet wire has 

a positive temperature coefficient, like most metals, which means that as more current is supplied to 

the magnet, the wire heats because of resistive losses, and the resistance of the wire increases. 

Referring to Ohm's Law, one can see that as the resistance of the coil increases, the supply voltage 

must be increased to maintain the desired current setting. This is where reality meets theory. The 

Kepco can only supply 20 volts, maximum. When the magnet winding resistance increases to a point 
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where more than 20 volts is required to source the desired current, the supply is no longer operating 

in the linear mode, nor is it in the strict current mode! Next, make sure that the green wire is 

fastened at the rear of the magnet's return, and that the other end is properly grounded on the outlet 

strip. Under no circumstances should the magnet be operated without a ground since lethal 

yoltages/currents are present! Ensure that the red lead to the magnet is plugged into the red 

OUTPUT terminal of the Kepco, and that the black lead is connected to the GROUND terminal. 

Make sure that there is a jumper between the COMMON terminal of the power supply and the 

GROUND terminal. Turn on the kepco supply by pushing the 'ON/OFF' switch to the 'ON' position. 

Positive and negative currents can now be provided to the magnet by rotating the current 

potentiometer either clockwise or counter clockwise, respectively. 

2. To operate the laser diode, locate the gray panel labeled with "LASER POWER SUPPLY" 

with blue and white lettering. Connect a voltmeter to the "IMON" connector of the laser power 

supply. Turn on the laser power supply. The red light should be illuminated. Make sure that the 

lower beam splitter cube slider (in the lower illuminator body) is slid fully rearward. This slides the 

dichroic mirror out of the way to that the laser light is not directed to the sample surface. Using a 

plastic potentiometer adjustment device (also known as a "tweaker") locate the LiCONix laser current 

source/modulator on the rear upright of the microscope stand. Insert the tweaker in the access hole 

on the left side of the laser modulator and, while observing the voltmeter, adjust the laser bias current 

potentiometer in the counter clockwise direction until the desired laser current is reached. The laser 

diode presently installed has a maximum safe current of 75 rnA, and this current level is indicated 

by a voltage reading of 0.75 volts when a voltmeter is connected to the IMON connector. 

2. Turn on the HP 8116A Pulse/Function Generator mounted above the laser power supply 

and wait for it to finish its diagnostic routines. Make sure the output of the generator is connected 

to the laser modulator using a BNC cable between the two devices. The HP 8116A comes up with the 
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DISABLE mode active (red light lit). The HP 8116A remembers its settings from the settings that 

were selected at the last power-down, and should not require any major changes 0 initial settings, 

except perhaps for laser pulse width. Select TRIG for mode of operation by pressing the gray selector 

key to rotate through the selections. Select the pulse wave waveform (shown graphically as a single 

positive-going pulse). The WID annunciator should be lit, which shows that the pulse width setting 

selector is active. The selector switches for setting the width are rocker switches and are located to 

the right. Rock the switch up to increase, rock down to decrease the setting. The first three rocker 

switches control the decade of the setting shown on the LED display, and the RANGE switch to the 

right controls the magnitude of each setting switch. For the maximum current setting of 75 rnA, the 

HIL high level should be set to +5.0 volts, and the LOL setting should be 0.0 volts. THE LOL should 

never be negative, as the pulse will swing negative, which may possibly damage the laser diode! Press 

the HIL button so that the AMP annunciator is lit. Set the AMP to +5.0 volts. Ensure the COMPL 

annunciator is lit next to the DISABLE button. When all the switch settings are correct, press the 

DISABLE button, which toggles this mode to enable the output of the pulse generator. The pulse 

generator is set up with a positive offset, and the laser is modulated with a negative going pulse (+5.0 

--.0.0 volts) because that is the waveform required by the laser driver. To pulse the laser, slide the 

dichroic mirror forward in the bottom vertical illuminator and press the MAN button on the lower 

left of the HP 8116A. You may control the width of the pulse by pressing the WID key to make it 

active, and then setting the pulse width to the desired setting. 

A.2 Operation With Computer 

The use of the computer allows control of the frame grabber and associated software, as well 

as the magnet power supply. The control program is invoked by typing "average" in any directory. 

A menu will appear as follows: 
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Image Averaging and Adjustment Menu - Pick A Number 

1. Contrast Adjustment 

2. Gain Adjustment 

3. Magnet Controller Software 

4. Image Averaging Routine 

5. Image Averaging with Background Subtraction 

6. Subtract Two Binary Images 

7. Store Image to Disk 

8. Invoke DOS-Shell 

9. Quit 

Contrast is just an offset to the ampI!fier that precedes the frame grabber digitizer. Image 

manipulations are performed using the memory on the frame grabber, and displayed on the composite 

monitor, and so item 7 is necessary to store the unformatted image to disk. The remainder of the 

menu items are self explanatory. Control of the other instruments not under computer control is as 

described in Section A.I. 
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Two methods were described in the text for computing the fractal dimension of 

magnetic domains: the ruler method and the amplitude spectrum method. Consequently, there 

are two distinct groupings of software programs to carry out each algorithm. The ruler 

method is implemented by the C-Ianguage routines circle.c, frac.c, and slope.c, along with the 

MATLAB function, ruler.m. The amplitude spectrum method is carried out by the 

FORTRAN routines imagein.f and test.f that are executed on the Convex mainframe 

computer, as well as the MATLAB functions draw.m, frac.m, and win.m. These two distinct 

groups of software will be described in the paragraphs that follow, and their listings are 

provided for reference. All computer commands and responses will be enclosed in double 

quotation marks for clarity. 

Ruler Method. The ruler method requires first that a 640 X 480 pixel, binary image be 

acquired using the methods described earlier in the text. The user then types on the DOS 

command line "circle image_filename output_filename." The "image_filename" is the name 

of the binary image file, and "output_filename" is the ascii file that will contain data pairs 

consisting of (ruler length, normalized domain length) that are produced by the program 

frac.c, which is called by circle.c. The user will be prompted as to starting location to find 

the boundary of the domain. Since one usually writes a domain thermomagnetically using the 

laser diode of the static tester and then expands the domain with the electromagnet, both of 

which are centered along the optical axis of the microscope, the center point of the image, 

(320,240) is a good initial guess. The user is also prompted as to the sample name, since with 
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output of each session is appended to a file called 'journal.sam', which may be printed using 

the DOS print utility for a permanent record of the session. The image of the domain will be 

displayed on the PC monitor, quickly followed by the extracted boundary outline. The 

program will pause to allow the user to inspect the extracted outline and ensure that it 

faithfully represents the boundary of the domain. Then, the user strikes any key to continue 

program execution, and the extracted domain is again displayed in reversed-contrast. The 

ruler algorithm is then applied to the extracted boundary. An image of the extracted 

boundary edge in black on a white background is available after the session for each domain 

image in the file outline.flt. One must rename this image prior to re-running circle.exe, or 

it will be over-written with a new boundary image. 

Output from the program circle.c is written to the file pointer.dat, which contains 

pointers to the domain boundary that are needed by frac.c. Pointer.dat always contains the 

output from the previous execution of circle.c. The data pairs computed by frac.c consist of 

(ruler length, normalized domain length) values for rulers from 1 to 100 pixels in length. One 

may them invoke slope.c by typing "slope output_filename new _output_filename" to fit a 

line to the data points, and compute both the global and local fractal dimension, based on 

one's answers to the program prompts. The file 'new _output_filename' will hold (x,y) values 

in linear (as opposed to logarithmic form) of the band of data selected. Alternatively, one 

may use the MATLAB routine ruler.m to view the log-log plot of the entire 100-ruler result, 

so that the band of interest in the data may be selected. The user is prompted as to starting 

and ending points, and a line is then fitted to desired band of data, and the log-log plot and 

fractal dimension, D, are displayed where they may be selected for plotting by other 

MA TLAB routines. 
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Amplitude Spectrum Method. In this method, the 640 X 480 pixel binary image of the domain 

must be first transferred to the directory where the software resides on the Convex mainframe 

using the file transfer protocol (FTP) utility. Here, the executable is named 'binary', although 

one rename it using the UNIX utility 'mv'. The filename must start with a letter to be 

interpreted correctly as a string by the FORTRAN program. The user types "binary" and is 

prompted for the name of the image file. Several messages appear on the screen reporting on 

the success of the FFT routine and DC content of the signal, and then the program takes about 

two minutes to compute the radial wavevectors. Several * .dat files are created as a result: 

power.dat, an 80 X 80 array of the amplitude spectrum of the signal, radius.dat, the radial 

wavevectors from index I to 239, and xslice.dat and yslice.dat, the amplitude spectra from 

each axis that is displayed so that one may see how much smoothing has occurred compared 

to the new radial wavevector. These files must then be FTP'd down to the PC where the 

MATLAB files draw.m, frac.m and win.m reside. Draw.m simply displays the log-log plot 

of radius.dat, xslice.dat, and yslice.dat. Here, one can decide over which range of data to fit 

the least-squares line. The fractal dimension is computed with the file frac.m, which prompts 

the user for input such as sample name, and starting and ending points used in the 

computations. The local fractal dimension, described earlier in the text, may be computed 

using the file win.m, which prompts the user for starting point, ending point, and window size 

to be moved through the data. The output of each session is placed in result.dat, which is 

erased each time frac.m is run. If this is not desirable, the m-file is easily modified using a 

text editor. 
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/* 
/* 

CIRCLE.C 

Edge Following and Statistics Program 
For closed circular domains 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <io.h> 
#include <fcntl.h> 
#include <sys\types.h> 
#include <graph.h> 
#include <sys\stat.h> 
#include <search.h> 

#define ROW 480 
#define COL 640 
#define MAXSIZE 307200L 
#define BUFSIZE 1024 
#define NUMBLKS 300 
#define PTS 512 
#define MAX SIZE 12*PTS 
static long int ptr buffer[MAX SIZE]; 
static long int new _buffer[MAX_SIZE]; 
int p[2]; 
long int line_diff; 

main(int argc, char *argv[ ]) 
( 

unsigned long int offset; 

*/ 

*/ 
*/ 

unsigned int source, i, byte_count, bytes_read,j,k,c, count; 
unsigned int destination, guess_x, guess_y; 
float smooth; 
unsigned char huge *array; 
static unsigned char buffer[BUFSIZE]; 
unsigned char huge *begin; 
FILE *fp, *stream x, *stream y, *data ; 
char *data_ptr, *data_ptr_copy, cmd[20]; 
int x _ coordO; /* x coordinate from pointer value function* / 
int traceO; 
void displayO, ptr sortO; 
void draw_edgeO; 
void screen _ xy _ coordO; 

if(argc == I) ( 
printf("You have not designated an input file.\n"); 
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abortO; 
} 
else if(argc == 2) ( 

} 

printf("You have not designated an output file.\n"); 
abortO; 

array = (char huge *) halloc(MAXSIZE , sizeof(char»; 

if (array == NULL) 
printf( "AHUGE: can't allocate memory\n"); 

else 
printf( "AHUGE: memory successfully allocated.\n"); 

1* allocate memory for data pointer * / 

data_ptr = calloc(PTS, sizeof(char»; 
if (data_ptr == NULL) 

printf("Can't allocate data buffer memory.\n"); 
else 

printf("Data buffer memory successfully allocated. \n"); 

begin = array; !* copy beginning of pointer 01:/ 
data_ptr_copy = data_ptr; 

source = open(argv[1],O_RDWR 10_BINARY); 

if (source == -1) ( 

} 
else 

printf("Error opening read file\n"); 
abortO; 

for (i= 0; i < NUMBLKS;i++){ 

close(source ); 

bytes_read = read(source, buffer ,BUFSIZE); 
for (j=O; j < BUFSIZE; j++) { 

*array = buffer[j]; 
array++; 
} 

} 

/* calculate seed ptr value to begin image processing * / 
printf("Enter the x,y coordinates to begin edge search.\n"); 
scanf("%d %d", &guess_x, &guess_y); 

array = begin; /~' reset array beginning * / 
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offset = (long int) COL * guess y + guess x; 
printf("The value of the offset is: %ld\n'\offset); 

Routine to follow the edge of the line domain 

array = begin + offset; 1* reset the image pointer *1 

*1 

1* Find the edge of the image to get a starting point for the *1 
1* edge tracing routine, traceO· '" I 

while( "'array == 0) { 
array = array - COL; 
} 

k = trace(array, begin, COL, ptr buffer); 
if(k < 100){ -

printf("Incorrect seed value to find edge\n"); 
exit(O); 
} 

!* above tests to see if boundary really traversed'" I 
!* and kicks you out to try again if incorrect boundary followed "'I 

ptr sort(ptr buffer, k); 
count = remove double(ptr buffer,k); - -
printf("The original count was %d\n", k); 
printf("The revised count is %d\n",count); 

array = begin; I'" reset the image pointer to the beginning '" I 

display(array, begin, ROW,COL); 
draw _ edge(ptr _buffer ,k); 

while(!kbhit(»; 
_ clearscreen(_ GCLEARSCREEN); 

i = I; 
while ((long int) (array - begin) != MAXSIZE) { 

if ((long int) (array - begin) != new buffer[i]){ 
*array = 255; 

} 
else { 

} 

array = begin; 

array++; 

*array = 0; 
i++; 
array++; 
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display(array, begin, ROW, COL); 
while(!kbhit()); 

setvideomode( DEFA UL TMODE); 
destination = open("outIine.flt", O_CREAT I O_RDWR 10_BINARY); 
if (destination == -1) 

printf("\tError opening outline destination file.\n\b"); 
else { 
for (i = 0; i < NUMBLKS; i++){ 

for(j = 0; j < BUFSIZE; j++){ 
buffer(j] = *array; 
array++; 
} 

bytes_read = write(source, buffer, BUFSIZE); 
} 
close( destination); 
} 
free(data_ptr); /* deallocate memory for data array pointer * / 
} 
hfree(array ); /*release memory used for image arrauy :1:/ 
sprintf(cmd,"frac %s", argv[2]); 
system( cmd); 

} 
/* End of the Program */ 

/* Function Section */ 

/* Function to calculate the logical x coordinate from the * / 
1* image pointer. * / 

x_coord(char huge *array, char huge *begin, int col) 
{ 
int x; 

int y; 

y = (long int) (array - begin)/col; 
x = (array - begin) - (col * y); 
return(x); 
} 

/* Function to trace the edge of a line domain given the * / 
/* starting position pointed to by array. * / 

int trace (unsigned char huge *array, unsigned char huge *begin, 
int col,long int ptr buffer[]) 

{ 
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long int k == I; /*initialze counter for number of pixels counted * / 
int x coordO, i, c; 
unsigned char huge *x ; /* temp variables used in contouring * / 
unsigned char huge *y; /* algorithm. * / 
unsigned char huge *a; 
unsigned char huge *b; 
unsigned char huge *temp; 
unsigned char huge *start; 
char filename[80]; 
FILE * file _ptr; 

printf("\nName of sample for journal file?\n"); 
scanf("%s", filename); 
printf("You have chosen %s\n", filename); 

file ptr = fopen("pointer.dat", "W"); 
fprintf(file ptr, "%s\n", filename); 

x = array;/* in pointer buffer * / 
y = array + COL; 
a = x + I; 
b = y + I; 

if ( (*x == 255) && (*y == 0)) 
printf("OK to start contour routine.\n"); 

else 
printf("Wrong values to start contour routine.\n"); 

printf("The x, y values are %d, %d\n", *x,*y); 
printf("The value contained in array is %d\n", *array); 

temp = y; 
ptr _ buffer[k] = (long int) (y - begin); 

do { 

/* Start to contour around the line domain 

if ( ( *a == 0) && (*b == O»{ 
x = x; 
y = a; 
if «x-y) == I){ 

a = x + COL; 
b = y + COL; 
} 

*/ 

else if «x-y) == - 1) { /* must be ascending * / 
a = x - COL; 
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} 

b = y - COL; 
} 

else if «x-y) == -COL){ /* black is below white area * / 
a = x + 1; 

else { 

b = y + 1; 
} 

a = x-I; /* black area to left of white area * / 
b = y - 1; 
} 

else if ( (*a == 255) && (*b == O»{ 
x = a; 

} 

y = b; 
jf «x-y) == 1) { 

a = x + COL; 
b = y + COL; 
} 

else if «x-y) == -l){ 
a = x - COL; 
b = y - COL; 
} 

else jf «x - y) == -COL){ 
a = x + 1; 

else { 

b = y + 1; 
} 

a = x-I; 
b = y - 1; 
} 

else if «*b == 255) && (*a = 255»{ 
x = b; 
y = y; 
if «x - y) == 1){ 

a = x + COL; 
b = y + COL; 
} 

else if «x-y) == -1){ 
a = x - COL; 
b = y - COL; 
} 

else if «x-y) == -COL){ 
a = x + 1; 

else { 

b = y + 1; 
} 

a = x-I; 
b = y -1; 
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} 

} 

} 
} 
else if( (*a = 0) && (*b = 255»{ 

x = x; 

} 

y = a; 
if «x-y) == I){ 

} 

a = x + COL; 
b = y + COL; 

else if« x-y) == -I) { 
a = x - COL; 
b = y - COL; 

} 
else if«x-y) == -COL){ 

a = x + I; 

} 
else{ 

} 

b = y + I; 

a = x - I; 
b = y - I; 

if (temp != y )( /* test for duplication * / 
k++; /* is indeed new. If so inc count * / 
ptr _ buffer[k] = (long int) (y - begin) ; 
} 

temp = y; 

while(ptr _ buffer[ I] != ptr _ buffer[k]); 

printf("The number of pixels counted was %Id\n", k); 

fprintf(file_ptr, "%Id\n", k); 
for( i = I; i <= k; i++) 

fprintf(file ptr, "%Id\n", ptr buffer[i]); - -
fclose(file ptr); 

return(k); 

void display(unsigned char huge *array, unsigned char huge *begin, int row,int col) 
{ 

struct videoconfig vc; 
int i, j; 

_getvideoconfig (&vc); 
_setvideomode (_ VRES2COLOR); 

for(i=O; i < row; i++)( 
for (j=0; j<col; j++)( 
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} 

} 

if(*array < 128) { 
setcolor(O); 
setpixel(j,i); 

} 
else ( 

} 

setcolor( 1); 
setpixel(j ,i); 

array++; 
} 

_ clearscreen(_ GCLEARSCREEN); 

void draw _edge(long int buffer[], int k) 
( 

} 

void screen_xy_coordO; 
int i,j ; 
long int offset, new _ptr; 

offset = 0 ; 
_ clearscreen(_ GCLEARSCREEN); 

for(i=I; i <= k; i++){ 
new _ptr = ptr _ buffer[i] + offset; 
screen xy coord(new ptr, p); 

setcolor( 1 ); -
setpixel(p[ 1 ],p[2]); 

} 

void screen_ xy _ coord(long int ptr, int array[] ) 
{ 

} 

int x, y; 
int col = 640; 

y = ptr/col; 
x = ptr - col*y; 
array[ 1] = x; 
array[2] = y; 

void ptr _sort(long int buffer[], unsigned int k) 
{ 

compareO; 

qsort(buffer, k, sizeof(long int), compare); 
} 
compare(long int *a, long int *b) 
{ 

int result; 
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} 

if (*a == *b) 
result = 0; 

else if(*a > *b) 
result = 1; 

else 
result = -1; 

return(result); 

int remove_double(long int buffer£], unsigned int k) 
{ 
int i = 1, j = 1; 
while ( j <= k) { 

if(ptr _ buffer[j] != ptr _ buffer[j+ 1]){ 
new _ buffer[i] = ptr _ buffer[j]; 
i++; 

} 
else 

} 
return(i); 
} 

j++; 

j++; 
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/* Frac.c */ 

/* Program to Calculate Fractal Dimension * / 

/* The following program calculates the fractal dimension * / 
!* of a domain border by measuring its linear dimension * / 
/* with yardsticks of various lengths. * / 
!* The program reads the file pointer.dat which has as its * / 
/* first two elements, the value of the beginning file * / 
/* pointer and the number of steps (in pixels) needed to * / 
!* traverse the boundary. The pointer values of each * / 
/* follow. */ 

#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#define COL 640 
#define PTS 512 
#define DP 20 
#define NUMRULER 100 

static double p[2]; /* x,y coordinate buffers * / 
static double xy[2], x I y I [2]; 
static double zerol[4], zer02[4]; 
FILE *Iist; 

main(int argc, char *argv[J) 
{ 
void x _y _ coordO; 
int k,i, cnt, ydstk, j; 
FILE *fp,*stream, *data, *xdata, *file ; 
long int *ptr; 
long int *final ptr; 
long int *ptr_copy; 
double distanceO; 
double total distanceO; 
void root I O-:-root20; 
double fractalO; 
double sum,tol,frac, total, total_units,units, ruler, x_dif, y_dif,x,y; 
double norm; 
char filename[80]; 
char *ans; 

tol = .001; 
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fp = fopen("pointer.dat", "r"); 
list = fopen("journal.sam", "a+"); 

fscanf(fp, "%s\n", filename); 
printf("Data is for sample %s\n", filename); 
fprintf(list, "\n\t\tJournal file for %s\n\n", filename); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n", &k); 
printf("There were %d points in the contour\n", k); 
fprintf(list,"There were %d points in the contour\n", k); 
ptr = (long int *) calloc(k, sizeof(long int»; 
ptr copy = ptr; /* copy beginning value of pointer * / 
if(ptr == NULL) 

printf("Error allocating memory for pointer values.\n"); 

if (ptr == NULL) 
printf("Error opening pointer file\n"); 

else 
printf("Pointer file opened OK \n"); 

/* Now read in the values of the pointer 

for (i = 0; i < k; i++){ 
fscanf(fp, "%ld\n", ptr); 
ptr++; 
} 

final ptr = --ptr; 
fclose(fp ); 

ptr = ptr _copy; /*reset the pointer to array * / 
fp = fopen("border.dat", "w+"); 

for(i=O; i < k; i++){ 
x_y_coord(ptr, COL, p); 
fprintf(fp, "%g, %g\n", p[l], (479.0 - p[2])); 
ptr++; 
} 

ptr = ptr_copy; 
fclose(fp ); 

x _y _ coord(ptr ,COL,p); 

ptr = ptr _copy; 

sum = total_distance(ptr,k,COL); 
printf("The total distance is %f\n", sum); 
fprintf(list, liThe total distance in the contour is %g\n", sum); 

ptr = ptr _copy; 

*/ 
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data = fopen(argv[1], "w+"); 
ruler = 1.0; 
norm = fractal(ptr, final_ptr, ruler, COL); 

printf("\n\nCalling routine for ruler length of "); 
for(i=I; i <= NUMRULER; i++ )( 

} 

ruler = (double) i; 
printf(I%3.0f\b\b\b", ruler); 
units = fractal(ptr, final ptr, ruler, COL); 
total units = units * ruler; 
fprintf(data,"%g\t%g\n", ruler ,total_units/norm); 

f close( data); 
free(ptr); 
fclose(list); 
printf("\n\a"); 
} 

void x y coord(long int *ptr, int col, double array[] ) 
(-

double x, y; 

y = floor«double) *ptr/col); 
x = (float) *ptr - (col * y); 
array[ 1] = x; 
array[2] = y; 
} 

double distance(double xyl[] , double xy2[]) 
{ 
double dist; 
double diff_x, diff_y; 

diff x = fabs«xyl[l] - xy2[1])); 
diff-y = fabs«xyl[2] - xy2[2])); 
dist ~ sqrt«diff x*diff x)+(diff y*diff y»; 
return(dist); - - - -
} 

double total_distance(long int *ptr, int Ie, int col) 
{ 
int i; 
double sum = 0.0; 
extern void x y coordO; 
extern double distanceO; 

x _y _ coord(ptr ,col,p); 
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for (i = 1; i < k; i++) { 
ptr++; 
x _y _ coord(ptr ,col,xy); 
sum = sum + distance(p,xy); 
p[1] = xy[l]; 
p[2] = xy[2]; 
} 

return(sum); 
} 

double fractal(long int *ptrl, long int *ptr2, double ruler,int col) 
( 
long int *prev _pix; 
void x y coordO; 
doubledistanceO; 
int cnt = 0; 
double xy_buf[2]; 
double new_x, new_y, total_ruler,x_dif, y_dif,remain; 
double tol = .001; 
void rootl 0, root20; 

x y coord(ptr 1 ,col,p); 
prey _pix = ptr I; 
ptrl++; 
x y coord(ptrl,col,xy); 

1* this is the first endpoint 

x y coord(prev _pix,col, xl y I); 

while(ptrl < ptr2 ){ 

*/ 

1* If distance less than ruler length, advance another * / 
/* pixel along the boundary * / 

/* 

while«fabs(distance(p,xy» < ruler )&&(ptrl <= ptr2»{ 
prey_pix = ptrl; 
ptrl++; 
x _y _ coord(ptr 1 ,col,xy); 
x _y _ coord(prev _pix, col, x I y I); 

} 

Suppose distance and ruler length are exactly equal... 

if«fabs(distance(p,xy)-ruler)<tol)&&(ptrl <= ptr2»{ 

*/ 

cnt++; /* if ruler and endpoint are exactly equal * / 

} 

p[l] = xy[l]; /* reset the new endpoint * / 
p[2] = xy[2]; 
prey _pix = ptr 1; 
ptr1++; 
x _y _ coord(prev _pix,col,x I y 1 ); 
x_y_coord(ptrl, col, xy); 
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/* otherwise if distance is greater than the ruler length * / 
1* the previous pixel must be less than a ruler length distant * / 
!* from the endpoint. * / 

} 

} 

else if «ptrl <= ptr2) && (fabs(distance(p,xy» > ruler»{ 
cnt++; 

} 

--ptrl; 

x dif = xlyl[1] - xy[1]; 
y dif = xlyl[2] - xy[2]; 
if(fabs(x_dif) < tol){ /* next pixel up or down >:< / 

root2(p,x 1 y 1 ,ruler); 

} 
else ( 

} 

if«xy[2]>zero2[2])&&(x 1 y 1 [2]<zero2[2]){ 
p[ 1 ]=zero2[ 1]; 

} 
else { 

} 

p[2]=zero2[2]; 

p[1] = zero2[3]; 
p[2] = zero2[4]; 

root1(p,xl yl ,xy,ruler); 
if«xy[ 1 ]>zero l[ 1 ])&&(x 1 y 1 [1 ]<zero 1 [1 ]){ 

p[ 1 ]=zerol [1]; 

} 
else { 

} 

p[2 ]=zero 1 [2]; 

p[ 1 ]=zero 1 [3]; 
p[2 ]=zero 1 [4]; 

x _y _ coord(ptr2,col,xy); 
remain = distance(p,xy)/ruler; 
total ruler = cnt + distance(p,xy)/ruler; 
return( total_ruler); 

void root1(double arrayO[],double arrayl[],double array2[],double ruler) 
{ 
double a,b,c,m,k; 
double sqrO; 
double disc; 

m = (array2[2] - arrayl[2])/(array2[l] - arrayl[l]); 
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k = arrayl[2) - m '" arrayl[I); 
a = m * m + 1.0; 
b = 2.0 * m >Ie (k - arrayO[2]) - 2.0 '* arrayO[l); 
c = sqr(arrayO[ 1 ])-sqr(ruler)+sqr(k-arrayO[2]); 
disc = sqrt(b*b-4.0"'a*c); 

/* 

zerol[l) = (-b + disc)/(2.0 '" a); 
zerol[2) = m :« zerol[l) + k; 
zerol[3) = (-b - disc)/(2.0 * a); 
zerol[4) = m :I< zerol[3) + k; 

} 
Root routine for vertical pixels */ 

void root2(double arrayO[],double arrayl[],double ruler) 
( 
double disc; 
double sqrO; 

disc = sqrt(sqr(ruler) - sqr(array 1 [l) - arrayO[l))); 
zero2[2) = arrayO[2) + disc; 
zero2[4) = arrayO[2) - disc; 
zero2[1) = zero2[3) = arrayl[l]; 
} 

double sqr(double a) 
( 
double b; 
b = a * a; 
return(b); 
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/* 
/* 

program slope.c 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
static float sqrarg; 

*/ 

#define SQR(a) (sqrarg=(a), sqrarg*sqrarg) 

static double buf[2] = {O.O, O.O}; 
static float x_pts[lOI], y_pts[IOI]; 
static float x _ buf[l 0 1], y _ buf[ 1 0 1]; 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
FILE *fp, "'stream, *ptr, *frac, *line; 

*/ 

int i,j,k, cnt , result, beg, end, ruler, tally,start, num; 
void slopeO; 
double d, new _y; 
float length, d_accum = 0.0, avg_d = 0.0, delta, m, inter, c; 

/* zero the two X,y arrays 
for(i = 0; i <= 100; i++){ 

} 

x_pts[i] = y_pts[i] = 0.0; 
x buf[i] = y buf[i] = 0.0; - -

if (argc == I){ 

*/ 

printf("You must specifiy an input file. Tryagain.\n"); 
exit(O); 

printf("How wide is the sliding window?\n"); 
scanf("%d", &num); 
printf("You have chosen a width of %d pixels.\n", num); 
printf("How many data points to be read?\n"); 
scanf("%d", &cnt); 
printf("The beginning ruler length?\n"); 
scanf("%d", &beg); 
printf("The program will read %d data points\n", cnt); 
end = beg + cnt - I; 
printf("The beginning ruler is %d. The ending ruler is %d.\n",beg, end); 

fp = fopen(argv[ I], "r"); 
stream = fopen("journal.sam", "a"); 
ptr = fopen(argv[2], "W"); 
fmc = fopen(llocal.dat", "W"); 
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if ( fp == NULL) 
printf("Error opening data file. \n"); 

else 
printf("File opened OK.\n"); 

for(i = I; i <= 100; i++) 
fscanf(fp, "%g\t%g\n", &x_buf[i], &y_buf[i]); 

start = I; 
while(x_buf[start] < beg) 

start++; 

1* set counter for beginning of ruler list * / 

tally = I; 
for(j = start; j <= end - num - I; j++){ 

for(k = I; k <= num; k++){ 
x_pts[k] = x_buf[j+k-I]; 
y _pts[k] = y _ buf[j+k-I]; 

} 
tally--; 

} 
buf[O] = buff I] = 0.0; 
slope(num, buf); 
d = 1.0 - buf[l]; 
fprintf(frac, "%d\t%g\n", j,d); 
d_accum += d; 
tally++; 

avg d = d accum/tally; 
printf("Theaverage D is %f\n", avg d); 
fprintf(frac, "%g\n", avg d); -
j = I; -
for(i = start; i <= end; i++){ 

} 

y_pts(j] = y_buf[i]; 
x_pts(j] = x_buf[i]; 
j++; 

buf[O] = buf[l] = 0.0; 
slope(cnt, buf ); 

d = 1.0 - buf[l]; 
delta = fabs«avg_d - d»/avg_d * 100.0; 
printf("The fractal dimension, D is %f\n", d); 
printf("Percentage difference between average and whole D is %f%%\n", delta); 

fprintf(stream, liThe fractal dimension D is %g\n", d); 
fprintf(stream, "Percentage difference between whole D and average is %f\n", 

delta); 
fprintf(stream,"Sliding window is %d pixels wide.", num); 
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fprintf(stream," Starting value %d, ending value %d pixels.\n", beg, end); 
fprintf(stream,"The average D is %g.\n", avg_d); 

for(i = 1; i <= cnt; i++) 
fprintf(ptr, "%g\t\t%g\n", x_pts[i],y_pts[i]}; 

line = fopen("line.dat", "w"); 
c = pow(IO, buf[O]); 

for(i = 0; i < cnt; i++){ 

} 

m = pow«beg+i), buf[ 1]); 
inter = c * m; 
fprintf(line, "%d\t%g\n", beg+i,inter); 

f close(Iine); 
fclose(stream); 
fclose(fp ); 
fclose(ptr); 
fclose(frac); 
printf("Use print utility to print copy of journal file.\n"); 
} 

1* 
* 
'" 
* 
* 
* 
*/ 

Function slope.c 

Function slope.c reads the ruler length and total domain 
length and computes the slope and y intercept of the data 
points. From this, the fractal dimension can be computed 
with the formula D = 1 - slope. 

void slope(int cnt, double buf[] ) 
( 
int i; 
double sigdat, q, t, chi2; 
double sx=O.O, sy=0.0,st2=0.0,ss, sxoss, sigma_a, sigma_b; 

for(i=l; i <= cnt; i++){ 

} 

sx += loglO«double) x pts[i]); 
sy += loglO«double) y=pts[i]); 

printf("Accumulated values of x, y %g, %g\n", sx, sy); 
ss = cnt; 
sxoss = sx/ss; 
for(i=l; i <= cnt; i++){ 

t = logIO«double) x_pts[i]) - sxoss; 
st2 += t*t; 
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buf[l] += t*(logIO«double) y_pts[i])); 
} 
buf[l] = buf[l ]/st2; 
/* now solve for a, b, sigma_a, sigma_b 

buf[O] = (sy - sx*(buf[ 1 ]))/ss; 
sigma a = sqrt«1.0 + sx*sx/(ss*st2»/ss); 
sigma -b = sqrt(1.0/st2); 
chi2 = 0.0; 
for(i = I; i <= cnt; i++){ 

chi2 += SQR((log 1 0« double) y _pts[i]))-buf[O]-buf[ 1]* 
logIO«double) x_pts[i])); 

} 

q = 1.0; 
sigdat = sqrt«chi2)/(cnt-2.0»; 
sigma a *= sigdat; 
sigma = b *= sigdat; 

printf("The slope of the line is %g\n", buf[l]); 
printf("The y intercept is %g\n", buf[O]); 
printf("Chi squared is %g\n", chi2); 
printf("Sigma of the data is %g\n", sigdat); 
printf("Sigma a and Sigma bare %g %g\n", sigma a, sigma b); 
printf("Sigma(a) and Sigma(b) are %g, %g\n", sigma a, sigma b); - -
} 
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% Program ruler.m reads in the 2 X 100 matrix *.dat generated 
% by circle.c and displays the log-log plot for the full 
% 100 ruler elements. Then, the user is prompted to chose 
% a window to calculated the fractal dimension for. A line 
% is fitted using the m-file polyfit.m (for a first-order 
% polynomial, and then displays the result. 

fname I = input('Load file of interest (include extension)=> ' ,'s'); 
eval(['load ' ,fname I]); 
% now strip the extension from the file name 

fname = zeros(fnamel); 
stringl = ['D Using Ruler Method for Sample ',fnamel]; 
i = I; 
while fnamel(i) -= 'o' 

fname(i) = fnamel(i); 
i = i+l; 

end 
array = eval(fname); 
x = array(:,I); 
y = array(:,2); 
loglog(x,y) 
pause 
tl = input('Enter the starting point: '); 
t2 = input('Enter the ending point: '); 
5 I = input(,Enter symbol for plot=> ' ,'5'); 
xO = x(tl:t2); 
xl = 10gI0(xO); 
yO = y(t1:t2); 
yl = 10gI0(yO); 
m = polyfit(xl,yl,l); 
d = I - m(l); 
string = ['D = ' ,num2str(d)]; 
delta = (t2-tl)/100; 
x I = t1 :delta:t2; 
xl = 10gI0(xl); 
yl = m(1) .* xl + m(2); 
plot(x I,y I,' -') 
hold 
%plot(xl,yl,s I) 
%title(string I) 
gtext(string) 
hold 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

The following program, imagein.f, reads in a 640 X 480 pixel image 
captured by a PC Vision Plus Frame Grabber Board and computes its 
2D FFT so that the fractal dimension may be calculated. Since the 
original image was written to a file using C and char variables, the 
equivalence in FORTRAN is an array declared using INTEGER*I, at least 
for the CONVEX mini-super. Note that the block read using a record 
length equal to the number of bytes in the image reads the image, which 
was stored in column major order, into a normal FORTRAN array, in which 
the storage is ROW major. This requires transposing the array prior 
to processing, since this is not a simple rotation, but a rotation and 
reflection operation. Two output files are created, plot.dat and 
power.dat. Plot.dat is simply an 80 X 80 array (limitation due to 
the mesh capability of PC Matlab) that shows that basic shape of the 
domain. Power.dat is the quadrant-swapped result of the 2D FFT, 
a 64 X 64 array, centered about the origin in the XY plane. 

INTEGER*4 INX, INY, I, J, LDZ, IOPT, IER, OUTX, OUTY, MIDX, MIDY 
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INTEGER*4 IX, JY,ZEROX, ZEROY,AMPX, 
IY,NEGX,NEGY,POSX,POSY,R,FLAG 

PARAMETER (INX=640, INY=480, OUTX=480, OUTY=640, AMPX=239) 
REAL WT 
PARAMETER (FRWD=I, WT = 0.75) 
INTEGER*1 IN(INX, INY), TI, T2 
COMPLEX*8 OUT(OUTX, OUTY), AI, A2 
CHARACTER*20 FNAME 
REAL *4 PWR(OUTX, OUTY),X(AMPX),COUNT, SIGMA,A VG(AMPX) 

PRINT *, 'ENTER FILE NAME' 
READ *, FNAME 

OPEN(UNIT=20, ACCESS='DIRECT' ,FORM='UNFORMA TTED' ,FILE=FNAME, 
X ST A TUS='OLD' ,RECL=307200) 

OPEN(UNIT=21, FILE='plot.dat', STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

READ(20, REC=l) IN 
DO 2 I = I, INY 

DO 5 J = I,INX 
IF «IN(J,I).EQ.-I» THEN 

IN(J,I) = ° 
OUT(I,J) = (0.0, 0.0) 

ELSE 
IN(J,I) = I 
OUT(I,J) = (1.0, 0.0) 

ENDIF 
5 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 



* 
* 
* 

CLOSE(UNIT=20, ST ATUS='KEEP') 
code below added to extract a 480 X 480 square array from original 
640 X 480 array. 

C DO 1000 1= 1,0UTX 
C DO 2000 J = I,OUTX 
C OUT(I,J) = OUT(I,J+80) 
C 2000 CONTINUE 
C 1000 CONTINUE 

DO 100 J = 1,89 
WRITE(21,40) (IN(4*1+142, 4*J+62), 1=1,89) 

40 FORMAT ( 89 12) 
100 CONTINUE 

CLOSE(UNIT=21, STATUS='KEEP') 

* 10PT = FR WD denotes forward FFT 
* 

10PT= FRWD 
LDZ=OUTX 

CALL C2DFFT(OUT, OUTX, OUTY, LDZ, 10PT, IER) 
IF ( IER .NE. 0) THEN 

ELSE 

PRINT"', 'FFT RESULT IS NOT CORRECT' 
PRINT *, 'THE ERROR FLAG VALUE IS', IER 
STOP 

PRINT"', 'THE ERROR FLAG IS " IER 
PRINT *, 'THE FFT ROUTINE HAS FUNCTIONED NORMALLY.' 

ENDIF 

DO 20 I = 1, OUTX 
DO 30 J = 1, OUTY 
PWR(I,J) = CABS(OUT(I,J» 

30 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE='power.dat', STA TUS='UNKNOWN') 
MIDX = OUTX/2 
MIDY = OUTY /2 

DO 150 I = 1, OUTX 
IF (I .LE. MIDX) THEN 

IX = I + MIDX 
ELSE 

IX = I - MIDX 
ENDIF 
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DO 150 J = 1, MIDY 
JY = J + MIDY 
Al = PWR(I,J) 
A2 = PWR(IX, JY) 
PWR(I,J) = A2 
PWR(IX,JY) = Al 

150 CONTINUE 

210 
200 

* 
* 

300 

310 

* 
* 
* 
* 

ZEROX = MIDX + 1 
ZEROY = MIDY + 1 

PRINT *, 'The DC component is " PWR(ZEROX,ZEROY) 

DO 200 I = MIDX-32, MIDX+31 
WRITE(22., 210) (PWR(I, J), J = MIDY-32,MIDY+31) 
FORMAT (64 EllA) 

CONTINUE 
CLOSE(UNIT=22, ST A TUS='KEEP') 

Now, take the average along the x-axis to calculate the 
fractal dimension. 

DO 300 I = I,AMPX 
X(I) = (PWR(ZEROX,ZEROY+I) + PWR(ZEROX,ZEROY-I»/2.0 

CONTINUE 
OPEN(UNIT=23, FILE='xslice.dat' ,ST A TUS='UNKNOWN') 
WRITE(23,310) (X(I) , I = 1, AMPX) 
FORMAT( 239 EllA) 
CLOSE(UNIT=23, STATUS='KEEP') 

Now, take the average along the y-axis to calculate the fractal 
dimension 

DO 320 I = I,AMPX 
X(I) = (PWR(ZEROX+I,ZEROY) + PWR(ZEROX-I,ZEROY»/2.0 

320 CONTINUE 
OPEN(UNIT=24, FILE='yslice.dat', ST A TUS='UNKNOWN') 
WRITE(24,330) (X(I), I = I, AMPX) 

330 FORMA T( 239 EllA) 
CLOSE(UNIT=24, ST A TUS='KEEP') 

* 
* 
* 

The following code gathers harmonics that have the "same" 
wavenumber in the radial sense 

DO 400 R = 1, AMPX 
COUNT = 0.0 
SIGMA = 0.0 
POSY = ZEROY + R 
NEGY = ZEROY - R 
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POSX = ZEROX + R 
NEGX = ZEROX - R 

DO 410 IX = NEGX,POSX 
DO 420 IY = NEGY,POSY 
CALL TEST(FLAG ,R,IX,IY,ZEROX,ZEROY, WT) 
IF(FLAG .EQ. 1) THEN 

COUNT = COUNT + 1.0 
SIGMA = SIGMA + PWR(IX,IY) 

ENDIF 
420 CONTINUE 
410 CONTINUE 

IF(COUNT .GT. 0.0) THEN 
A VG(R) = SIGMA/COUNT 

ENDIF 

400 CONTINUE 
OPEN(UNIT=24, FILE='radius.dat', ST ATUS='UNKNOWN') 
WRITE(24,430) (A VG(I), I = I,AMPX) 

430 FORMAT( 239 Ell.4) 

CLOSE(UNIT=24, ST ATUS='KEEP') 

STOP 
END 
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* 
* 
* 
* 

The following subroutine tests to see if the matrix 
component satisfies the criteria for the "same" wave
vector, i.e. >= k and <= k+l, and returns the flag 
value as either + 1 or 0, depending on the test results. 

SUBROUTINE TEST(FLAG,R,IX,IY,ZEROX,ZEROY, WT) 
INTEGER *4 R,FLAG ,1X,IY,ZEROX,ZEROY 
REAL*4 RADIUS,X,Y,WT 

x = (IX - ZEROX) * WT 
Y = IY - ZEROY 
RADIUS = SQRT(X*X + y*y) 

IF«RADIUS .GE. R) .AND. (RADIUS .LT. (R+l))) THEN 
FLAG = 1 

ELSE 
FLAG = 0 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 
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% The following program, draw.m, loads data files generated on the convex 
% and displays the results in a plot, with dashed equal to x-axis slice, 
% dotted for y-axis slice, and solid for radial wavevector. 
% 
load xslice.dat 
load yslice.dat 
load radius.dat 
x = loglO(I:239); 
yl = loglO(xslice); 
y2 = loglO(ysIice); 
y3 = logIO(radius); 
plot(x,y 1,' - -' ,x,y2,':' ,x,y3) 
xlabel('Log of Frequency') 
ylabel('Log of Amplitude') 
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% The following program, frac.m, loads data files generated on the convex 
% and computes the fractal dimension, and displays the results in a plot. 
% It also loads the array with the amplitude spectrum, power.dat, and 
% the gross shape of the object in plot.dat. 
% 
d=exist('power') ; 
if(d==O) 
load power .dat 

end 
d=exist('xslice'); 
if(d==O) 

load xslice.dat 
end 
d=exist('yslice'); 
if(d==O) 
load yslice.dat 

end 
d=exist('radius'); 
if(d==O) 
load radius.dat 

end 
!del result.dat; 

in=input('Enter sample name: ' ,'s'); 
x = 1:239; 
start = input(,Enter starting point to find fractal dimension: '); 
fin = input('Enter ending point to find fractal dimension: '); 
x = logIO(x(I:239»; 
y 1 = log 1 O(xslice( 1 :239»; 
y2 = loglO(yslice(I:239»; 
y3 = logIO(radius(I:239»; 
c 1 = polyfit(x(startfin),y 1 (start fin), I); 
c2 = polyfit(x(startfin),y2(startfin), I); 
c3 = polyfit(x(start:fin),y3(startfin),I); 
01 = 5/2 + cl(I); 
02 = 5/2 + c2(I); 
03 = 5/2 + c3(I); 
fprintf('result.dat','The fractal dimension along the x-axis is %f.\n',OI); 
fprintf(,result.dat' ,'The fractal dimension along the y-axis is %f.\n' ,02); 
fprintf(,result.dat' ,'The fractal dimension along the y-axis is %f.\n' ,03); 
yline = c3(2) + c3(I) * x; 
%axis('square'); 
plot(x,y I,' --' ,x,y2,':' ,x,y3) 
pause 
plot(x,yline, '--' ,x,y3) 
strl = [,Sample: ',in]; 
str2 = ['0 = ' ,num2str(03 )]; 
text(.45,.85,str I, 'sc') 
text(.45,.80,str2, 'sc') 
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xlabel('Log of Frequency') 
ylabel('Log of Amplitude') 
title(,AmpIitude Spectrum Plot for MO Sample') 
fprintf(,Fractal results in file result.dat. \n') 
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% The following program win.m pushes a sliding window through the data 
% and computes the fractal dimension locally in the window. The result 
% is plotted in a graph of local fractal dimension. 
% 
tl = input('How wide is the window? '); 
t2 = input('What is the starting point? '); 
t3 = input('What is the ending point? '); 
in = input('Enter the sample name: ','s'); 
j = 0; 
for i = t2:(t3-tl) 

j = j+l; 

end 

cl = polyfit(x(i:(tl+i»,yl(i:(tl+i»,I); 
c2 = polyfit(x(i:(tl+i»,y2(i:(t1+i»,I); 
c3 = polyfit(x(i:( tl +i»,y3(i:( tl +i», I); 
Dl = 5/2 + cl{l); 
D2 = 5/2 + c2{l); 
D3 = 5/2 + c3{l); 
locl(j) = Dl; 
loc2(j) = D2; 
loc3(j) = D3; 
y4(j) = D3; 
x4(j) = i; 

avl = mean{locl); 
varl = std(locl); 
av2 = mean{loc2); 
var2 = std{loc2); 
av3 = mean{loc3); 
var3 = std{loc3); 
y5 = ones(x4) .* av3; 
plot(x4,y4,'-' ,x4,y5,':') 
xlabel(,Start of Sliding Window') 
ylabel('Fractal Dimension') 
title(['Local Fractal Dimension for' ,num2str(tl),' Component Window']) 
offset y = min(y4) + (max(y4) - min(y4» * .90; 
offset-x = min(x4) + (max(x4) - min(x4» * .10; 
text(offset_x,offset_y,['D = ',num2str(av3),' +/- ',num2str(var3),' for sample ',in,'.']) 
text(.7,.15,date,'sc') 
fprintf('result.dat', '\n'); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'The width of the window is %3.0f.\n', tl); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'The starting point is %3.0f.\n', t2); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'The ending point is %3.0f.\n', t3); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'The average D for the x-axis is %f.\n', avl); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'Its standard deviation is %f.\n', varl); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'The average D for the y-axis is %f.\n', av2); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'Its standard deviation is %f. \n', var2); 
fprintf(,result.dat', 'The average D for the radial wavevector is %f.\n' ,av3); 
fprintf('result.dat', 'Its standard deviation is %f. \n', var3); 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIV ATION OF THE PATTERN NOISE FUNCTION FOR THE ASTIGMATIC METHOD 

In Chapter 4, the expression for the complex amplitude distribution at the exit pupil 

of the objective lens was derived for the following conditions: a) phase object at the focal 

plane of the lens, b) 50% duty cycle phase grating with grating depth of >./8 (single pass), and 

c) NA and grating period chosen such that only the 0 and ±1 orders were allowed to propagate 

back through the lens. Under these conditions, the distribution at the exit pupil for an 

arbitrary amplitude distribution is 

~ -[FO(X'y) + ~ {exp( -i:AX).Fo(X+ d,y)-ex~ +i:AX).Fo(X_ ';f,y)}} (C-l) 

Here, d is the grating period, a is the land/groove width, and f is the lens focal length. 

If we assume an incident beam with uniform amplitude, the amplitude function 

Fo(x,y) is complex, and in the case of an aberrated beam, its phase term is described by the 

Seidel aberration functions, W(x,y). Since worst-case feed through due to pattern noise takes 

place when astigmatism is present and oriented at 45° to the meridional plane (here taken to 

be the plane that bisects the pupil halves illuminated by the + 1 and -1 orders), and if we add 

defocus as a free parameter, this function takes on the general form 

(C-2) 

where W 22 and W 20 are in units of wavelengths and normalized with respect to the square of 

the pupil radius. Furthermore, the zero order amplitude function may be factored out of 

Eq.C-1, and, if the generic wave aberration complex wave function is substituted for the 

amplitude distribution we have 

where cmod(x,y) is defined as 
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J... 'exp(ikW(x,y»)x[l + cmod(x,y)] 
{i 

(C-3) 

cmod(x,y) = 

~ {eXp(i( kW(x+ 'J,y) -kW(X,y»)- 1t :X)-exp({ kW(x- 'J,Y)-kW(X'Y») + 1t :X)J (C-4) 

Since astigmatism with phase angle 4> of 45° is of greatest importance with regard to 

pattern noise, let us expand Eq. C-2 making use of several trigonometric identities. After 

some manipulation, the optical path difference (OPD) component of the phase term in Eq. C-

2 becomes 

(C-5) 

where 

e = arctan{;). (C-6) 

Let us now substitute the symbol s for the term >.f/d, since s is simply the fixed 

amount of shear between the 0 and ±l orders and let us furthermore explicitly expand the 

first sheared term in the phase of the complex modulating function cmod(x,y). The result of 

the expansion is 

where 

e =arct"n( --1-) 
:I ~x±s 

(C-S) 

and the sign depends on which diffraction order performs the shearing function. Expanding 

and adding, most of the terms cancel. Here, one should point out that 



sin(20) = 2sin(O)cos(O) = __ 2.::..y(~x_±s...:..)_ 
(X2 +y2 +S2 ± 2xs) 

The end result is finally 

In a similar manner, the sheared phase term due to the other order is 
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(C-9) 

(C-I0) 

(C-ll) 

Equation C-4 becomes a bit more tractable when the Eq. C-IO and Eq. C- 11 are substituted 

for the sheared phase terms, resulting in 

cmod(x,y) = 

~ (eXP(ik(SW22 (X-Y) +SWzo2x+s2( ;2 +W20)) - iTtaAX
)] (C-12) 

- ~ {exp( -ik(SWzz(X-y)+SWzo2x-SZ( :22 +Wzo)) + iTtaAX
)] 

When the substitution for the aberration function of astigmatism at 45° to the 

meridional plane is made, and we let t/J = 7r!:l.x/a, we have the expression shown in Eq. C-13. 

(C-13) 

Since feedthrough (pattern noise) in the case of geometrical optics focus error servos 

is caused by the projection of intensity variations at the exit pupil of the objective onto the 

quadrant detector, let us examine the magnitude squared of Eq. C-13. Implicit in the 

derivation thus far is the effect of the circular aperture function, cyl(x,y). Since the disk 

objective functions like that of a reflected light microscope, the same lens performs both 
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forward and inverse Fourier transform operations, and the output at the exit pupil of the 

objective is explicitly multiplied by the cylinder amplitude transmittance function. The full 

expression is correctly written as 

(C-l4) 

and 

cmod(x,y)= 

! -[ exp( ik( sWZ2 (X-y) +S Wzo2x +Sz( ~ 22 + W 20 )) - tj1 )] 'cyl(x+s,y) (C-l5) 

-! (exp( -ik(SW22 (X-y) +SW202x-SZ( ~22 + WZO ))+tj1 )]'CYl(X-S,y). 

The intensity at the exit pupil of the objective, taking care with multiplying the cylinder 

functions, is proportional to Eq. C-16. 

l'[l +..! '(cyl(x+s,y) +CYl(X-S,y))]'CYl(X,y) 
2 1t2 

+! 'COS(21t(SW2Z(X-Y)+SWZ02x+SZ(~22+W20))-tj1 )-CYI(X+S,Y) (C-l6) 

- ! .COS( -21t( sWZ2 (x-y) +sWzo2x -SZ( ~22 + WZO )) +tj1 )-CYl(X-S,y) 

We can gain the same insight into feedthrough, and clean up the above expression a 

bit more if we add the correct amount of W 20 to achieve medial focus (circle of least 

confusion), i.e. W 20 = - W 22/2. Equation C-16 further simplifies to 

1. .[ 1 +..! .( cyl(x+s,y) + CYl(X-S,y)], cyl(x,y) 
2 1t2 

2 
+ -[ cos(21tsW2zY +tj1) 'cyl(x+s,y) -cos(21tsW2zY + W)· cyl(x-s,y)] 1t 

where we have made use of the trigonometric identity cos( -0) = cos(O). 

(C-l7) 
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This final result reveals the cause of feedthrough in the astigmatic method, and other 

geometrical-optics-limited focus error detection methods, since the intensity profile at the 

exit pupil of the objective is projected onto the detector plane by the astigmat. 

Equation C-17 shows that the intensity at the detector contains a balanced term when 

there are no aberrations present and the beam is centered on a groove or land, requiring t/J to 

be 7r/2 ±n-7r, where n is 0,1,2,3 ... If t/J = ±n-7r, and there are no aberrations present, the beam 

is centered on either edge of the land, and the unbalanced "baseball" pattern results, in which 

the maximum intensity swaps from the + 1 order to the -I order as the tracks are scanned. For 

small amounts of astigmatism and the beam centered on a groove or land, an intensity gradient 

with opposite slope forms in the +1 and -I orders, and the slopes swap sign as the beam moves 

from groove to land, as is seen in Fig. C-I and C-2. 

Figure C-l. Intensity at exit pupil of objective when t/J = 7r/2. 

For large amounts of astigmatism at 45° to the meridional plane, cosine fringes appear 

that advance across the exit pupil as the beam scans across the disk tracks, with the direction 

of movement determined by the sign of the Seidel aberration. In either case, the addition of 
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Figure C-2. Intensity at exit pupil of objective when 1/J = -1f'/2. 

some defocus, W 20 (where W 20 is equivalent to -oz NA 2 /2, and where OZ is the amount of axial 

displacement from the Gaussian image plane) causes the axis of symmetry to deviate from 45 0
• 

The effect of defocus in the fringes due to astigmatism when viewing the far-field diffraction 

pattern is to rotate the fringes either clockwise, or counter-clockwise, depending on the 

direction of the axial movement of the disk plane. 

Now that we have Eq. C-16, the reason that astigmatism oriented at 450 to the track 

direction is considered the worst-case orientation is easy to explain. Astigmatism parallel with 

the meridional plane (parallel to the y-axis) has no effect on the far-field diffraction pattern 

at the exit pupil of the objective since it is not in the direction of shear (along the x-axis). 

For astigmatism at 900
, oriented along the x-axis (the direction of shear), in a development 

similar to Eq. C-I 0 and C-II, the sheared Seidel terms become 

(C-lS) 

and 
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(C-19) 

Figure C-3. Intensity at the exit pupil of the objective lens for astigmatism oriented at 900 

to the meridional plane, 1/1 = 7r/2. 

The complex modulating function cmod(x,y) is then 

cmod(x,y = 
~.[ exp( ik(2xs(W22 +W20 ) +S2(W22 +W20)) -ljr) ]·cyl(x+s,y) 
1t (C-20) 

-~.[ exp( -ik(2xs(W22 +W20 ) -S2(W22 +W20 )) + ljr)] ·cyl(x-s,y) 
1t 

And just as in Eq. C-16, the intensity at the exit pupil of the objective is proportional to 

! .[ 1 +-±- .( cyl(x+s,y) +CYl(X-S,y»)] ·cyl(x,y) 
2 1t2 

+ ~ ·cos(21t(2xs(W22 +W20 ) +S2(W22 +W20 )) -ljr) ·cyl(x+s,y) 
1t 

-~ ·cos( -21t(2xs(W22 +W20)-S2(W22 + W20 )) +ljt) ·cyl(x-s,y). 
1t 

(C-21) 
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Again, let W20 = -W22/2 to achieve medial focus, and Eq. C-21 reduces to 

~ -[ 1 + :2 '(cyl(x+s,y) +CYI(X-S,y»)] 'cyl(x,y) (C-22) 

+ ~ (COS(21t(SW22X+S2 ~22 )-1j1 )-CYI(X+S,y)-cos( 21t(SW22X-S2 :22 )-'" )-cY!(X-S,y)]. 

It can be seen that the only source of asymmetry between the two halves of the exit 

pupil are the two constant sheared terms, s2W 22/2, which have opposite signs in the two cosine 

terms. Figure C-3 shows that intensity pattern at the exit pupil when 1jJ = 1r/2. Since the shear 

is fixed, these terms are insignificant when the amount of astigmatism is small, but as the 

magnitude of the aberration coefficient increases, their effect increases accordingly. 

However, they still do not contribute to feed through, as the asymmetry that results is a 

common mode signal at the focus error detector, much like the large intensity shifts that occur 

due to track crossing and diffraction from the groove edges. 
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APPENDIX D 

A SIMPLE FRONT END FOR DIFFRACT 

D.1 OVERVIEW 

DIFFRACT is an interactive diffraction modeling program that was conceived to 

quickly allow the evaluation of optical disk system performance for a variety of disk system 

parameters. It has an on-line help facility, and is easy to use, once its basic principles are 

grasped. However, when system performance concerning focusing and tracking servos or data 

detection is required, the interactive nature of the program becomes an impediment to rapid 

data-taking for the large number of sample points required. However, by taking advantage 

of the features of the UNIX operating system and a simple front-end written in the C 

programming language, DIFFRACT can easily scan across track structures for tracking 

studies, along the track for data readout studies, and through-focus for focusing servo 

analyses. This note assumes a familiarity with DIFFRACT and is not intended to present a 

tutorial of its intricacies, but rather, to describe how one might exploit the capabilities of an 

operating system such as UNIX to extend DIFFRACT's capabilities. 

Since DIFFRACT is interactive, it expects data to be input from the keyboard, which 

is known as the standard input device to the operating system. We can send input from a 

source other than the keyboard if the UNIX input-output redirection symbol is used on the 

command line using the symbols > or <, where < designates input, and> signifies output 

redirection. Using this feature, one can enter all the responses one would normally enter at 

the keyboard during a DIFFRACT session into a text file using a text editor, and then redirect 

this file to the DIFFRACT program instead of typing in a response for each of DIFFRACT's 

prompts. This is accomplished with the following syntax: 
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$ diffract<input.dat 

DIFFRACT will now run and not require any input by the user, since the file 

input.dat now provides the necessary responses. Without some additional commands, 

however, no other tasks can be accomplished with the computer as the above process is 

running in the foreground, and prompts from DIFFRACT to the standard output device (the 

terminal screen) constantly bombard us. (The dollar sign symbol signifies a generic command 

line prompt for the operating system. A modification of the .cshrc system file permits one 

to customize the command line prompt anyway one wishes. One helpful modification is to 

print the working directory as part of the command line prompt.) One of the benefits to 

operating systems such as UNIX is multi-tasking, and one can exploit both redirected input 

and output and the multitasking capability of UNIX to run DIFFRACT as a background 

process, while directing any prompts produced by DIFFRACT to the black hole of UNIX, the 

null device, using the following syntax: 

$ nohup diffract<input.dat > /dev/null & 

The nohup ("no hangup") command instructs the system to continue running the 

process even if the connection between the remote terminal and the computer is broken, and 

the & symbol instructs the system to run the process in the background, so that other tasks 

may be accomplished in the foreground. 

Now that we can run DIFFRACT with an input file instead of keyboard responses, 

the problem remains of how one can invoke DIFFRACT repeatedly under control of a shell 

program so that multiple sample points may be calculated and scanning simulations can be 

accomplished. The key here is the C language function systemO. The systemO function, 

when used within a C program, permits the execution of both operating system commands and 

user-written programs from within a C program. The basic philosophy of the front end 

described in this note is the use of a template file that describes the input for DIFFRACT for 
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a single session, usually for a neutral position of the system under study. For example, if one 

is interested in tracking data, one crafts a template file for the system in focus, and the beam 

centered on the center of a track The template file is then repeatedly read in using a C 

program, and the lines of the template file containing system parameters are altered as 

appropriate for the type of scanning desired For example, one might name the template file 

input.dat. The shell program then reads this file in, modifies the necessary lines, and reads 

out the new contents to a new file named input (without the .dat extension). The C function 

systemO is invoked from within the user-written shell to run DIFFRACT with the newly 

changed file: 

systero("diffract<input"); 

What is to be done the mounds of data that is generated during each DIFFRACT 

session? Again, the systemO command comes to the rescue. After each session, the log file, 

session.dat is renamed, and then stored in a subdirectory for later inspection. This method 

still requires manual intervention to tabulate detector values when focusing, tracking, or data 

readout studies are of interest. One approach, that is fairly simple, is to modify several of 

DIFFRACT's program modules so that detector values are read directly into a file for easier 

post-processing. In fact, unless one is running DIFFRACT on a DEC VMS system, a little 

bit of modification is necessary as all files are opened in DIFFRACT with the 'STATUS = 

NEW' declaration, instead of the more general 'STATUS = UNKNOWN' statement. The VMS 

system appends a version number for files with the same name, but UNIX simply crashes 

when running Fortran and one attempts to open a 'NEW' file using an already-existing name. 

The following bit of code below is added to the module diffract.f, and simply determines 

whether the file where detector values will be stored, det.dat, already exists or must be 



created: 

C 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

JFILE=99 

OPEN(UNIT=KFILE,FILE='session.dat' ,ST A TUS='UNKNOWN' ,RECL= I 00) 

Code added 6/5/92 by B.Bernacki to permit appending to a FORTRAN 

file by the detector subroutine in DIFFRACT. The additional 

variables JFILE and the LOGICAL variable 'exist' have been added 

above. The code checks to see if det.dat exists. If it does, 

it opens the file and positions the file pointer to the 

beginning of the file. If the file does not exist, it opens it. 

The positioning of the file pointer to permit appending to an 

already existing file is done in the calling detector routines. 

INQUIRE(FILE='det.dat' ,EXIST=exist) 

IF(exist) THEN 

OPEN(JFILE,FILE='det.dat' ,ST A TUS='OLD', 

X FORM='FORMA TTED') 

REWIND(JFILE) 

ELSE 

OPEN(JFILE,FILE='det.dat', ST ATUS='NEW', 

X FORM='FORMA TTED') 

REWIND(JFILE) 

ENDIF 

End of code added by B. Bernacki 

270 
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* 
Each detector type defined in DIFFRACT takes care of positioning the file pointer 

to the end of the file to permit appending the the det.dat file. For example, in quadet.f that 

invokes the quadrant detector function we have: 

PRINT *, ' , 

C 

* 

* 

* 

PRINT *, 'DO YOU WANT TO STORE THE DETECTOR VALUES?' 

PRINT *, 'ENTER Y FOR YES, N FOR NO.' 

READ *, ANS 

code added 4/29/91 by B. Bernacki to write directly to file 

det.dat for easier processing by MA TLAB 

IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') THEN 

READ(JFILE, * ,END= I 00) BUFFER 

100 BACKSPACE(JFILE) 

ENDIF 

WRITE(JFILE,1 10) Q(1), Q(2), Q(3), Q(4) 

110 FORMAT( EI4.5, 5X, EI4.5, 5X, EI4.5, 5X, E14.5 ) 

* 

* end of code added 4/29/91 by B. Bernacki 

Each detector quadrant value is stored without forming an error signal. This provides 

flexibility later, for example, when investigating novel detector error expressions, or different 

normalizing approaches. In the sections that follow, in-depth explanations are given for shell 
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programs that permit tracking, focusing, and data readout scans. 

D.2 FOCUSING OFFSETS 

Listing 2 contains the C program focus.c that is used to effect focusing offsets for 

through-focus track error signal (TES) scans. Here, the system described in Listing I is used, 

and the lens-to-disk spacing is varied over ± I 0), in I). increments. In this approach, since the 

string in the file input.dat that specifies the propagation distance from and to the lens is 

unique (,4700'), the C function strncmpO is used to detect for the occurrence of the string. 

The program function as follows: Each line of the template file is read into the string 

variable p and compared with the string '4700'. If there is no match, the string is echoed out 

to the new file. If the string matches, a new value from the array focus[] is substituted for 

the string '4700' based on the value of the index variable. This process continues until the 

string 'QUIT' is detected, which signifies the end of the input file. DIFFRACT is then 

executed using redirected file input in place of the standard input as described earlier. The 

C function sprintfO is then used to write a formatted string to the string variable coml that 

renames the log file, session.dat, to a new name that corresponds to the index of focus offset 

loop, and copies the renamed file to a data subdirectory. This ploy is necessary as the file 

names are created dynamically, and the function systemO requires either a literal argument 

or a string variable as its argument, which is what we have just created. This shell can either 

be run in batch mode on one's system, or as a background process (if we named our compiled 

version of focus.c as focus) using the syntax: 

$ nohup focus > jdevjnull & 

and the quadrant detector outputs for each focus offset are written to the file det.dat for later 

processing. 
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D.3 TRACKING OFFSETS 

The approach to tracking is identical to that used for focusing. Listing 3 is the source 

code for track.c that again reads in the template file, input.dat, and looks for the occurrence 

of the line that contains the X and Y coordinates of the disk track that is centered on the 

optical axis (GCX,GCY in DIFFRACT) in the string '45 .9281 -.9281.' Here, the calculation 

of the new values is slightly more complicated since the tracks must be oriented at 45 so the 

quadrant detector, which has a fixed orientation, will operate properly for the astigmatic 

focusing/push-pull tracking method. In this example, one track period of 2,\ is scanned in 

0.1,\ increments. These offsets are perpendicular to the track direction (cross track). Further 

scaling must be done on each value to generate the proper X and Y coordinates for the 45 

orientation. Again, the contents of the template file are read and echoed out the new file 

until the string containing the GCX and GCY disk values are detected, which are then 

replaced by the values in the arrays x[] and y[]. Once the end of the template file is detected, 

the systemO function is invoked, and the session.dat file is renamed, and stored in the data 

subdirectory. If the modules diffract.f and quadet.f have been modified as described in 

Section I, the output of each detector call will be found in the file det.dat, where they may 

be displayed using either a user-written program, or with a commercial software package such 

as MA TLAB or Mathematica. 

D.4 DATA PATTERN READOUT 

How does one handle the readout of a repetitive data pattern, such as a 3T or 8T data 

pattern along the track direction? In general terms, one uses the same approach as was 

described for tracking and focusing scans. However, refer to Listing 4 which shows an input 
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file when MO domains are specified as part of a disk structure. A problem arises when one 

attempts to use the simple string comparison approach used for tracking and focusing studies. 

For data readout, one must change the mark X and Y locations (MCX,MCY) to produce the 

relative motion of the marks with respect to the optical axis. In the neutral system description 

in Listing 4, though, the location of one mark at '0 0' is described by a string that is not 

unique, since the string '0 0' is found throughout the file as a response to DIFFRACT prompts 

for specifying component locations that are centered on the optical axis. A straightforward 

solution to this problem is to count lines of the file input.dat until the line number containing 

the string to be changed is reached, at which time, the modified string created by the program 

scan.c, in Listing 5, is substituted for the template file string. Note that the line numbers for 

the MO marks in the #define statements that are used in the conditional if -then-else loop do 

not coincide with the line numbers of the X,Y coordinates of the MO marks in the input file 

shown in Listing 4. Since only data readout is of interest here, the calculations preceding the 

DISK definition need not be repeated for each calculation, and the state of the system is 

stored in the file BEAM just prior to the mesh's interaction with the DISK structure and the 

remainder of the optical disk model. 

Prior to starting the process that will scan over the MO marks, one first runs the 

DIFFRACT program using the archetype file input.dat for two reasons: To store the state of 

the system just prior to the DISK in the file BEAM, and to review the session.dat file to make 

sure that the output makes sense, based on prior experience and basic physics. The input.dat 

file is then edited so that the stored system state is read from the file BEAM for the scanning 

run. The job will then consume less computing resources, and more importantly, will run 

quicker. 

0.5 SUMMARY 
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In this short note, several methods were presented that enable one to execute 

DIFFRACT under control of a user-written program, rather than interactively. This 

approach is necessary when simulating disk head movements for focusing, tracking, and data 

readout studies. The methods shown here should not be considered as the only way to 

approach the problem, but simply as a demonstration of what is possible. Clearly, 

programming is a question of personal style and the reader is encouraged to mix and match 

the approaches described here, as well as developing their own methods. 
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Listing 1. Example of a typical file used for redirected input to run DIFFRACT. The file 

describes an MO disk system using a pre-grooved disk, and the beam is in-focus,and centered 

on the disk land. 

N 
N 
5125124000040000 
002585 
40004000 
N 
00 
LENS 
00 
.55 4700 
FRWD 
APRX 
N 
4700 
SC 
STOR 
BEAM 
DISK 
0040 
Y 
.125 .50 .6252.0 .125 
45 .9281 -.9281 
N 
N 
N 
4700 
FRNHF 
LENS 
00 
.554700 
BKWO 
N 
25000 
OFRNL 
SC 
ASLN 
000 
.1524687.525312.5 
25000 
SC 
OTCT 
Q 
y 



QUIT 
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Listing 2. 
value. 

Program focus.c that is used to created fixed focus offsets from some starting 

r 
* 
* 
* 

Program focus.c reads the input file input.dat and modifies 
the line with focus parameters to effect fixed offsets 
from the paraxial focal plane of the objective lens. 

*************************************************************************** 
*/ 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define NUMLINES 100 
#define NUMCHAR 80 
#define STEP 10.0 
#define PERIOD 2.0 
#define DELTA 1.0 
#define LAMBDA 1.0 
#define SAMPLES 21 
#define FOC 4700.0 

mainO 
( 
char *buffer[NUMLINES]; 
int i, k,c,samples; 
float offset; 
char *p, *coml, *com2, *linel="4700"; 
char *line2 = "QUIT"; 
FILE *in, *out, *test; 
float focus[SAMPLES]; 

offset = DELTA/LAMBDA; 

for(i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++) 
focus[i] = «int) (i - SAMPLES/2» * offset; 

p = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 
coml = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 
com2 = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 
test = fopen("focus.dat", "w+"); 
for(i=O; i < SAMPLES; i++) 

fprin tf( test,"% 7 .2f\n", FOC+f ocus[i]); 
fclose(test); 



for(k = 0; k < SAMPLES; k++) 
( 
oui: = fopen("input", "w+"); 
in = fopen("input.dat", "r+"); 

do ( 

} 

fgets(p, 80, in); 
if( (c = strncmp(p,linel ,4» == 0) ( 

fprintf(out, "%f\nOl
, FOe + focus[k]); 

} 
else ( 

fputs(p,out); 
} 

while( (c = strncmp(p,line2,4» != 0); 
fclose(out); 
system(OIdiffract<inputOl

); 

sprintf(coml,"mv session.dat data/s%d.dat",k+l); 
system( com 1); 

} 

free(p); 
free( com 1); 
free(com2); 
fclose(in); 
} 
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Listing 3. C program track.c that is used to produce simulations of head movement across the 

disk tracks. 

/* 
* 
* 
* 

Program track.c reads the input file input.dat and modifies 
the line with disk offset parameters to effect fixed offsets 
from the center of the land in an MO disk. 

*************************************************************************** 
*/ 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define NUMLINES 100 
#define NUMCHAR 80 
#define X .9281 
#define Y -.9281 
#define SAMPLES 21 
#define DELTA 0.1 
#define LAMBDA 1.0 
#define ORIENT 45.0 
#define PI 3.141592654 

mainO 
{ 
char *buffer[NUMLINES]; 
int i, k,c; 
float x[SAMPLES],y[SAMPLES],offset; 
char *p, *coml, *com2, *linel="45 .9281 -.9281"; 
char *line2 = "QUIT"; 
FILE *in, *out, *test; 
float waves[SAMPLES]; 

offset = DELTA/LAMBDA; 

for(i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++) 
waves[i] = «int) (i - SAMPLES/2» * offset; 

for(i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++) 
{ 
x[i] = X + (waves[i] * sin{ORIENT*PI/180»; 
y[i] = Y - (waves[i] * cos(ORIENT*PI/180»; 
} 

p = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 



coml = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 
com2 = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 

for(k = 0; k < SAMPLES; k++) 
{ 
out = fopen("input", "w+"); 
in = fopen("input.dat", "r+"); 
test = fopen("coord.dat", "w+"); 

for(i = O;i < SAMPLES; i++) 
fprintf(test,"%f\ t%f\ t%f\n", x[i),y[i), X-sqrt(x[i)*x[i]+y[i]*y[i))); 

fclose( test); 

do { 
fgets(p, 80, in); 
if( (c = strncmp(p,linel,15» == 0) { 

else { 

} 

fprintf(out, "%f %f %f\n", ORIENT,x[k),y[k)); 
} 

fputs(p,out); 
} 

while( (c = strncmp(p,line2,4» != 0); 
fclose(out); 
system("diffract<input"); 
sprintf(coml,"mv session.dat data/s%d.dat",k+l); 
system( com I); 
} 

free(p); 
free(coml); 
free(com2); 
fclose(in); 
} 
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Listing 4. Input file for disk structure with MO marks. 
N 
N 
5125124000040000 
002585 
40004000 
N 
450 
LENS 
00 
.554700 
FRWD 
APRX 
N 
4700 
QV 
STOR 
BEAM 
DISK 
0040 
Y 
.1563 .2813 .4375 1.6875 .15 
45 .7513 -.7513 
N 
Y 
.7 .0050 
3 
R 
00 
.875 .875 45 
1.2374 1.2374 
.875 .87545 
-1.2374 -1.2374 
.875 .875 45 
N 
4700 
FRNHF 
LENS 
00 
.554700 
BKWD 
N 
o 
QV 
DTCT 
D 
90 
Y 
QUIT 
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Listing 5. C program scan.c that enables one to scan the read beam over the 3T pattern 
described in the input file of Listing 4. 

/* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Program scan.c reads the input file input.dat and modifies 
the line with disk offset parameters to effect fixed offsets 
from the center of the land in an MO disk to simulate scanning 

across pits on the land center. 

*************************************************************************** 
*/ 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define NUMLINES 100 
#define NUMCHAR 80 
#define X .7513 
#define Y -.7513 
#define SAMPLES 35 
#define DELTA 0.2 
#define LAMBDA 1.0 
#define ORIGIN 1.2374 
#define INC 0.0 
#define PIT I 14 
#define PIT2 16 
#define PIT3 18 

mainO 
( 
char *buffer[NUMLINES]; 
int i, k,c, cnt; 
float x[SAMPLES],y[SAMPLES],offset; 
char *p, *com I ; 
char *line4 = "QUIT"; 
FILE *in, *out, *test; 
float waves[SAMPLES]; 

offset = DELTA/LAMBDA; 

for(i = 0; i < SAMPLES; i++) 
waves[i] = ((int) (i - SAMPLES/2» * offset; 

p = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 
coml = (char *) calloc(80, sizeof(char»; 

for(k = 0; k < SAMPLES; k++) 
( 
out = fopen("input", "w+"); 



in = fopen("input.dat", "r+"); 

cnt = 0; 
do { 

} 

fgets(p, 80, in); 
cnt++; 

if( cnt == PITI ) 
fprintf(out, "%f %f\n", INC+waves[k],-INC+waves[kJ); 

else if( cnt == PIT2 ) 
fprintf(out,"%f %f\n", INC+ORIGIN+waves[k], 

-INC+ORIGIN+waves[k]); 
else if( cnt == PIT3 ) 

fprintf(out,"%f %f\n", INC-ORIGIN+waves[k], 
-INC-ORIGIN+waves[k]); 

else { 
fputs(p,out); 
} 

while( (c = strncmp(p,line4,4)) != 0); 

fclose(out); 
system("diffract<input"); 
sprintf(comI,"mv session.dat data/s%d.dat",k+I); 
system( com I); 
} 

free(p); 
free( com 1); 
fclose(in); 
} 
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APPENDIX E 

STATIC/FOCUSING TRACKING TESTBED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

E.l SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
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Figure E-I. Schematic diagram of the static focusing/tracking testbed. 

E.J.J Hardware Description. The general system diagram of the static focusing/tracking 

testbed is shown in Fig. E-1. A HeCd gas laser, with 0.442 J-Lm wavelength is used as the 

beam source. The laser produces a linearly polarized beam with >500: I purity perpendicular 

to the plane of the drawing, and has a coherence length of around 10 cm. Currently, the laser 

is capable of about 1.5 mW of optical power output, which is attenuated using either neutral 

density filters or a quarter-wave-plate/polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) combination. Two 

folding mirrors MI and M2, arranged so that shallow angles of incidence are maintained 

«15°) direct the beam to a Newport spatial filter equipped with a 40X, 0.55 NA microscope 
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objective and 5 JLm pinhole. Mirrors Ml and M2 provide an extra degree of freedom in 

aligning the laser beam with the spatial filter, since they allow "walking" of the beam in the 

horizontal and vertical directions, as well as tip and tilt adjustment. A 0.1 NA triplet lens 

with 5 cm diameter collimates the output of the spatial filter, and a 10 mm diameter portion 

of this beam propagates to the dividing and focusing optics. Collimation is easily adjusted 

using a shearing plate interferometer inserted just after the collimating lens (see Fig. 1). A 

25.4 mm square non-polarizing beam splitter (BS #1) cube directs 50% of the light on to the 

focusing objective, and diverts 50% for the reference arm of the Twyman-Green 

interferometer (TGI #1). 

Two interferometers are depicted in Fig. E-l. One interferometer (TGI #2) monitors 

the stage movement, so that the non-linearity and hysteresis of the PZTs may be compensated. 

The remaining TGI (TGI #1) has two uses. First, it allows us to determine when the sample 

is in focus by monitoring the fringe pattern on the camera. Second, it provides an indication 

of any aberrations introduced from the BS cube to the sample surface. This is important since 

the BS cube itself tends to introduce some astigmatism, whereas the focusing objective will 

typically introduce spherical aberration, if it is not used at the correct conjugates. In addition 

to a qualitative evaluation of beam quality, commercial fringe analysis software is available 

for quantitative analysis. 

A wide variety of objectives may be used in the system, from 0.25 NA lOX to 0.75 

NA 80X infinite conjugate Olympus Neo SPlan objectives, although most of the work is done 

with an American Optical 0.55 NA, 40X, infinite conjugate long working distance objective. 

The objective lens is mounted in a Newport, X-Y, tip-tilt stage used in fiber coupling, and 

focuses the light onto the sample surface, which are usually ion beam milled holographic 

gratings with different pitches and depths. 

The sample is held in custom mount which is attached to a Newport XYZ stage, to 
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which have been retrofitted two Burleigh PZA-030 low voltage piezo-micrometers in the Y 

and Z axes. The piezo micrometers allow coarse positioning using a conventional micrometer 

head, and fine positioning using the low voltage piezo electric transducers (PZT) and suitable 

voltage source capable of 0-150Y, which will permit nearly 30 J.lm of travel. Minimum step 

size and resolution is limited by the stability of the voltage driver used. Although low voltage 

PZTs make interfacing easier than their high voltage relatives, they exhibit poor linearity (4%) 

and large hysteresis values (15%). Their rather large capacitance (1.6 J.lf) requires further care 

with regard to driver selection, as the system will be prone to oscillation. In the present 

system, computer-controlled motion for one axis is possible using a Kepco BOP 20-20 bipolar 

operational power supply with GPIB instrument interface. The minimum step size used is 5 

mY, making a minimum micrometer movement of 1 nm possible in principle. However, the 

Kepco itself has a worst-case ripple of 30 mY rms, which produces a worst-case uncertainty 

in the stage position of 6 nm rms. A Hewlett-Packard GPIB interface card in the PC 

controller provides the necessary interface. Figure E-2 shows both power supplies and the 

XIO amplifier. The focused light reflects from the sample and is recollimated by the 

objective, and is deflected 90° at the BS cube toward the focus/tracking optics. The second 

axis is pc,Jitioned using a variable power supply. Either voltage output may be amplified 

using a simple inverting XIO (linear range: 1O~vo1ts~150) amplifier constructed using an 

APEX PAOS high voltage op amp, as shown in Fig. E-2. The power supplies, amplifier and 

piezo micrometers may be configured in any combination by rerouting their inputs/outputs 

at the coax patch panel. The present capability for focus/ and tracking study includes the 

astigmatic and obscuration method for focusing, as well as push-pull tracking. In the case of 

so-called far field tracking, a secondary lens is placed after the BS cube to image the exit 

pupil of the microscope objective onto the image plane of the CCO camera. The entire light 

path from BS #1 to the sample is enclosed in a foam housing to eliminate acoustical noise and 
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Figure E-2. Schematic diagram of XIO high voltage amplifier (Apex PA08) and variable 
voltage sources. Connections between voltage sources, XIO amplifier, and piezo micrometers 
are made using a coax patch panel. 

air currents. 

Detection is accomplished using a Sony SSC-M354 monochrome 510 X 492 pixel CCD 

camera. The CCD sensor used in the camera, the ICX026BL has a unit cell size of 12.7 J.Lm 

X 9.8 J.Lm, and a 0.5 inch optical sensor size. The chip as a maximum spectral response at 550 

nm, and is down to 70% at 0.442 J.Lm. The signal is monitored at the testbed using a Sony 

PVM-122 monitor, and is looped back to a PC Vision-Plus, 640 X 480 pixel frame grabber 

in a 20 MHz 80386 PC, and is finally terminated at a second monitor in the instrument rack. 

The use of the CCD camera and frame grabber allows us to synthesize any detector shape once 

the image is stored in the computer. Although the present board/computer combination is 

capable of only low bandwidth acquisition (1-2 sec/frame, depending on image size), the use 

of a more sophisticated frame grabber with associated DSP array processors and larger 
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amounts of on-board memory would permit data acquisition at video rates (30 frames/sec). 

The use of the camera also simplifies alignment of the detector and eliminates the need for 

additional mechanical positioners, since fine detector alignment is accomplished in software. 

E.2.2 Software Description. Software developed for the static testbed consists of two main 

programs, sdet.c and qdet.c which are listed in the appendix. The two programs synthesize 

a split detector oriented at 0° and 90° (sdet.c), and a quadrant detector with quadrant bisectors 

at 0-90° and ±45°, and also drive the GPIB bus to control the motion of the stage, and control 

the frame grabber card to input image data. The program sdet.c offers slightly more 

functionality, as it permits one to interactively position the split detector on the camera image, 

and also permits averaging an arbitrary number of frames of data. A utility program 

(display.c) permits the conversion of the binary image files to be read by a commercial image 

processing program (ImagePro, by Media Cybernetics) so that further image processing 

functions are accessible, such as filtering (low pass, high pass, edge detect, etc.) and 

measurement (line scan, histogram, frequency content, etc.). 

The operation of the software is straightforward. Before the session is begun, the user 

reviews, and edits, if necessary, the two configuration files sdet.cnf and qdet.cnf, which 

contain the limit parameters, polarity, and dwell time for the Kepco driver. Then, either 

program is executed and the user is prompted as to whether the center-of -mass of the image 

should be calculated. Usually, this is only done once prior to collecting a data set, and the X 

and Y locations of the image are stored in the file com.dat. Then, the user is prompted as 

to size of detector desired, and step size for stage movement, and then prompted to signal the 

program to begin data acquisition when ready. This gives one a final opportunity to check 

that the sample has not drifted from the desired focal position. The values of each detector 
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segment are stored in the files sdet.dat, or det.dat for the quad detector, which are computed 

by reading the pixel value (O~pixel value~255) and summing the values for each quadrant. 

A real-time split detector reading is provided in sdet.c, but since the user is free to combine 

the quadrant values in any manner, a running sum of each quadrant only is displayed. Post

processing of the data files is done using the MA TLAB programs s.m, or qdet.m, which are 

also provided in the appendix as examples. 

The program phidet.c is similar to qdet.c and sdet.c, but the location of the center of 

the <I> detector, as well as the radius of the ring, requires some manual intervention, as a center 

of mass calculation would not provide the correct answer. The center of the pattern is most 

easily found using ImagePro and using the XY locations provided in the Line Profile function 

of the Analysis menu item, while the radius of the ring is measure using the Measurement 

function of ImagePro. X, Y and radius are entered in the file phidet.com. In parallel with 

qdet.c, and sdet.c, the profile for controlling the piezo drivers is contained in phidet.cnf. The 

remainder of the programs functions are identical to qdet.c and sdet.c. 
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SOFTW ARE LISTINGS 



/* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*/ 

Program qdet.c uses a CCD camera to mimic a quad detector 
used in MO drives. The user is prompted as to y-Iocation of 
the dividing line, as well as the existence of any dead 
zone within the detector. 

Link with pfg.o, pfgrtns.o and invoke clhpib.lib for the kepco 
routines. Syntax: link qdet pfg pfgrtns, qdet"clhpib 

#include "pfg.h" 
#include "qdet.h" 
#include "chpib.h" 
#include "cfunc.h" 
#include "kepco.h" 

struct com { 
int x_avg; 
int y_avg; 
double rms; 
}; 

struct det { 
double ql; 
double q2; 
double q3; 
double q4; 
double sum; 
}; 

char pos[10] = "positive"; 
char neg[ I 0] = "negative"; 

mainO 
( 
FILE *fp, *ptr, *cm ptr,*cnf pt; 
int i,j,k, y line, width, x origin, y origin,c,x line,num it, orient; 
double inc-:-old _setting, new _setting-: tol,sum,microns, avi" denom; 
struct com centerO; 
struct det qdetO; 
struct det result; 
struct com ans; 
void voltO; 
extern void grabO; 
int initializeO, pass,res; 
double max_sum, sd_sum, temp,*pts, delta,start,max_ volt,del_ volt,mid; 
char reply,mode, polarity[20]; 

tol = .001; 

sethdw(Ox300, OxDOOOOL, SINGLE); 
initregsO; 
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if (!(fp = fopen("qdet.dat", "w+"»){ 
printf("Error opening data file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
if(!(ptr = fopen("graph.dat", "w+"))) ( 

} 

printf("Error opening grafix plotting file.\n"); 
abortO; 

if(!(cnf pt = fopen("qdet.cnr', "r"))) ( 
printf("Error opening qdet configuration file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fscanf(cnf pt, ''%If %If %If %Ir', &start,&mid,&max volt,&del volt); 
fscanf(cnf-pt,"%S", polarity); --
if«res = strcmp(polarity,pos»==NULL) 

mode = LOPOS; 
else if«res = strcmp(polaritY,neg»==NULL) 

mode = LONEG; 
else ( 

fprintf(stderr ,"Error selecting polarity of kepco. \n"); 
abortO; 

} 

/* initialize bank 0 of output luts to linear pattern 

linlut(RED,O); 
linlut(GREEN,O); 
linlut(BLUE, 0); 

initialize input luts to a linear patter 

linlut(lNPUT,O); 
grabO; 

initializeO; !* initialize the kepco on the gpib bus * / 

*/ 

*/ 

printf("Do you need to compute the center of mass of the intensity pattern?\n"); 
printf("Type y or n.\n"); 

reply = getcheO; 

printf("\n"); 

if(reply == 'y') ( 
printf("Calculating center of mass and rms radius of intensity pattern ... \n"); 
snapO; 
ans = center(COL,ROW,O,O); 
printf("The center of mass coordinates are (%d,%d).\n", ans.x_avg, ans.y_avg); 
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} 

printf("The rms radius of the intensity pattern is %6.2f.\n", ans.rms); 
if(!(cm_ptr=fopen("com.dat", "w"))) ( 

printf("Error opening center of mass file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fprintf(cm_ptr, "%d\n%d\n", ans.x_avg, ans.y_avg); 
f close( cm _ptr); 

else if(reply == 'n') ( 

} 

if(!(cm ptr=fopen("com.dat", fir"») ( 
printf("Error opening center of mass file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fscanf(cm_ptr,"%d\n%d\n", &ans.x_avg, &ans.y_avg); 
fclose(cm ptr); 
printf("The center-of-mass coordinates are %d, %d.\n",ans.x_avg,ans.y_avg); 

else ( 

} 

grabO; 

printf("Incorrect response. \n"); 
abortO; 

printf("What orientation of the quad detector do you want. "); 
printf("45 or 90 degrees => "); 
scanf("%d", &orient); 
printf("\nYou have chosen %d degrees.\n", orient); 
printf("\nWhat is the window size that you wish to consider?\n"); 
printf("The detector must be square, so enter only one edge size.\n"); 
scanf("%d", &width); 
printf("\nYou have chosen an edge width of %d.\n",width); 

printf("\nWhat size increment do you wish to step the piezo?\n"); 
scanf("%lg", &inc); 
microns = inc/CAL; 
printf("\nAn increment of %5.3f equals %5.3f microns.\n",inc,microns); 

printf("\nHow many readings per frame do you wish to average?\n"); 
scanf("%d", &num it); 
printf("\nYou wish to average %d frames.\n", num_it); 

x_origin = ans.x_avg - width/2; 
y_origin = ans.y_avg - width/2; 
y _line = ans.y _ avg; 
x_line = ans.x_avg; 
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max sum = (double) width * (double) width * (double) 255.0; 
printf("The computed maximum sum is %lg.\n", max sum); 

if«x origin < 0) II (y origin < 0» ( 
- printf("Incorrect x,y origin.\n"); 

abortO; 
} 

printf("The x origin is %d.\n", x origin); 
printf("The y origin is %d.\n", y origin); 

old setting = new setting = start; 
volt(start, mid, O.I~mode); 

pass = (int)( ceil(del volt/inc»; 
printf("There will be%d iterations. \n", pass+ 1); 

if«pts = (double *) calloc(num it+l,sizeof(double))) == NULL) ( 
fprintf(stderr, "Error allocating array for std dey calculations.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
printf("\nPerform any focus/track corrections before continuing.\n"); 
printf("Hit any key to begin data acquisition.\n"); 
while (!kbhitO ); 
volt(mid,start, -0.1 ,mode); 
system("cls"); 
printf("\n\n\n \t\tQUAD\t\t\tVOLT\t\t\tSUM\n\n"); 
for(j = 0; j <= pass; j++) ( 

sum = sd_sum = 0.0; 
for(i=O; i < num _it; i++) ( 

snapO; 

) 

result = qdet(width, x origin, y origin, 
- - x_line,y_line,orient); 

denom = result.ql +result.q2+result.q3+result.q4; 
temp = (result.q2+result.q4-result.ql-result.q3)/denom; 
sum += temp; 
pts[i] = temp; 

avg = sum/num_it; 
for(k=O; k < num_it; k++) ( 

delta = fabs(pts[k]-avg); 
sd_sum += delta; 

} 
sd sum = sd sum/«double) num it); 
fprintf(fp,"%7 .41f\t\t%7 .41f\t\t%7 .41f\n", avg, sum,sd sum); 
fprintf(ptr ,"%-+ 7 .41f\t\t%-+ 7 .51f\n", new setting*microns/inc, avg); 

/* fprintf(ptr,"\t\t%-+7.51f\n", result.sum/ max_sum); */ 
printf("%\t\t\b\b%7.41f", avg ); 
printf("\t\t\t\b\b%7.31f", new setting); 
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printf("\t\t\t\b\b%7.4lf\r", result.sum/ max sum); 
new setting += inc; -
if(new setting <= max volt) 

volt(old settin~ new setting, STEP,mode); 
old_setting = new_setting; -

} 
printf("\n"); 
grabO; 
volt(max volt, start, -0.1 ,mode); 
printf("\a"); /* Done! * / 

fclose(fp ); 
fclose(ptr); 
fclose(cnf pt); 
} 

/************************* Function Section ****************************** / 

/************************* Function qdet.c ****************************** / 
struct det qdet(int width,int x origin,int y origin,int x line, 

- - int y _line, int orient) 
{ 
double ql, q2, q3, q4, sum; 
struct det result; 
int i,j, k, *buffer; 

sum = ql = q2 = q3 = q4 = 0.0; 

if«buffer = (int *) calloc(2 * width, sizeof(int)))==NULL) ( 
printf("Error allocating char buffer in qdet.c.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
if (orient == 45) ( 
for(i=O; i < width; i++) ( /* scan in y-direction * / 

rhline(x origin,i+y origin, width, buffer); 
for(j=O;J < width; j++) /* now scan in x-direction */ 

sum += (double) buffer[j]; 
if((i+y_origin) <= y_line) ( 

for(k=O; k < i; k++) { 

} 

ql += (double) buffer[k]; 
buffer[k] = 255; 

for(k=i; k < width-i; k++) { 

} 

q2 += (double) buffer[k]; 
buffer[k] = 0; 

for(k=width-i; k <= width; k++) { 
q3 += (double) buffer[k]; 
buffer[k] = 255; 
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} 
} 

} 
} 
else ( 

for(k=O; k < width-i; k++) { 

} 

ql += (double) buffer[k]; 
buffer[k] = 255; 

for(k = width-i; k < i; k++) { 
q4 += (double) buffer[k]; 
buffer[k] = 0; 

} 
for(k=i; k <= width; k++) { 

} 
} 

q3 += (double) buffer[k]; 
buffer[k] = 255; 

whline(x origin, i+y origin, width, buffer); - -

else if (orient == 90) ( 

} 

for(i=O; i < width/2; i++) (/* scan in y-direction * / 
rhline(x origin,i+y origin, width, buffer); 
for(j=O;J < width/2;j++) { /* now scan in x-direction */ 

sum += (double) buffer[j]; 

} 

ql += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 255; 

for(j=width/2; j < width; j++){ 
sum += (double) buffer[j]; 
q2 += (double) buffer[j]; 

buffer[j] = 0; 
} 

whline(x_origin, i+y _origin,width, buffer); 

for(i=width/2; i < width; i++) { 

} 

rhline(x origin,i+y origin, width,buffer); 
for(j=O; j < width/2; j++) ( 

sum += (double) buffer[j]; 
q4 += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 0; 

for(j=width/2; j < width; j++) { 
sum += (double) buffer[j]; 
q3 += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 255; 

whline(x origin, i+y origin, width, buffer); - -
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result.ql = ql; 
result.q2 = q2; 
result.q3 = q3; 
result.q4 = q4; 
result.sum = sum; 
free(buffer); 
return(result); 
} 

/******************* Function centerO ********************************** / 
struct com center(int x_width, int y_width, int x_origin, int y_origin) 
{ 
int i, j, *buffer, midx, midy, xval, yval, x_center, y_center; 
int x_pix, y_pix, temp; 
struct com ans; 
double x avg, y avg, x sq, y sq, x rms, y rms; 
long int sum; - - - - -
extern void wpixelO; 

x_avg = y_avg = x_rms = y_rms = 0.0; 
midx = x_width/2; 
midy = y _ width/2; 
sum = 0; 

if«buffer = (int *) calloc(x_width, sizeof(int)))==NULL) ( 
printf("Error allocating char buffer in sdet.c.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
for(i=O; i < y width; i++) ( 

yval = (i-midy); 

} 

y _ sq = yval * yval; 
rhline(x_ origin,i+y _origin, x_width, buffer); 
for(j=O; j < x width; j++) { 

} 

xval = (j-midx); 
x_sq = xval * xval; 
x_avg += (double) buffer[j] * xval; 
x rms += (double) buffer[j] * x sq; 
y -avg += (double) buffer[j] * yval; 
y=rms += (double) buffer[jJ * y_sq; 
sum += buffer[jJ; 

ans.x avg = x center = x avg / «double) sum) + 0.5; 
ans.y - avg = y -center = y - avg / «double) sum) + 0.5; 
x_rms = x_rms / «double) sum) ; 
y_rms = y_rms / «double) sum); 
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ans.x_avg += (x_origin + midx); 
ans.y_avg += (y_origin + midy); 
/* 
temp = ans.x_avg; 
ans.x_avg = ans.y_avg; 
ans.y avg = temp; 
*/ -

x_pix = ans.x _ avg; 
y pix = ans.y avg; 
wpixel(x pix,y pix,O); - -
y _pix -= y _pix; 
wpixel(x pix,y pix,O); - -
x_pix -= x_pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
y_pix += y_pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
y pix += y pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
x pix += x pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
x pix += x pix; 
wpixel(x_pix,y _pix,O); 
y pix -= y pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 

ans.rms=sqrt(x rms+y rms-(double)(x center*x center+y center*y center»; 
free(buffer); - - - - - -
return(ans); 
} 
/**************** Function voltO ************************************ / 

void volt(double old_number, double new_number, double inc,char mode) 
{ 
void rampO; 
double tol = .001; 

if (fabs(old_number-new _number)<tol) 
printf("The voltage setting is %5.2f.\n", new_number); 

ramp( old number, new number, inc, mode); - -

/********fr****~~**********~'*** Function Section *****,,~*********************** / 

void new _ waite long int amount) 
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{ 
long int i; 
for(i = 0; i < amount; i++); 

} 

/*********************** Function rampO ***************************** / 

void ramp(double old_value, double new_value, double inc,char mode) 
{ 
float num; 
int setting, letter; 
char string[6], c ; 
int num steps,i; 
void new _ waitO; 
double z, tol; 

tot = .001; 

num = old_value; 
do { 

} 

num += inc; 
setting = num/FS * COUNT; 
sprintf(string, l%c%03XFF", mode,setting); 
IOOUTPUTS(KEPCO, string, LEN); 
new _ wait(COUNTS); 

while(fabs(num-new _ value»tol&&{new _ value!=old_ value»; 

} 

/***************************** Function initializeO ******************** / 

initializeO 
{ 
error = IORESET(ISC); 
error _ handler( error, "IORESET"); 
error = IOTIMEOUT(ISC, 5.0); 
error handler(error, "IOTIMEOUT"); 
error -:;;:; IOCLEAR(ISC); 
error handler(error, "IOCLEAR"); 
error ~ IOLLOCKOUT(ISC); 
error_handler(error,IIOLLOCKOUT"); 
} 
error_handler(int error, char *routine) 
{ 
char ch; 
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if(error != NOERR){ 

printf("Error in call to %s \n", routine); 
printf("%d %s \n", error, errstr(error»; 
printf("Press Enter to Continue: "); 
scanf("%c", &ch); 
} 
} 
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/* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
*/ 

Program sdet.c uses a CCD camera to mimic a split detector 
used in MO drives. The user is prompted as to y-Iocation of 
the dividing line, as well as the existence of any dead 
zone within the detector. 

Link with pfg.o, pfgrtns.o and invoke clhpib.lib for the kepco 
routines. Syntax: link sdet pfg pfgrtns, sdet"clhpib 

#include "pfg.h" 
#include "sdet.h" 
#include "chpib.h" 
#include "cfunc.h" 
#include "kepco.h" 

struct com { 
int x_avg; 
int y_avg; 
double rms; 
}; 

struct det { 
double diff; 
double sum; 
}; 

struct et { 
int min; 
int sec; 
}; 

char pos[lO] = "positive"; 
char neg[ I 0] = "negative"; 
int counts; 

mainO 
( 
FILE *fp, *ptr, *cm_ptr,*cnf_pt; 
int i,j,k, y line, x width, y width, x origin, y origin,c,x line,avg, orient; 
double max_sum, delta, *Pts-;inc, old_setting, new _setting;tol,sum,microns; 
double sd_sum, start, max_volt, del_volt, mid; 
struct com centerO; 
struct det sdetO; 
struct det result; 
struct et elapsed_timeO; 
struct et tick; 
struct com ans; 
void voItO; 
int initializeO, pass,res,arrow = 0, get_arrow(void), echo = 0; 
char reply,mode,prmpt; 
char polarity[20]; 
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long sect, sec2; 

tol = .001; 

sethdw(Ox300, OxDOOOOL, SINGLE); 
initregsO; 
!* save the previos copy of sdet.dat just in case... >:: / 

system(tlcopy sdet.dat sdet.oldtl ); 

if (!(fp = fopen(tlsdet.dattl , tlw+tI)))( 
printf(tlError opening data file.\ntl); 
abortO; 

} 
if(!(ptr = fopen(tlgraph.dattl , tlw+tI))) ( 

} 

printf(tlError opening grafix plotting file.\n"); 
abortO; 

if(!(cnf_pt = fopen("sdet.cnf", "r"))) ( 

} 

printf("Error opening sdet configuration file. \n"); 
abortO; 

fscanf(cnf_pt,"%lf %If %If %Ir', &start, &mid,&max_volt, &del_volt); 
fscanf(cnf pt,"%s", polarity); 
fscanf(cnf_pt,"%d", &counts); 

if«res = strcmp(polarity,pos» == NULL) 
mode = LOPOS; 

else if«res = strcmp(polaritY,neg» == NULL) 
mode = LONEG; 

else ( 
fprintf(stderr,"Error detecting polarity of kepco.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fclose(cnf pt); 

/* initialize bank 0 of output luts to linear pattern 

linlut(RED,O); 
linlut(GREEN,O); 
linlut(BLUE, 0); 

/* initialize input luts to a linear pattern 

linlut(INPUT,O); 
grabO; 

initializeO; /* initialize the kepco on the gpib bus * / 

*/ 

*/ 
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volt(0.0,start,0.05,mode); 

printf("Do you need to compute the center of mass of the intensity pattern?\n"); 
printf("Type y or n.\n"); 

reply = getcheO; 
printf("\n"); 
volt(start,mid,O.05,mode); 

if(reply == 'y') ( 
printf("Calculating center of mass and rms radius of intensity pattern ... \n"); 
snapO; 
ans = center(COL,ROW,O,O); 
printf("The center of mass coordinates are (%d,%d).\n", ans.x_avg, ans.y_avg); 
printf("The rms radius of the intensity pattern is %6.2f.\n", ans.rms); 

if(!(cm ptr=fopen("com.dat", "W"))) ( 
printf("Error opening center of mass file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fprintf(cm_ptr, "%d\n%d\n", ans.x_avg, ans.y_avg); 
f close( cm _ptr); 
} 

else if(reply == 'n') ( 
if(!(cm_ptr=fopen("com.dat", "r"))) ( 

printf("Error opening center of mass file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fscanf( cm _ptr ,"%d\n%d\n", &ans.x _ avg, &ans.y _avg); 
f close( cm _ptr); 
} 

else ( 

} 

grabO; 

printf("Incorrect response. \n"); 
abortO; 

printf("\nWhat is the window size that you wish to consider?\n"); 
scanf("%d %d", &x width, &y width); 
printf("\nYou havechosed an x width of %d, y width of %d.\n",x width,y width); 
printf("Do you wish to split the detector along the 0 or 90 degree line?\n"); -
scanf("%d", &orient); 
printf("You have indicated the %d degree line.\n", orient); 

printf("\nWhat size increment do you wish to step the piezo?\n"); 
printf("\nThe present calibration is l.OY = 0.20 microns.\n"); 
scanf("%lg", &inc); 
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microns = inc/CAL; 

printf("You have chosen an increment of %4.2f\n", inc); 
printf("This increment equals %4.3f microns.\n", microns); 
printf("\nHow many readings per frame do you wish to average?\n"); 
scanf("%d", &avg); 
printf("\nYou wish to average %d frames.\n", avg); 

x origin = ans.x avg - x width/2; 
y-origin = ans.y - avg - y - width/2; 
y -line = ans.y avg; -- -
x_line = ans.x_avg; 

max_sum = (double) x_width * (double) y_width * 255.0; 

if«x origin < 0) II (y origin < 0» { 
- printf("Incorrect x,y origin.\n"); 

abortO; 
} 

printf("The x origin is %d.\n", x origin); 
printf("The y origin is %d.\n", y -origin); 

old_setting = new_setting = start; 

printf("Do you want to perform single point detection and alignment?\n"); 
reply = getcheO ; 
printf("\n"); 

if(reply == 'y') { 
printf("Type arrow keys to reposition detector.\n"); 
printf("Type any other key to exit routine.\n"); 
system("cls"); 
printf("\ t\ t\ t\ tSDET\n \n"); 
do { 

echo = 1; 
snapO; 
result = sdet(x width,y width,x origin,y origin, x line, 

- y line,orient,echo); - -
printf("\t\t\t\t\b\b%7.4If\r", result.diff); 
arrow = get_arrowO; 
switch(arrow) 
{ 
case 1: y _Iine=y _line -1; 

break; 
case 2: y _Iine=y _Iine+ 1; 

break; 
case 3: x_line = x_line-I; 
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break; 
case 4: x_line = x_line+l; 

break; 
case 5: arrow = 5; 

break; 
}; 

x_origin = x_line - x_width/2; 
y_origin = y_Iine - y_width/2; 
} 
while(arrow != 5); 

if(!(cm ptr=fopen("com.dat", "vl"») ( 
printf("Error opening center of mass file.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
fprintf(cm_ptr, "%d\n%d\n", x_line, y_Iine); 
fclose(cm ptr); 

} 
snapO; 
echo = 0; /* turn off writing back to display * / 
pass = (int)(ceil( del volt/inc»; 
printf("\nThere wili"be %d iterations.\n", pass+l); 
if«pts = (double *) calloc(avg+l, sizeof(double))) == NULL) ( 

fprintf(stderr,"Error allocating array for std dey calculation.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 

printf("\nHit any key to begin taking data.\n"); 
while (!kbhitO ); 

if(fabs(mid - start) > tol) 
volt(mid,start,-0.05,mode); 

system("cls"); 
time(&secl); /* check time at beginning of routine 

printf("\n\n\t\tSDET\t\t\tYOL TS\t\t\tSUM\n\n"); 
for(j = 0; j < (pass+l); j++) ( 

sum = 0.0; 
sd_sum = 0.0; 
for(i=O; i < avg; i++) ( 

snapO; 

*/ 

result = sdet(x width, y width, x origin, y origin, 
- - - x_Iine,y_Iine,orient,echo); 

sum += result.diff; 
pts[i] = result.diff; 

} 
result.diff = sum/avg; 
for(le = 0; k < avg; k++){ 
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delta = fabs(pts[k]-result.diff); 
sd_sum += delta; 

} 
sd sum = sd sum/«double) avg); 
fprintf(fp,"% 7 .4lf\ t\ t%lf\ t%lf\n", result.diff, result.sum,sd sum); 
fprintf(ptr,"%-+ 7 .4lf\t\t%-+ 7 .5If\n", new setting*microns/inc, result.diff); 

!* fprintf(ptr,"\t\t%-+7.5lf\n", result.sum/ max_sum); */ 
printf("\ t\ t\b \b% 7 .4lr', resul t.diff); 
printf("%\t\t\t\b\b%7.3Ir', new setting); 
printf("\t\t\t\b\b%7.5If\r", result.sum/ max sum); 
new setting += inc; 
if(new _setting <= max_volt) 

volt(old setting, new setting, STEP,mode); 
old_setting = new_setting; -

} 
time(&sec2); 1* read time at end of scan * / 
tick = elapsed time(sec! ,sec2); 
printf("\n\nElapsed time is %d min, %d sec.\n",tick.min, tick.sec); 

/* reset kepco to starting position 

volt(max volt,O.O, -0.05,mode); 
printf("\n\a"); /* Done! * / 

fclose(fp); 
fclose(ptr); 
initializeO; 

} 

*/ 

/************************* Function Section ****************************** / 
struct et elapsed_time(long int sec!, long int sec2) 
( 
long diff; 
int min, sec; 
struct et tick; 

diff = sec2 - sec1; 
min = (int) diff /60; 
sec = (int) diff % 60; 
tick. min = min; 
tick.sec = sec; 
return(tick); 

/*******~'c***************** Function get_arrow **************************** / 
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1* routine from C microscoft book, pp 567-568. 

get_arrow(void) 
{ 
unsigned int key_entry; 
int character, scancode; 
int arrow = 0; 

do 
{ 

} 

key_entry = _bios_keybrd(_KEYBRD_READ); 
character = key_entry & OxFF; 1* low order byte *1 
scancode = key_entry» 8; 1* high order byte *1 

if(character == 0) 
swi tch(scancode) 

{ 
case Ox48: arrow = 1; 1* up arrow *1 

break; 
case Ox 50: arrow = 2; 1* down arrow *'1 

break; 
case Ox4B: arrow = 3; 1* left arrow *1 

break; 

} 

case Ox4D: arrow = 4; 1* right arrow *1 
break; 

else 
arrow = 5; 

while(arrow == 0); 
return(arrow); 
} 

*1 

1************************* Function sdet.c ******************************1 

struct det sdet(int x width, int y width, int x origin, int y origin, 
int x-line, int y line, int orient," int echo) -- -

{ 
double diffl, diff2; 
double sum; 
struct det result; 
int i,j, *buffer, marker; 
extern void grabO; 

sum = diffl = diff2 = 0.0; 

if«buffer = (int *) calloc(x width, sizeof(int»)==NULL) ( 
printf("Error allocating char buffer in sdet.c.\n"); 
abortO; 
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} 
if (orient == 90) ( 

for(i=O; i < y width; i++) ( 
rhline(x- origin,i+y origin, x width, buffer); 
for(j=O; T < x width; j++) { -

} 
} 

} 

sum += (double) buffer[j]; 
if «j+x origin) <= x line){ 

CliffI += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 255; 

} 
else if «j+x_origin) > x_line) { 

diff2 += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 0; 

} 

if( echo == 1) 
whline(x _origin,i+y _origin,x_ width,buffer); 

else if (orient == 0) ( 
for(i=O; i < y width; i++) ( 

rhline(x- origin,i+y origin, x width, buffer); 
for(j=O; T < x width; j++) { -

} 

sum += (long double) buffer[j]; 
if ((i+y origin) <= y line){ 

diffI += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 255; 

} 
else if((i+y origin) > y line) { 

diff2 += (double) buffer[j]; 
buffer[j] = 0; 

if( echo == 1) 

} 
} 
grabO; 

whline(x _ origin,i+y _ origin,x _ width, buffer); 

result.diff = (diffI - diff2) / (diffI + diff2); 
result.sum = sum; 
free(buffer); 
return(resuIt); 

} 

/******************* Function centerO ********************************;~* / 

struct com center(int x_width, int y _width, int x_origin, int y _origin) 
{ 
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int i, j, *buffer, midx, midy, xval, yval, x_center, y_center; 
int x_pix, y _pix, temp; 
struct com ans; 
double x_avg, y_avg, x_sq, y_sq, x_rms, y_rms; 
long int sum; 
extern void wpixelO; 

x_avg = y_avg = x_rms = y_rms = 0.0; 
midx = x width/2; 
midy = y width/2; 
sum = 0; 

if«buffer = (int *) calloc(x width, sizeof(int)))==NULL) ( 
printf("Error allocating char buffer in sdet.c.\n"); 
abortO; 

} 
for(i=O; i < y width; i++) ( 

yval = (i-midy); 

} 

y _sq = yval * yval; 
rhline(x origin,i+y origin, x width, buffer); 
for(j=O;J < x width; j++) { -

} 

xval = (j-midx); 
x_sq = xval :I: xval; 
x_uvg += (double) buffer[j] * xval; 
x_rms += (double) buffer[j] * x_sq; 
y_avg += (double) buffer[j] * yval; 
y_rms += (double) buffer[j] * y_sq; 
sum += buffer(j]; 

ans.x_avg = x_center = x_uvg / «double) sum) + 0.5; 
uns.y_uvg = y_center = y_avg / «double) sum) + 0.5; 
x rms = x rms / «double) sum) ; - -
y rms = y rms / «double) sum); - -

ans.x avg += (x origin + midx); 
ans.y uvg += (y origin + midy); 
!* 
temp = ans.x_avg; 
ans.x_avg = ans.y_avg; 
ans.y avg = temp; 
*/ -

x_pix = uns.x_avg; 
y pix = ans.y avg; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
y_pix -= y_pix; 
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wpixel(x_pix,y _pix,O); 
x_pix -= x_pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
y pix += y pix; 
wpixel(x_pix,y _pix,O); 
y pix += y pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
x pix += x pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 
x pix += x pix; 
wpixel(x_pix,y _pix,O); 
y pix -= y pix; 
wpixel(x _pix,y _pix,O); 

ans.rms=sqrt(x rms+y rms-(double)(x center*x center+y center*y center»; 
free(buffer); - - - - - -
return(ans); 
} 
/**************** Function voltO ************************************ / 

void volt(double old_number, double new_number, double inc,char mode) 
{ 
void rampO; 
float tol = .001; 

if (fabs(old number-new number) < tol) 
printf("The voltage setting is %5.2f.\n", new_number); 

else 
ramp( old_number, new_number, inc,mode); 

} 

/**************************** Function Section ***************************** / 

void new _ wait( int amount) 
{ 
int i; 
for(i = 0; i < amount; i++); 

} 

/*********************** Function ram pO ***************************** / 

void ramp(double old_value, double new_value, double inc,char mode) 
{ 
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float num; 
int setting, letter; 
char string[6], c; 
int num_steps,i; 
void new _ waitO; 
double z, tol; 

tol = .001; 

num = old_value; 
do ( 

} 

num += inc; 
setting = num/FS * COUNT; 
sprintf(string, "%c%03XFF", mode,setting); 
IOOUTPUTS(KEPCO, string, LEN); 
new _ wait(counts); 

while(fabs(num-new _ value»tol&&(new _ value!=old _value»; 

} 

1***************************** Function initializeO ********************1 
initializeO 
( 
error = IORESET(ISC); 
error _ handler( error, "IORESET"); 
error = IOTIMEOUT(ISC, 5.0); 
error _ handler( error, "IOTIMEOUT"); 
error = IOCLEAR(ISC); 
error _ handler( error, "IOCLEAR"); 
error = IOLLOCKOUT(lSC); 
error _ handler( error, "IOLLOCKOUT"); 
} 
error_handler(int error, char *routine) 
( 
char ch; 

if(error != NOERR){ 

printf("Error in call to %s \n", routine); 
printf("%d %s \n", error, errstr(error»; 
printf("Press Enter to Continue: "); 
scanf("%c", &ch); 
} 
} 
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% file qdet.m reads detector values generated in DIFFRACT and 
% stores them in individual arrays for post processing for 
% emulating a quadrant detector 
% 

fnamel = input('Load file of interest (include extension)=> 
eval(['load ' ,fname I]); 
step = input('Enter step size of scan=> '); 

% now strip the extension from the file name 

fname = zeros(fnamel); 

i = I; 
while fnamel(i) -= '.' 

fname(i) = fnamel(i); 
i = i+l; 

end 

% determine the number of datapoints to process 

[m,n] = size(eval(fname»; 
total = m ; 
array = eval(fname); 
range = (m-I)*step; 
x = -range/2:step:range/2; 

% read in the array and assign to vectors 

ql = array(:,I); 
q2 = array(:,2); 
q3 ::: array(:,3); 
q4 = array(:,4); 

% normalize each detector segment 

sum = (ql+q2+q3+q4); 
pv sum = max(sum)-min(sum) 
fes = «ql+q2)-(q3+q4».jsum; 
fes I = fes - mean(fes); 
tes = «ql+q3)-(q4+q2»./sum; 
tesl = tes - mean(fes); 
pv _tes = max(tes)-min(tes) 
pv fes = max(fes)-min(fes) 
c = polyfit(x',tes,3); 
y::: c(I).*x."3 + c(2).*x.*2 + c(3).*x + c(4); 

axis('square') 
echo on; 

, 's')' , , 
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314 

% plot xf vs. fes for focus, x VS. tes for tracking 
% or x VS. y for third order polynomial fit 
echo off; 



% file s.m loads the detector file sdet.dat and then plots it 
% for x=O:.2:4 with respect to its average value. 
% It also permits the display and alignment of two curves. 

k = menu(,Enter function','SDET','Align two SDET curves'); 
if(k == 1) 
fname 1 = input('Load file of interest (include extension)=> ','s'); 
eval(['load ' ,fname 1]); 

% now strip the extension from the file name 

fname = zeros(fnameI); 

i = I; 
while fname I (i) -= '.' 

fname(i) = fnameI(i); 
i = i+l; 

end 
data = eval(fname); 
cnt = Iength(data(:,I»; 
step = input(,Enter the stepsize in microns for the piezo=> '); 
x=O:step:(cnt-1 )*step; 
axis('square'); 
y=data(:,I); 
sum = data(:,2); 
plot(x,y); 
elseif(k ==2) 
fnl = input('Load first file of interest (include extension)=> 
eval([,load ',fnI]); 

% now strip the extension from the file name 

fl = zeros(fnI); 

i = 1; 
while fnI(i) -= '.' 

fl(i) = fnl(i); 
i = i+ 1; 

end 
dl = eval(fl); 

, 's')· , , 

fn2 = input('Load second file of interest (include extension)=> 
eval(['load ' ,fn2]); 

, 's')· , , 

% now strip the extension from the file name 

f2 = zeros(fn2); 
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i = I; 
while fn2(i) -= '.' 

f2(i) = fn2(i); 
i = i+ I; 

end 
d2 = eval(f2); 
yl = dl(:,I); 
y2 = d2(:, I); 
step = input('Enter the stepsize in microns for the piezo=> '); 
pol = input(,Enter "min" ,"max", or "none" for part of curve to match=> ' ,'s'); 
cnt = length(y I); 
big = (cnt-I )*step; 
x=O:step:big; 
[YI,l1] = min(yl); 
[Y2,12] = min(y2); 
[Y3,13] = max(yl); 
[Y4,14] = max(y2); 
axis([O big -I 1 ]); 
if strcmp(pol,'min') == 1 

del = 12-11; 
elseif strcmp(pol,'max') == 1 

del = 14-13; 
elseif strcmp(pol,'none') == 1 

del = 0; 
end 
axis('square'); 
fprintf(['Dotted curve is ' ,fn2]) 
fprintf('\n') 
if(del > 0), 

newx = x + del*step; 
plot(newx,y 1 ,x,y2,'--'); 

elseif(del < 0), 
newx = x -del*step; 
plot(x,y 1 ,newx,y2, '--'); 

else 
plot(x,y 1 ,x,y2,'--') 

end 
end 
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BS - beam splitter 

APPENDIX F 

GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 

CA - central aperture (detection) 

CCD - charge coupled device 

CNR - carrier-to-noise ratio 

DSP - digital signal processor 

EF - extinction factor 

fBm - fractal Brownian motion 

FES - focus error signal 

FFT - fast Fourier transform 

ISO - international standards organization 

LB - lateral birefringence 

MO - magneto-optic 

NA - numerical aperture 

OMDA - optical magnetic domain analyzer 

PV - peak-to-valley 

PZT - piezo-electric transducer 

QWP - quarter-wave plate 

RE-TM - rare earth-transition metal 

STM - scanning tunneling microscope 

TES - tracking error signal 

TFD - through-focus data (signal) 

TFTES - through-focus tracking error signal 
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TGI - Twyman-Green interferometer 

VB - vertical birefringence 

VFO - voltage frequency oscillator 

WM - Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (function) 
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